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CIRCULATES IN EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD !

Technical Staff:
W. J. Delaney, H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh.Sch.,

B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., Frank Preston.

ROUND the W
Our Second Combined Issue

THIS is the second combined
issue of those two famous
journals, " Practical Wire-

less " and " Amateur Wireless." Just
as we go to press we learn that the
first issue is completely out of print,
and letters from the readers of both
papers are pouring into these offices
bearing messages of congratulation
on our amalgamation,
which, coming as it does in what
promises to be the most important
period in the history of wireless-for
television is imminent-provides a
most powerful force in radio journal-
ism, destined to play a vital part in
the perfecting of the new science.

This journal has, during the whole
of its career, enjoyed a world-wide
reputation. It circulates and is
keenly read in every English-speaking
country in the world. More, its
contents have been translated and
published in practically every
country in the world !

An Enlarged Short-wave Section
And so " Practical and Amateur

Wireless " will lead the way in the
short-wave field. In anticipation of
the turn which television develop-
ments are likely to take, last year we
produced a valuable handbook deal-
ing in a popular way with all of the
branches of this fascinating new hobby
-we refer to our " Television and
Short-wave Handbook," many
thousands of copies of which have
been supplied to our readers. The
publication of this book was, indeed,
timely, for it is quite obvious that
television and short, waves will go
hand in hand.

It is with especial pleasure, there-

ORLD of WIRELESS
fore, that we announce as from next
week's issue a greatly -increased short-
wave section, informative, up to
date, and attractively illustrated.

The short-wave section of this
journal has always been a popular
and keenly -read feature-the best,
in fact, in radio journalism ; but the
needs of this branch of radio
telephony have rapidly outgrown the

Owing to the Growing
Importance of Short-wave
Radio, we take pleasure
in announcing that as from
next week's issue, the Short-
wave Section of "Practical
and Amateur Wireless "
will be developed and

enlarged.

space allocated to it. So we are
providing it next week with ampler
quarters, enabling our Short-wave
experts adequately to deal with all
branches of it.
A Twenty Hour Day !

THE German high -power long -wave
station has extended its transmissions,

and is now on the air on most days from
G.M.T. 05.00 until 01.00 the following
morning. Cologne, Frankfurt, and Stutt-
gart are now also late birds, and many
nights weekly may be heard working long
past midnight.

100-Kilowatter for Manchukuo
THE Manchuria Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company has installed a high -
power station at Hsinking, the capital
city of the new Kingdom of Manchukuo.
So far it is the most powerful broadcasting
station in the Far East, and is to be used to
combat propaganda transmitted to that
region by the Soviet transmitters. The

broadcasts are regularly picked up in
Kharbin, Mukden, and in the later evening
hours, in Japan.

New Wireless Electric Clock
IT is reported that at one of the principal

New York railway termini, engineers
have installed a clock which is entirely
controlled by radio transmission. The clock
is operated from the Arlington wireless
station. All clocks on the railway system
are now being set in accordance with this
novel timekeeper. If, after several months'
testing, the principle gives full satisfaction.
similar clocks are to be installed in other
public institutions.

Listen to Mexico

NOW
that broadcasts from the United

States and from the Argentine
Republic are regularly heard in the United
Kingdom, an effort should be made to tune
in some of the Mexican radio entertainments.
Stations already logged here are XENT,
Nuevo Laredo, 267.7 metres (1,120 ke/s) ;
XEW, Mexico City, 337.1 metres (890 ke/s),
and XEPN, Piedras Negras, 508.5 metres
(590 kc/s). Broadcasts from XEW are
particularly well received on favourable
nights between G.M.T. 02.00-04.30. The
interval signal is reminiscent of a clock
chiming the quarters (four bells). Announce-
ments are made in both Spanish and
English.

When You Miss the B.B.C. Weather
Forecast
AIR MINISTRY weather forecasts and

reports are transmitted daily from
Heston Airport (Middlesex) on 1,202
metres (249.5 ke/s) at G.M.T. 08.45.
09.30, then hourly, with the exception of
13.30, until 16.30 during the winter months.
Although they are essentially destined to
civil aviation, the broadcasts are very
useful to the general public.

Holland's Time Problem
THE Dutch Government is considering

a proposal to adopt Central European
time. The suggestion of making the clocks
in that country coincide with G.M.T.,
as is the case in Belgium, has been turned
down. So far, Dutch time is twenty
minutes behind Central European time, a
condition which somewhat complicates
railway time tables.
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS (Continued)
Belgium's Proposed Third Trans-

mitter
ALTHOUGH the idea of a third station

for this little Kingdom had been cast
aside in favour of an increased. power for
the twin transmitters at Velthem, near
Louvain, which broadcast the Brussels No. 1
and No. 2 programmes, the suggestion has

THE

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
PARAGRAPHS

....mmi*...14EN.1.

purely of an experimental nature, the call
heard, in the course of the broadcast, may
be that of the Warsaw studio from which
the programmes are relayed.

YOUNG IDEA

"ofmnowirommoinsconmxis.

A small enthusiast preparing a programme to be heard on her " His Master's Voice'! " Super-
het Fluid -light Autoradiogram.'!.

now been revived by one of the political
parties, and is receiving serious consider-
ation. A definite proposal has now been
put forward to erect a third station on the
Eastern frontier.
To Honour the Marchese Marconi

AT the birthplace of this famous radio
pioneer, Bologna (Italy), it has been

decided to build a 50 -kilowatt transmitter
entirely of Italian manufacture. It will be
run by the E.I.A.R. (the Italian Broad-
easting Authorities), and is to be known as
the Stazione Guglielmo Marconi.

Another Russian Giant
THE Soviet Government, in order to

. provide adequate service to the
Siberian republics, and also for trans-
missions to listeners dwelling in the Man-
chuquo and Japanese Empires, have
planned a 500 -kilowatt transmitter to be
installed at Khabarovsk. .It is to be built
on the same lines as the high -power Moscow
station.
Droitwich's Berlin Rival

THE 150 -kilowatt transmitter to be built
at Brueck, some thirty miles from

Berlin, according to a German report, will
prove the most up to date of all European
stations. A new aerial system consisting of
seven pylons, 825ft. high, set in a circle,
will, it is stated, prove an effective cure of
" fading."
New Polish Broadcaster

TESTS are now being carried out on
304.3 metres (986 'kc/s) by the new

24 -kilowatt station erected at Mokre, near
Torun (Poland). As the transmissions are

The B.B.C. Symphony Orchestra
THE B.B.C. Symphony Orchestracon-

tinues its provincial tour, visiting
Bristol on February 13th. Its subsequent
visit are Birmingham, February 27th ;
Dundee, April 2nd ; and Brussels, March
12th. So much interest has been occa-
sioned at Bristol by the visit of this enor-
mous orchestra, which is the biggest
permanent musical combination in Europe,
that the B.B.C. has already received an
inquiry for a block of tickets of 400 from
one school.
" Mother Goose "

ON February 2nd, Francis Laidler's
pantomime, " Mother Goose "

(founded on the book by J. Hickory Wood),
will be relayed to Northern listeners from
the Theatre Royal, Leeds. The cast
includes Vera Lennox (Principal Boy),
Connie Grahani (Mother Goose), Albert
Modley (Jack, the. Widow's Son), and Olga
May (Principal Girl). A Flying Ballet, a
Rolls Royce Chorus, and a troupe of Little
Sunbeams will also take part.

Wagner's Music from Manchester
THE second half of the William Rees

Society's Concert will be relayed to
Northern listeners from the Milton Hall,
Manchester, on February 2nd. Conducted
by William Rees, the William Rees Orches-
tra will play a programme of Wagner's
music, including " Forest Murmurs," from
" Siegfried," " Dreams," and the Overture
to Tannhauser2.'. Supported by the
orchestra, Frank Titterton, well-known
Northern tenor, will sing " The Prize Song "
from " The Mastersingers."

Choral Concert from Ulster
TWELVE Belfast choirs, totalling in.all

something over four hundred voices,
will be seen on the platform of the Ulster
Hall on February 1st, when they will
appear at a concert given in co-operation
with the Belfast Corporation.

"Breakfast in Evening Dress
CHARLES BREWER, one of the,

producers of the Light Entertainment
"Department, has written the book of a
musical comedy called " Breakfast in
Evening Dress," to be broadcast on
February 6th. The music is by Alan Paul.
The story revolves round the extraordinary
steps needed to comply with a most
eccentric will. The cast is a strong one,
headed by Wynrie Ajello. Opposite her
will be Michael Cole, while the humour is
in the hands of Dick Francis and Claude
Hulbert.. Supporting these are Gladys
Marlowe, Cyril Nash, and Ernest Sefton.
Mark Lubbock will conduct the revue
chorus and the B.B.C. Orchestra.

Recital of Russian Songs
MADAME. SPIRIDOVITCH is giving a

song recital in the National pro-
gramme on February 10th. She is a well-
known Russian singer of Russian gipsy,
and folk songs and has a large public in:
Paris. In this recital she will include, in
addition to Russian songs, a group of
Neapolitan folk songs and also a group of
songs by Gretchaninoff.

Rugby Male -voice Choir
THIS well-knoWn choir, which was

founded over twenty years ago, will
give a programme of part songs in a
Midland studio on February 3rd. The
conductor; Mr. George Pritchard, was'
responsible for the reorganisation of this':
choir in 1930, and since then it has won'
many awards. In- the same programme;'
Winifred Browne, the Birmingham pianist`,"'
will play Dr. Byrd's Pavan, " The Earle
of Salisbury," and other pieces.

(Continued on page 733)

SID EWE Th-IS
Problem No. 124,

Wilkinson built a three -valve variable -nun
battery -operated receiver employing separate
dual -range tunerslor the aerial and inter -valve
circuits. These tuners were not fitted with 1.1

their own wave -change switches, but a three,
point on -off switch was used to short-circuit 7,
the long -wave windings of the two coils. On 11
completion of the set it was found that fairly ;1
good reception was obtained, but the Volumc-
control potentiometer used in conjunction 71
with the variable -mu valve was inoperative on
the medium -wave band. What mistake had
Wilkinson madel

Three hooka'. will be awarded for the first
three correct solutions opened. Mark your
envelopes Problem No. 124 and address them
to! The Mita, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR ;
WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 541, Smith-
ampton Street, Strand,  London, W.C.2.
Entries must he received not later than first
post on Monday, February 4tb.

. ,

Solution to Problem No. 123.
The arode resistance in Welbeck's receiver bad

developed an open circuit, so that there was scarcely;
any voltage reaching the anode of the detector valve.
A very low voltage was passed on to the valve due to
leakage, but this was not sufficient to provide reaction.'

The following three readers have correctly solved
Problem No. 122, and books are being sent to them :
J. Orr, 0, West End Place, Edinburgh ; W. Shortland,'
:34, Malvern House, Stamford Hill, N.16 ; J. Dawney,
39, Courtenay Gardens, Upminster, Essex.
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SEVERAL readers have expressed interest
in the articles in this series that have
dealt with the question of taking

voltage and current measurements, and
have asked for more complete particulars.
They have pointed out that although the
details given were sufficient to enable them
to calculate the values of shunt and series
resistances when converting a milliammeter
for universal readings, they prefer to elimi-
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4 6 8 10
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Fig. 1 .-A graph can be made to obtain cali-
bration points for currents higher than those
for which the battery is suitable by drawing a

graph as shown here.

nate mathematics as far as posible. Even
those readers who have no fear of the
calculations involved are in many cases
" stumped," due to the fact that they are
unaware of the resistance of the particu-
lar milliammeter that they happen to
possess.

It would therefore seem to be very
desirable this week to deal more fully with
the matter of making a multi -purpose test
instrument, making the information so
general that it can be applied in any
particular case, and of such a form that
mathematics of every description can be
ignored. It must be made quite clear that
the degree of accuracy to be secured by
following the methods to be outlined will
not approach the 100 per cent. mark,
although it will be adequate for all normal
purposes, when a tolerance of, say, 5 per
cent. is easily allowable.

A Suitable Meter
The first requirement is a moving -coil

milliammeter-this is essential, for a cheap
meter of the moving -iron type is entirely
unsuitable for our purpose. The meter
may be one having a full-scale reading of
between 1 and 10 milliamps, and the
resistance of this will in all probability lie
between 100 ohms (for the lower reading)
and 10 ohms (for the higher reading).
In the same way it may be considered
for the preliminary experiments that meters
with other readings will have resistances
in the proportions mentioned. That is, a
2-m liamp. meter will have a resistance of
about 50 ohms, and a 5-milliamp. meter
will have about 20 ohms resistance.

           .  .    .      
Details are Given for the Construction

and Calibration of a Multiple Testing

Unit Employing a Moving -coil
; Milliammeter of Any Type.

Variable Shunt Resistance
For increasing the current reading of the

meter it' will first of all be necessary to
obtain a variable resistance or potentio-
meter (not of, the graded type) having a
resistance value of about twice that of the
meter, and this should be of the type having
a definite " off " position ; in other words,
the slider should leave the resistance element
at one end ofits travel. Alternatively, the
resistance purchased may be of the type
fitted with an on -off switch, 'since this will
produce the same effect. Variable resist-
ances with values between 2 and 50 ohms
(type FR), or from 50 ohms upwards (type
STSC) are made by Colvern and cost
3s. 6d. each. As an alternative to buying
a new component it will often be found
possible to re -wind an existing potentio-
meter with 36 -gauge Eureka resistance
wire, which has a resistance of approxi-
mately 15 ohms per yard, or with 40 -gauge
Eureka, which has a value of about 37
ohms per yard.

The method of connecting the variable
resistance is shown in Fig. 3, where it will
be seen that the centre terminal (slider) is

k4R/ABLE reES/STANCE
FOR az7;46h-C.4z/e,eiriew
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By BERNARD DUNN

connected to one terminal of the milliam-
meter, and one of the end terminals is
joined to the other terminal of the meter.
The next task is to calibrate the resistance
for various ". multiplication factors." This
means that a large circular paper or celluloid
scale must be mad) to fit under the
mounting nut, and ,hat a corresponding
pointer should be Fitted to the knob.
Another method is to use an old condenser
dial, gluing a ring of white paper round its
bevelled edge.

Current Calibration
Now connect the meter in series with a

battery and fixed resistance, as shown in
Fig. 3, the resistance being of such a value
that the meter shows practically a full-scale
deflection. This means that, assuming the
use of the 6 -volt tappings of an H.T.
battery, the resistance should be 6,000
ohms for a 1-m.a. meter, 3,000 ohms for a
2-m.a. meter, about 1,200 ohms for a
5-m.a. meter or 600 ohms for a 10-m.a.
meter. The full-scale reading should be
obtained when the variable resistance is in
the " off " position, or is disconnected.
Make a very careful and accurate note
of the exact reading, and then rotate the
knob of the variable resistance until the
current passing through the meter is
exactly halved ; that setting of the resistance
will give a " multiplication factor " of 2,
or, in other words it will double all the
scale readings obtained. Therefore make
a mark on the resistance scale and place a
figure 2, 4, 10 or 20 beside it, according to

20-200 (2q415'
14/4/2/48LE IeES/STANCE

firgarrzey
Fig. 2.-This sketch shows how
a variable resistance and short-
ing switch (in broken lines),
should be connected for cali-
brating the meter for voltage

readings.

whether the meter normally
reads up to 1, 2, 5, or 10
milliamps.

The next step is to double
the voltage of the battery,
when the needle of the

(Continued overkan
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meter Should return to its heat position.
The proaeas previously described should
then be repeated to determine the settingOf the parallel resistanee that gives a
" multiplication factor of 4. This met hid
of calibration may then be sepeated until
the " multiplication factor " is such that
the maximum current that call be read is
about 25 milliampe, although if a super-
capaeity H.T. battery, or a set of H.T.
accumulators, is available it may beceatinued up to 100 niilliampa or so,
taking care that this heavy current only
flows for a second or two.

It might seem that the limit of calibration
Las been reached at much too low a value,
but further calibration points can be
obtained by drawing a graph showing the
positions of the resistance pointer that have
been located. For instance, if the distances
of the marks around the circumference of
the scale are measured-by means of a tape
measure, say-and plotted on a sheet of
squared paper against the " multiplication
factors," as shown in Fig. 1, a variety of
ether calibration points can be located with
fair accuracy.
Measuring Voltages

Having made the current calibrations, it
will next be necessary to provide for
voltage measurements, and this can be
done by connecting a variable resistance
in series with the meter, as shown in Fig. 2.
'the resistance in this case should be of
much higher value than before, the
resistance being approximately- 2.5000
ohms to give a maximum reading of 100
volts with a 5-nailliamp. meter, or with the
parallel resistance set to ensure a full-scale
deflection of this amount. Ii the meter
gives a maximum reading of 10 milliampa.,
the same value of resistance. can still be
used, but the adjustments to be described
will then be made until the meter shows
reading of only one-half of the maximum.

The idea is to connect the meter mid
series resistance in series "a it h a 100 -volt

beat 1. first bet t urg
the rears' tam.* to ita
" all -in " position.
In these coodit ions
a reading of rather
leas than 5 iuilli-
am should be ob-
tained, but a slight
variation of the
resistance should
bring the reading
to exactly 5 milli-
a tu ps. A morel of
wanting is nests, -
soars: here, because
if any mistake were
made in connecting
the series resistance,
or if the cannpoutut
were faulty, there
would be a danger
of damaging the meter. To avoid any-
thing of this kind it is best to start by
inserting the wander plug into the 1 -volt
socket, advancing it by short steps until
the full voltage is reached, if it is foundthat the ureter reading is always below
the maximum.

AZ:vevreiz

kaa..deux
/as./..rrApoce

- 217.73aAter

1161.4. ER
Fig. 3.- Showing haw
the niilliartirrictrr mat,
calibrated fur Vaii

current IL adings.

Up to 400 Volts
Having found that the resistance is of

suitable value a scale can be made for it.
similar to that used for the parallel
resistant*, and this can be marked with the
position of the pointer for the 100 -voltreading. Readings up to 200 volts or
400 volts can then be obtained simply by
moving the parallel resistance from the
5-inilliamp position to those giving 10 and
20 milliamps respectively. On the other
hand, the same result could have been
achieved by using a 100,000 -open series
resistance and, after finding the setting
for 100 volts, rotating the knob until themeter showed a half -scale (200 volts
maximum) or a quarter -scale (4t$) volts
nia annum) reading. The latter method is
better in sonic respects, because it 'Indiesbattery (a new one of reputable make is for simplification and avoids the !toast-

HAVE you tried your re-
ceiver out during
daylight ? If so, you

were doubtless surprised at the
number of stations which pro-
vided loud -speaker reception.
If not, you have a pleasant
urprise awaiting you. During

the mornings, Hilversum,
Breslau, Berlin,' Lan-

genberg, Athlone, Rome, and a host of other
stations provide good loud -speaker t eet- it itd
upon the average receiver. Many distant
stations are also audible.

For instance, Budapest provides a housed
programme during the afternoons, and
this station can frequently be heard well as
early as 1 p.m. In roughly the same
direction, but farther afield, Ljubljana,
the well-known Yugo-Slavian static ii, pro-
vides a moderately powerful signal upon
many occasions.

Russian Stations
Special attention should be given to

Russian stations, for many of them are
audible during daylight. Perhaps you have
heard R11'39, Moscow-Stalino, which
eperates upon 386.6 metres. if net, I
certainty recommend you to tune to that
wavelength upon sonic afternoon --this
station provides an astonishingly gotal signal
Upon most occasions-when, UnkF,,s carii-
ditions are bad, you will hear doss, oaa
Because Toulouse PTI' and Fredrilatad
operate upon its wavelength during the
night this station is best heard during

I D

Wave Notes--...+.01.ffes-,a-,...41 (attata) mak.), both ,iperate iasai

LONG-DISTANCE I 598 metres. .All the above, and
mato. ethers, are audible
the afternisms unless conditese

Stations to Search For During the Hours of Ligh
.1111,

At16:e - TAIQ
-74A4ER SC.4.-e

rrE.er
;2,re° A-1-47..rm"ce

(fee- re -47-,

"Alit y of confusion bet tt tau the two
went roll.

It is not sat taloa:tort hem et er, at lo
voltages bitter than 100 are to be liteasUred,
and it a ill generally be- desirable to call brat e
the Meter fot rending Up to 10 volts or so.
When using the 2:1,000-ehtu reeiat amt.,
this can 1e done by reducing the voltage
of the H.T. batters to 9, and thee settingthe resistant' until a reading equal te
nine -tenths of that et the a hole scale 1S
obtained. Other acale. readings can be
obtained by folloa nig t astute idea.

Mounting the Parts
It is scarcely necessary to give pract ical

details concerning the aessembly of the ttao
variable resistances and the Ineler In a boa,
since every experimenter as ill be able to
devise a suitable arrangeinta. A taiga'
box, however, might b sligL; est ed as a
container for the cool valeta s, aial a 11..11;1

flexible lead, or plug sockets, can be fitted
for ecatneta ion purposes. A en itch vi ill la.
rtajdaed for cutting out the aerita resistanee
when taking current measurements, and
this uill be connected as atioe, n in braise!,
lima in Fig. 2.

AYLIGHT RECEPTION
jmi.., .....4 NIIIIMP, illMi, ...Pt n0.1. "MEM .41111M,41101...111111. NMI. WAI  -.Mr ...... .....,

daylight. If you are fortunate you may
hear Astrakan, RV35, which, although
located near the Caviar! Sea, provides a
good signal upon many occasions.

Some persons-the writer among thern-
eonsider that long-distance rei.*ptioli is
unobtainable from Europe. In short, M
feel that any part of Europe is too near
to be labelled " DX."

Asia During Daylight
Therefore DX enthusiasts as ill be iu-

tereated to know that a hat is termed
-- DX " reception is forthcoming during
daylight. Tashkent, on 1,170 metres,
provides a good signal upon moat after-
noons despite the fact that it is just north
of India. Even more remarkable is Alma -

Alta. This station, which is situated north
of Burma, may be heard around 410 metres
on most nights after 11 p.m. More remark-
able still is the fact that it provides a fair
signal during the daylight.

Other Russian stations worth looking
for are: R1V49, Tomsky, which operates
upon 554 metres ; Makhateh, 5ta:1
and either Nijni-Novgutod or t;orki

are particularly bad.

America in theAfternoon
Oaeaaionally line un more

American, stela, 5 can be
heard during the ant -nasal,

hilt this is unconmion. 111a:it Alfieri, an
I stations do come in they are aeneeallvsituated beta een 2t/0 and 2'20 metre -s.On one or two caaaikaa. Lea, via, 11'11Z,

Boston, on 301 metres, his keen heard asearly as 1 pan., and it is tituti- pOsisible tohear this station at fairly good volume
around 7 p.m.

On (,(Va5i0i1S 1V K BW, Buffalo ; R,
Cis% eland ; WI -AC, Nashville; and WJSV,ashingtim , are audible at moderatestrength. Hoisever, the reception of
A iiielitrit during the afternoon is, as re-matked abase, rather ram. Between thehours of ti and 9 _pan. many American
stations can generally be heard and,
because many are low -powered stations
broads -sating DX programmes, are generally
a art h receiving.

Africa Also
In conclusion, another station may be

mentioned which is heard best during
daylight. It is Cairo, on 4S0 metres. During
the evening it is interfered with by Brussels,
but during daylight it provides a passable
signal on most occaeions.
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MAKING A

DROITWICH
SUPPRESSOR

Full Constructional Details are Given in

this Article of an Easy -to -make Wavetrap

for Cutting Out Interference from the
Powerful Droitwich Station.

By W. B. RICHARDSON

SINCE the opening of the, new high-
power transmitter at Droitwich many
listeners are experiencing consider-

able interference on the long -wave bands.
In ;fact, in some cases this station spreads
over practically the whole of the dial and
renders the reception of other stations almost
impossible.

In such instances the usual dodges for in-
creasing selectivity are entirely inadequate.
For example, the use of a small condenser
connected in series with the aerial, or the
employment of a smaller aerial would
only sharpen the tuning at the expense of
volume. In most cases the degree of
selectivity required is such, that the loss in
sensitivity attendant upon these methods
would be too great. In other words the
weaker stations would probably disappear
altogether. A better solution is to be found
in the use of a wavetrap. This consists of
a small unit which is connected between the
aerial and the receiver. The unit comprises
a tuning coil and a variable condenser, and
can quite easily be made up from odds and
ends obtained from the average construc-
tor's junk box.

How It Works
Before engaging on the, construction of,

the actual unit it is just as well to have
some idea of the principle on which it
works. Reference to Fig. 1 will show
that the coil and condenser are connected
in parallel in just the same way as an
ordinary tuning circuit. Actually there are
. two condensers shown-one fixed and one
variable-but this is done for practical
reasons. Theoretically this amounts to
the same thing as using one condenser.

The coil and condenser together form
what is called a resonant rejector circuit.

TO AERIAL

J.
REJECTOR

Our

The action of
this will no
doubt be clearer
from a study
of Fig: 2 which
shows the basic circuit. Such a circuit will
resonate at a certain frequency dependent on
the values of the inductance (coil) and the
condenser. This means that if an alter-

nating
voltage
of this
particu-
lar fre-
quencyb

e ap-
plied to
the cir-
cuit at
t h e
points
A, B, it

TO RECE/VER will set
Fig. 1.-Circuit diagram of the u P a n

eliminator. oscilla-
- Ling cur-

rent in the circuit as indicated by the
arrows. This oscillation gives rise to an
alternating voltage at A, B, which absolutely
coincides in point of
time and magnitude
with the applied voltage
(this is assuming that
the circuit has no resist-
ance). Therefore no
current can flow through
the circuit from outside.
It is this property which
is made use of in a
wavetrap. If a resonant
rejector circuit of this
type be connected be-

tween the Fig. 2.--A simple
aerial of rejector circuit.
the receiv-
er, as in Figs. 2 and 3, it will

REJECTOR
IN

Fig. 3.-How the unit is connected to
the receiver.

cz

TO RECE/YER

prevent any alternating cur-
rent flowing through it which'
has the same frequency as the
resonant frequency. Of course,
by the choice of suitable values
for the inductance and the
condenser the circuit can be
made to resonate at any
desired frequency. In the
case of Droitwich, therefore,
the wavetrap is designed to
resonate at 200 kilocycles. It
thus acts as a barrier to
signals from this station.
Actually is does not offer a
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A general view of the Droitwich transmitting station from the north side.

perfect barrier, although it allows only a
very small current to pass. This is because
in practice the rejector circuit always
contains some resistance.

In the rejector shown here, approximate
values are chosen for the inductance and
condenser and the final adjustment is
made by means of the variable condenser
C2. When the eliminator is connected
to the receiver its effect is to reduce the
sensitivity of the latter to practically nil
at 200 kilocycles. However, the sensitivity
increases rapidly on either side of this point,
and thus other stations can be received on
other parts of the scale. Incidentally the
selectivity of the unit is an important point,
since it is highly desirable to confine
the rejector action to just the frequency of
Droitwich and for it to pass all frequencies

,on either side of this point. If the tuning
is flat the rejector action will decrease only
slowly on either side of the 200 kilocycles
point and thus other stations nearby will be
also reduced in strength.

The degree of selectivity depends on the
ratio of inductance to capacity. Thus
with a large inductance and a small capacity
the tuning will be comparatively flat while
a small inductance and a large capacity
will give a more selective circuit. In the
unit described here a coil of 100 turns of
wire is used in conjunction with a total
capacity of about .0025 mfd. On the other
hand it would be quite in order to use a coil
of 150 turns and a condenser of .0005 mfd.
This would have an even more powerful
rejector action at the resonant frequency,
but there would be some reduction in the
strength of nearby stations as well.
Constructing the Unit

The Droitwich eliminator consists essen-
tially of a tuning coil wound on a 2in.
cylindrical former, a fixed condenser, and a
variable condenser for making the final
adjustment. The coil consists of 100 turns
of 28 gauge d.c.c. wire wound in a single

LIST OF PARTS
One J.B. " Dilecon "- variable condenser,

.0005 mfd.
One .002 mfd. Dubilier fixed condenser, type

670.
Three Belling -Lee insulated sockets with plugs. 1

PaxOlin former 2in. diam., by 3in. long. ;
Parts for case as detailed in the text.
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Fig. 4.- Wiring diagram from underside of lid.

layer on a 2in. paxolin former 3in. long.
Two small holes are pierced through the
former about fin. from one end and the wire
threaded through in the usual manner,
leaving a few inches for connecting purposes.
The wire is then wound on tightly and evenly
until the 100 turns have been completed,
when two more holes are pierced and the
wire threaded through as before. The 100
turns should occupy about 21 -in. ; thus the
winding should end within fin. of the endof the former.

When the coil is completed it should be
put aside while the other parts are being
assembled. The top of the unit consists of
a round disc of hard wood. Any local handi-
crafts shop would be able to turn this up
for a few pence, but failing that it could bemade in a hexagonal form. This can
be cut out quite easily with a tenon saw by
the average handyman. When the top is
finished it is drilled with the necessary
holes to take the condenser and the sockets.
These parts are then mounted in position
together with the fixed condenser and are
wired up as shown in Fig. 4.

The next job is to mount the coil on its
base. This latter consists of a wooden
disc, which is a push -fit in the end of the
Sin. cardboard tube which forms the body
of the unit. The method of mounting the
coil on the base will be quite clear from a
glance at Fig. 5. A wooden strip is bradded
and glued in position on the base, and the
former is then fixed to each end of this
with the aid of brads. The card body of
the unit is fixed in position next. One or
two fine brads are used and driven through
the tube into the base. Before placing the
top on the unit the two wires from the coil
are connected to the terminals of the vari-
able condenser. The unit should then be
tested out before the top is finally se-
cured in position.

To test the wavetrap the receiver should ,

be connected to the aerial in the usual
way, and then tuned exactly to the Droit-
wich wavelength. If, owing to the tuning
spread, the exact position is not very
definite, then the volume control should be
turned right down. This will, of course,
reduce the spread and enable the exact
wavelength to be determined more easily.
These remarks apply to the ordinary
type of volume control and not to a com-
bined selectivity and volume control in
the form of a variable condenser. This
latter type usually alters the tuning slightly
when it is turned down. Having tuned -in
to Droitwich the set should be switched off
and the wavetrap connected up. One
socket on the unit is connected to the aerial
terminal or socket on the receiver and the
other to the aerial. The third socket is
left unconnected. The receiver is then
switched on again and the volume turned
up. The tuning control on the unit is
.lowly rotated until the signals from

Droitwich reach a minimum strength. If
the instructions have been followed care-
fully this will occur at a position somewhere
near the midway setting of the condenser.
Having found this position, a movement
of the condenser knob in either direction
should cause an increase in volume.

With the control set to give the minimum
volume, a mark is made opposite the
pointer of the unit in order to mark the
position, and the wavetrap should then be
left alone. Tuning of the receiver is then
carried out in the usual way. It will be
found that the reduction in volume from
Droitwich will allow other stations to be
received free from interference. There is
just one warning. With some receivers the
tuning positions will be altered very
slightly when the eliminator is in use, but
the actual amount depends on the nature
of the tuning arrangements employed in

Fig. 6.-The completed wavetrap.

the set. Regarding the setting of the wave -
trap, this would normally be left at its
original setting, but slight variations can
be made to suit particular conditions.
For instance, it is sometimes found that
a station above the wavelength of Droit-
wich can best be received with the wavetrap
pointer turned a little to one side of the
normal position in an anti -clockwise direc-
tion. A station below Droitwich, on the

Fig. 7.-How the wavetrap is assembled.

I moo,V
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Fig. 5 -Sectional view of the unit showing
how the coil is mounted.

other hand, may be found to come through
with better strength with the pointer set
slightly in the opposite direction. When
it is desired to listen to Droitwich there is
no need to alter the setting of the eliminator.
All that is necessary is to remove the aerial
from its socket and to plug it in to the
vacant socket. This cuts the wavetrap
out of the circuit.

Those who are interested in experi-
menting may care to try variations in the
ratio of inductance to capacity. As an
example the fixed condenser might be
increased to .004 mfd. when the coil
would need to be reduced to about 60 turns.'
On the other hand, a mere powerful
rejector action, but less localised, could be
obtained by using an ordinary plug-in coil
of 150 turns tuned by the .0005 mfd.
condenser only.

HIGH -EFFICIENCY VALVES

IT is amazing to note the progress that has
been made in valve design during the last

couple of years or so. We all know of the
mains pentode valves that enable a signal
output of something like 21 watts to be

The Valves used in Mr. F. J. Camm's
New Receiver-The A.C. Hall -Mark.

obtained with the comparatively small
input supplied by the average leaky -grid
detector, but Tlearnt the other day that a,
directly -heated mains pentode is shortly
to be placed on the market that gives an
output of 3,800 milliwatts with an input
grid voltage of rather less than 6.
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An Interesting New Series

PROGRESSIVE

HOME GO

WE hope that you have by now
been able to make the coil,
reaction condenser, and wave -

change switch, for which details were
given last week, and trust that no difficulty
has been experienced in carrying out the
interesting work. Now we must push on
and deal with the fixed grid condenser,
grid leak, H.F. choke, and on -off switch.
Actually, a valve -holder is needed in
addition to the components just mentioned,
but most readers will prefer to buy that
as a ready-made job, since it costs only a

FOIL
FOIL

MICA( -0o
THI T
PR UDE
4" OVER

FOIL.

le 2

Fig. 1.-Dimensions of the foil and mica for
the fixed grid condenser are given in this
drawing. Above is shown how the sheets of

foil and dielectric are interleaved.

matter of pence, and cannot be made very
easily if the sockets are to be a perfectly
good fit with the valve pins.

The Grid Condenser
The grid condenser should be considered

first, bearing in mind that this component
should have a capacity of approximately
:0003 mfd. The exact value is by no
means critical, but it is possible to work
to fairly close limits if the size of the
plates, thickness of the dielectric material,
and the dielectric constant are known.
You probably think that the last remark
means that the accurate capacity could
be obtained by a physicist equipped with
a variety of measuring instruments and
having access to an extensive laboratory;
anyhow, you need not be discouraged,
for we have cut out all the theoretical work
for you and simply say that the correct
capacity can be obtained by using two
plates of tin or copper foil measuring

:.:-:-\;:'
,.1%g:::

- --------i........4.....................-.....1
In this Second Article of the New f
Series the Authors Describe the
Construction of the Remaining Parts i

Required for the Single - valve
i

! Home-made Receiver
4

i 1

t. . ... . ........ . . . .......1
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liin. by lin. with a sheet of mica measuring
1 tin. by sin. separating them. As a matter
of fact, this assumes the thickness of the
mica to be just two -thousandths of an inch,
but this is a standard thickness, and so
there is no need to take micrometer measure-
ments. If you have any difficulty in getting
hold of the mica you can use thin waxed
paper instead, the paper being not much
more than tissue thickness. When this
is used, it is necessary to have about' six
sheets of foil with a sheet of waxed paper
between each (because waxed paper has
a lower dielectric constant than mica) ; the
foils (condenser plates) and strips of waxed
paper (dielectric) are arranged as shown in
Fig. 1.

Just a note about the waxed paper ; if
you cannot find a piece of suitable material
ready for use, just take a short end of
clean candle, place it in a small jar, and
immerse it in a bath of hot water. When
the wax is quite molten put a sheet of
thin, soft paper into it and allow it to
remain for a short time until thoroughly
soaked. After that, lift out the paper
and let all the superfluous wax drain off.
When the wax has become quite cold the
separate sheets can be cut out and the
condenser assembled. The method of
assembly is shown in Fig. 2, where it can
be seen that the set of plates and dielectrics
are placed together on a small ebonite
sheet fitted with terminal holes, after which
washers and nuts are securely tightened
over the ends of the foil strips.

An Ebonite Baseplate
Before mounting the condenser proper

on to the baseplate, however, care must be
taken that the plates and dielectrics are
all pressed firmly together. To ensure this
when using mica dielectrics it is best to
brush a little very thin shellac varnish
over each surface of the micas, place the
foils in position, and then place the whole
assembly under a heavy book, leaving
overnight until the varnish sets perfectly
hard. When using waxed paper there is

EBONITE
SURFACE

ROUGHENED
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no need to apply shellac, but after the
plates have been interleaved the condenser
should be tightly pressed with a warm
(not hot) iron. `:ti the wax has properly
cooled the condenser can be mounted on
the baseplate.

Making a Grid Leak
So much for the condenser ; and now

for the grid leak. This requites to have a
resistance of about 2 megohms, but again
the exact value is not at all critical. The
best and simplest arrangement is that
shown in Fig. 3, where a strip of ebonite
of the dimensions indicated has a wide
pencil line drawn on it. Before making
the line the surface of the ebonite should
be roughened slightly by rubbing it with
fairly fine glass paper, and the two holes
shown should be drilled. Then take a
" B " pencil and scribble a ring round
the terminal holes, afterwards joining the
two rings with a line iin. thick. Apply
a fair pressure with the pencil, and go
over the line a few times until there is a
little graphite dust loose on the surface.
Then knock off the dust and fit the ter-
minals, placing a large washer between
the nut and the pencilled circles. The
resistance between the two terminals will
now be just about correct, but the.graphitc
might be rubbed off when the leak is in

Fig. 2.-Showing how the fixed
condenser may be mounted on

an ebonite baseplate.

WASHER

CONDENSER ASSEMBLY

EBONITE BASE

PENCI 1
L [NE!

prelli

2" SWASHER

Fig. 3.-The lower sketch shows how the
grid leak is easily made.
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Fig. 4.-Constructional details are
the H.F. choke.

use, or alternatively the resistance might
vary due to the formation of moisture on
the surface of the ebonite. To prevent
either of these eventualities the ebonite
should be given a couple of light coats
of shellac or other varnish.

The H.F. Choke
We have agreed to buy "a valve -holder

(if there aren't already several spare ones
in the junk box), so we can now look to
the high -frequency choke. This should
have a fairly high inductance if it is going
to be of any real value, whilst its self -

capacity should be as low as possible.
Because of this it is best to divide the
winding into a number of separate sections.
This can most easily -be done by placing
the windings on a length of lin. diameter
ribbed coil former, after slots have been
made in the ribs in the same way as in
the case of the coil described last week.
The handiest type of former for the purpose
is " Becol " No. 2, which has a Ain. diameter
hole running through the centre, and which
costs 4d. for 'a 3ffi. length, such as is required.

The arrangement of the six slots is shown
in Fig. 4, where it will be seen that they
are each fin. wide and about fin. deep.
They can be made, as described in connec-
tion with the coil, by means of a file, a few
broken hack -saw blades clamped together,
or in a lathe. When either of the two
former methods is to be used it will be
found most convenient first of all to make
a cardbdard or metal template so that the
slots in each of the six ribs will be in line
and exactly the same distance apart. After
the slots have been made, a terminal
should be fitted into each end of the former,
a soldering tag being placed under the first
nut. The correct method of fitting the
terminals, of course, is to tap the hole
in the ebonite to the same thread as that
on the terminal, but when a suitable tap
is not to hand the job can be carried out
quite easily by using an old terminal of the
same size as those to be fitted. First file
the end to a taper of square section, then
warm the terminal in a gas flame and screw
it into the hole, gripping it with a pair of
pliers. After forcing it partly into the hole
it might be necessary to give the terminal
a second warming, but it should soon be
possible to tap the hole in this manner for
the required distance.

given

New Weather Forecasts
BY order of the Air Ministry, the Marconi

Company will erect at the Cranwell
(Iincolnshire) Aerodrome a telephony trans-
mitter of which the sole service will be the
broadcast of weather bulletins and warn-
ings for aviators. When the station is ready
for regular operation the Heston trans-
mitter (1,202 metres) will close down and its
duties taken over by ranwell.

here

For the windings a little 36-gauge
enamelled wire will be required ; a
1 oz. reel will be ample, and this
can be bought from any good
wireless shop, or from an electrician.
Start by scraping the enamelled
covering from one end of the wire,
taking care not to cut it, and then
solder this to one of the tags pro-
vided. Now commence to wind
the wire into the first slot, placing
the turns as evenly as possible and
continue until the slot is full.
Without breaking the wire continue
to the next slot, winding in the same
direction, and so on until all have
been filled. Finally cut off the

for wire, scrape the end clean and
solder to the second tag, so completing
the choke. A slight refinement on

the method just described, and one that
produces a more robust finish, is to
solder a short length of thicker wire to
the end of the 36 -gauge material and
use this for making connection with the
tags; and winding it round the former for
a few turns.

The On -off Switch
It is unnecessary to give full construc-

tional details for the on -off battery switch,
since this is almost identical with the
wave -change switch described last week.
The difference is that only two contacts
are required, and therefore Connection need

ef
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only be made to the two soldering rats
under the screws tapped into the end of the
ebonite base. Alternatively, one of these
terminal points could be used, the second
connection being made to the single screw
which serves to anchor the end of the spring
contact plate.

Assembling the Components
Now that all the components have been

made they cart be assembled on a baseboard
or chassis and wired up. Most readers will
prefer to use a chassis, and this can be
made, as shown in Fig. 5, from a few pieces
of 5 -ply wood, or a metallised chassis can
be bought ready made from Messrs. Peto-
Scott. The valve -holder, coil, and a couple
of small ebonite terminal strips can be
mounted as shown, the two variable con-
densers, on -off switch, and wave -change
switch being attached to the ply -wood (or
ebonite) panel. The rest of the parts are
placed beneath the chassis, the grid con-
denser and grid leak being mounted near to
the grid terminal of the valve -holder, and the
H.F. choke being suspended in the wiring.

The connecting wires, by the way, may
consist of any form of insulated wire,
although the type known as " push -back "
-with which the insulation can simply be
pushed away from the ends by means of the
finger and thumb-will be found most
convenient.

Many readers will wish to have until
next week before completing the wiring

and testing of the complete
set, and so the drawing show-
ing the simple connections
required is being held over
until the next issue, when
note's on using the set, and
also on adding a few refine-
ments, will be given.

.0005 MFD.
VARIABLE
CONDENSER.

COIL

TERMINAL STRIPS.

Fig. 5.-The parts can be
arranged on a plywood chassis

as illustrdted here.

BROADCASTING NOTES
. .;

Ultra -short Waves Replace Telephone
Cables

THE new ultra -short-wave service
between Portpatrick and Belfast,

vid Bally gomartin, has proved an
unqualified success inasmuch as it has
greatly relieved the pressure on the long-

distance telephone traffic between Great
Britain and Ireland. The Post Office has
already installed five circuits and is using
them to their. utmost. Across relatively
short distances, such as the Bristol Channel,
ultra -short waves have proved invaluable.It is expected that a similar service will be
shortly tried out with the European Conti-
nent, as the system is far less costly thanthe laying of cables.
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A Simple Switch Conversion
HERE is a simple method of converting a

two -point switch to a three-point
one. First, remove the nut and washers
holding the moving switch plate to the
spindle of a non -rotating switch of the

1111!il

60) 1,0111 j",. 7:46

/2 -Ex.
A simple switch conversion.

type shown in the sketch. Place a large -
size soldering tag, with hole filed square,
over the spindle end, replace the insulating
washer, ordinary washer, and nut, and
tighten up. To the soldering tag solder a
length of flex to suit requirements. The
same method applies for converting a three-
point switch to a four -point one.-R. M.
Ross (Alness).

A Novel Table -radiogram Cabinet
THE accompanying sketches illustrate

an'.idea for a compact table -radiogram
cabinet. The turntable, pick-up, controls,
etc., after adjustment are totally enclosed
by the top lid. The speaker of medium
dimensions is housed in the top compart-

Showing the
arrangement
of the table-radiogr am
cabinet described by a
reader in the accom-
panying paragraph.
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
Every Reader of " PRACTICAL ANDi AMATEUR WIRELESS" must have j

! originated some little dodge which would I

I
interest other readers. Why not pass it on to
us ? We pay £1-10-0 for the best wrinkle

j submitted, and for every other item published j
on this page we will pay half -a -guinea. Turni that idea of yours to account by sending it in 1
to us addressed to the Editor, "PRACTICAL

j AND AMATEUR WIRELESS," George
I Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
i Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and address 1
! on every item. Please note that every ?
I notion sent in must be original. Mark

envelopes " Radio Wrinkles." Do NOT
enclose Queries with your Wrinkle.

111=.110.m.04/11-041m.01.1.=.11.END-(1.0.114Mart)41111411.11.4m.

ment, as can be seen, the front of
which is made of thicker wood so as
to act as a good baffle. Underneath,
and at the bottom of the speaker
is conveniently housed the
rectifying unit or accumulator and
H.T. battery, if a battery -operated
set is used. There is ample room.
The set is built directly under the
controls, and the majority of the
components are mounted on the
right-hand side, whilst the gramo-
phone motor is fixed underneath
the board in the usual way.

A manual volume control is
placed outside in the

mayfront, so- that the volume may be
adjusted without having to open the
cabinet. The principal dimensions
of the cabinet are : height l8in., length
22in., width 17iin. The height of the front
part is 7in. The plinth may be built
according to the maker's own taste, and
a station chart, etc., may be placed under-
neath the lid, for quick reference.

I have made a cabinet to the dimensions
given, in figured oak, and can thoroughly
,recommend it to any reader wishing to
construct a very compact, efficient and

convenient table -radiogram cabinet.-H. J. COLEBROOK (Sandwich,
Kent).

A Condenser Switching Device
IT is sometimes found, when using

a dual -range coil, that although
reaction on medium waves is quite
satisfactory, the set fails to oscillate
on long waves. This is probably due
to the capacity of the reaction
condenser being too small for this
waveband, and a method of over-
coming the difficulty is illustrated
in the accompanying sketch. The
wavechange switch, in the long -
wave position, presses against a
small block of ebonite fixed to a
metal strip which, in turn, makes
contact with another metal strip,
thereby placing the .0002 condenser
in parallel with the reaction con-
denser. For convenience, the
theoretical circuit is also shown, as,
in the event of a different type of
circuit being used, slight modifi-
cations may be necessary in the
assembly.-F. C. BIDDLECOMBE
(St. Margarets).

A Five -point Switch from Junk
THE accompanying sketches show a

five -point switch I have just con-
structed out of junk. I am using it to switch
the power from the power - pack to the
charging transformer, and also to break
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A five -point switch made with odds and ends.

the connection between the L.T. and the
valves in one operation. It is fool proot'
because the valves cannot be switched on
when the accumulator is charging. The
parts required are :-1 piece of ebonite 2in.
square, 5 cheese -headed bolts about j in.
long, 1 piece of ebonite tin. long by tin.
wide. The bush and spindle out of an old
push-pull switch, or out of an old reaction
condenser, and a suitable knob will also be
required. The accompanying sketches show
clearly how the parts are put together,
the small bolts being arranged so the heads
of the larger bolts will bridge two of them
in one position.-J. PICOT (Rochester).

4k--c#44/r6-E
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TO REAcr/on,
CONDENSER.

Acondenser switching device.
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(Continued from previous page)

Slotting Ribbed Formers
I NOTICED a rather ingenuous method of

marking a coil former with a steel
dog -comb in the issue of PRACTICAL,

SHOWING COIL WOUND BY 006 COMB METHOD

FIG.1 J
SHOWING, REGULAR TURNS USING STRIP OF PAPER

FIG.2

FIG. 3.

ELASTIC BANDS

flilliffill
11111111111111111111 1

111111111111111111
STRIP OF PAPER SPACE FOR SAWCUT

A simple method of slotting ribbed formers.

WIRELESS for January 12th, but the saw-

cuts made between the teeth of the comb
run parallel to the end of former, and when
winding a coil to work on the 15 -metre
band, on which the windings are approxi-
mately tin. apart (say, taking two teeth
for each saw -cut) the finished coil appears
as shown in Fig. 1.

To obviate this, an expedient method
of marking a former is to. cut a strip of
paper with a knife and straight edge,
the width of the strip being made according
to the distance between the windings
desired. Wind the paper strip on the
former, leaving sufficient space between
each turn to receive a saw blade, and
anchor both ends of the strip by fixing an
elastic band on each end of the former, as
in Fig. 3. The cuts with the saw blade
can now be made between each turn.
A coil wound by using this method would
appear as shown in Fig. 2. Any irregu-
larities in the windings of a short-wave coil
are, of course, apt to cause fading.-
F. W. RrrcurE (Macduff).

A Simple Grid Leak

THE
following method of quickly making

a grid leak may interest the wireless
constructor who likes to make his own
components. It is really practical, is easy
to make, and when completed has a real
commercial -looking appearance. To make
the grid leak, drill a small hole at each end
of a piece of fin. dowel rod which is about
1bin. long. Having done this, draw a
thick line in Indian ink, or with an H.B.
pencil, from one hole right along the dowel
rod, to the other hole. Now screw two
small terminals into the holes drilled in the
rod and the grid leak is complete. Its
resistance will be about two megohms,
but, of course, by drawing two ink or
pencil lines on the rod, its resistance may be
varied as requited.-G. R. WILDING
(Liverpool).

An easily -made grid leak.

Rejuvenating Faulty Condensers

VVHEN
large condensers of the wax -

paper type begin to leak badly
they need not be discarded. They can
quite easily be rejuvenated by the method
described below, after which they 'will
last for a considerable time. A leak is
usually caused in a condenser by damp
having caused the insulating paper between
the plates to become conductive. It is
thus necessary to remove this damp, and
at the same time to re -insulate.

The top of the condenser may be re-
moved by re -heating the solder, at the same
time keeping the whole condenser slightly
warm so that the contents slip out easily
once the top is removed. When this is
done the top is taken off the wires, leaving
what looks like a roll of paper with a
covering of wax. This is now placed in a
tin or can, which must be clean, and gently
heated. Bits of clean candle are then
added until the condenser is submerged
in a bath of molten wax. A piece of thin
wood should be placed over the can and the
condenser suspended in the wax so that
the paper may not be burnt against the
hot sides. The heat should then be
increased slightly until bubbles are seen
coming from the condenser, and when the

axe Cl.vo60A.eo (244, her
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A method of rejuvenating faulty condensers.

bubbles have ceased, the can and contents
are removed from the source of heat.
The. container of the. condenser may then
be examined for holes, which should then
be soldered. The condenser is then lifted
out of the wax, placed in its container,
and molten wax poured in until the level
is as shown in the sketch. A piece of
stout cardboard is then waxed and cut
into shape, and placed on top of this, two
holes being made for the wires to come
through. Slightly warmed pitch is then
stuffed and packed in tightly after the wax
has become cool and firm. This layer
should be put on carefully so that no air
is admitted to the condenser. The wires
are then ready for soldering to the set.
If preferred, two sockets from an old H.T.
battery can be inserted and soldered to
the wires before putting in the pitch.
Wander plugs can then be used to connect
up.-J. Dta_moNn (Greenock).
A Polarity Indicator

AUSEFUL polarity indicator, or
general -utility current detector, can

easily be made from material in the scrap
box. The illustration shows the simple
construction of the instrument. A wire
of moderate resistance is stretched between
the terminals A and B beneath a card on
which is mounted a compass needle. The
card is marked as shown in the sketch.
This marking is the most important part
of the construction. Four small stops are
provided to prevent too violent movement
of the needle when 'the instrument is in

METAL OR CARDBOARD TERMINALS
CASE

GLASS 76P
/NSI/LATED FROM

CASE

REVSTANCE W/RE
STRETCHED BETWEEN

TERM/N.4LS

A useful polarity indicator.
Due to its low resistance it
should be wired in series

with one lead,
use. The operation of the instrument is as
follows : The case is turned until the needle
lies over the one drawn on the card. The
wires of unknown polarity are then touched
against A and B when the needle at once
swings to indicate the polarity of A and B.
As previously mentioned, this simple
instrument may also be used as a current -
detecting device. For small currents the
card may be calibrated by means of a
standard instrument to read in milliamps.
Other possible uses will probably occur
to the reader. If any reader does not
understand the principle underlying the
instrument, it may be noted that it is
based on Oersted's Experiment and
Ampere's Rule.-H. F. DICKIE (Taunton).
A Handy Coil Former

AHANDY coil former, with connections
for tappings, can be made as follows :

Cut a square piece of wood or ebonite,
about 2in. square, and a circular piece 2in.
in diameter. Four pieces sin. by sin. by
4in. will also be required. Fix the parts
together, as shown in the sketches, the
square piece for the base, the round piece
for the top, the four pieces at each corner,
and another piece about 4in. by sin. by sin.
along the middle of one of the sides, as
shown. This piece forms the terminal strip:

A handy method of
making a coil former.

TOP VIEW
To save filing grooves to take the wire at

each corner, four fin. -diameter screwed
rods can be used instead of the four pieces of
wood. These rods should be covered half
way round with insulation tape, where the
wire rests, the tape being pressed into the
threads of the rod to form the grooves.
Finally, bore four holes in the projecting
corners of the base, for screwing to the
baseboard.-J. S. WATTs (Bristol).
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THE

' MAKING '

OF THE

HALL -MARK

4
-demands Colvern Coils and only Colvern

To " make this brilliant receiver employ
Colvern Coils-as specified solely by the
designer. The tremendous care with which
they are made, and the repeated tests to which
Colvern Coils are put, ensures the most out-
standing results possible. Make no mis-
take - fit Colvern. As specified for the
HALL -MARK 4:-One 2 Coil Assembly
Type T.D.S. 15/6 per pair.

diWrite to-day for latest Colvern Booklet.
Gratis and Post Free on request

COLVERN LTD., ROMFORD, ESSEX.

COLVERN
Helpful Books for the Practical Man

The

Home Mechanics
Series

Price 1/- net each ;
THE HOME

WOODWORKER
The various examples of wood-
work described in this Handbook
have been designed by practical
craftsmen. They are modern in
style, and their construction is
well within the powers of the
average home -worker who follows
the instructions given.

25 SIMPLE
WORKING MODELS

All the models described in this
book can be constructed from the
simplest materials and with very
modest equipment. None
requires lathe -work. 147 illus-
strat ions.

TOY MAKING
FOR AMATEURS

Over 200 illustrations. Instruc-
tions and diagrams are given for
the construction of innumerable
toys of all kinds, from the
simplest to the more complicated
mechanical sorts.

I Send post card for full List
From all Booksellers, Newsagents, etc., or
by post, is. 2d. each from the Publishers :-

GEO. NEWNES, LTD., 8-11, Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2

by post I / 2 each
SIMPLE ELECTRICAL

APPARATUS
Interesting and useful apparatus,
easily constructed, with which
the student is enabled to test for
himself the theory and practice of
Electricity as laid down in the
text -books.

MOTOR CAR
OVERHAUL AND

UPKEEP
Many, by undertaking their own
repairs, can afford to run a Car,
and it is the purpose of this
handbook to show how the Owner -
Driver may carry out most of the
adjustments and repairs which
every Car sooner or later needs.

ACCUMULATORS
An Accumulator (whether for
Wireless or the Car), if properly
used and cared for, is an extremely
reliable piece of apparatus. This
book shows how to get the best
out of it.
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"I've bought a Blue Spot Speaker
For my rich Uncle Bill,

So HOW I can be sure of
A place in ,Uncle's Will "

Leslie knows how many beans make five.

When he heard his uncle cursing the

wireless, he slipped out and bought him

a new Blue Spot " Star " Loudspeaker.

Was uncle pleased ? He was. Who

wouldn't be delighted to have his radio

entertainment made crisp and clear and

true with every word and note perfect

instead of sounding as though it were

being strained through wire gauze. Get

a Blue Spot Speaker for your set and

see what a difference it makes.

SEND FOR LOUDSPEAKER
PAMPHLET No. P.R.4.

THE BRITISH BLUE SPOT COMPANY, LTD.,
Blue Spot House, 94-96, Rosoman St., Rather',
Ave., London, E.C.I. Telephone: CLErkenwell 3570.

Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and
North Wales : H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and
London) Ltd., too London Road, SHEFFIELD ;22, St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester ; Straw-
berry Lane, Gallowgate, Newcastle -on -Tyne ;

39, Clyde Place, Glasgow ; 45. Springbank,

Geo. Newnes,
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The Chassis of the Universal
Hall -Mark.

THE wiring diagram of the
Universal Hall -Mark Four
will be given in next week'S

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
but there are probably many
readers who prefer to build their
receivers from the theoretical diagram, and
therefore, this week, we propose to give you
a few advance constructional details.
Most of the instructions for the A.C. Hall -
Mark also apply to the universal model,
but there is one point that must be particu-
larly:stressed in connection with the latter.
The earth lead must not be connected to the
metallised surface of the baseboard, as this
procedure might possibly cause a mains
short-circuit in cases where the supply is
D.C. with the positive mains lead earthed.
For the same reason a condenser is con-
nected in the aerial lead. This component
is the pre-set condenser C3, and in addition
to insulating the aerial, it may be used_ for
controlling selectivity, in cases where the
receiver is used in close proximity to a
transmitting station.

A llin. drill should be used for V1, V3,
V4, V5 and rectifier valve -holders, and a
lin. drill for V2 holder. As in all receivers
employing a Metaplex chasSiS,' Care shbuld
be taken to keep the valveholder pins clear

LIST OF COMPONENTS.
One 2 -gang set mils, types 61 and T.-Wearite,
One 2 -gang .0005 mfd. midget condenser with type V P.

drive with wavelength scale (Cl, C2)-Polar.
One .00015 mfd. reaction condenser (03)-Graham Farish.
Four .5 mfd. fixed tubular condensers (C6, C11, C14, C15)

Two .1 mid. fixed tubular condensers  (04, C5)-T.M.C.
Three .05 mfd. fixed tubular andensers 1020, C21, 022)-

T.M.C.
One .0001 mfd. fixed tubular condenser (C7)-T.M.C.
Three .0002 mfd. Axed tubular condensers (09, 012, 013)-

T.M.C. '
One 2 mfd. fixed condenser (C10)-T.M.C.
Three 25 mfd. electrolytic condensers (08, 018, C17)-

Dubilier.
Two 8 mid. electrolytie condensers (018, C19)-Dubilier.
One .0003 mfd. pre-set condenser (023)-Formo.
Fourteen fixed resistances, 30,000 (R2), 25,000 (R1),

2,000 (115), 500,000 (R6), 20,000 (R8), 30,000 (R9),
1,000 (R7), 250 (R12), 250 (R13), 50 (R15), 50 (R.16),
10,900 (R.10), 10,000 (R11), 200 (113)-Oraham Farish.

Two potentiometers 2,000 ohms, type V.0.26 (R4) and
5,000 ohms, type VC.29 (R14)-Bulgin.

One Mains dropping resistance (R17)-B.T.S.
One snap H.F. choice-Graham Farish.
One L.F. choke H.T.11-Wright and Weaire.
One Input push-pull transformer type D.P.36-Varley.
Three potentiometer brackets-Peto Scott.
One Maine onjoff switch, type S.80-Bulgin.
Five valveholderst 4, 7 -pin, 1, 5-pin-Clix.
Two .5 amp mains fuses-Microfuse.
One mains lead and plug-Belling and Lee.
Five valves, types FLP.2118, R.2018, P.P.4118, P.P.4118,

PV3018-Tnngsram.
One loudspeaker, type F.R.7. P.M.24-Rola.
One Metaplex chassis-Peto Scott (12 x 10 s Siins.).
A.B. strip and plugs-Belling Lee.
One Hall -Mark Four cabinet.
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THE UNIVERSAL
HALL -MARK

FOUR
Further Constructional Details and Wiring

Diagrams Next Week !

of the metallised sur-
face. When fitting the
electrolytic condensers

the casings should make contact
with the metallised surface of the
baseboard, as the casing is the

negative terminal of this type of condenser.

Mounting the Volume Control
The bracket for the volume -control

potentiometer should contact with M.B.,
but great care should be taken when screw-
ing down the reaction condenser bracket.
It is important that the screws do not pierce
the metallised surface of the baseboard as
this would result in a short-circuit of the
reaction winding.

As the smoothing choke partly covers one
of the output valve -holders, it will be
advisable to fix this component after the
valve -holder wiring has been completed.

The Mains Dropping Resistance
This component should be wired to suit

the mains supply voltage. The heater pin
of V3 should be connected to the lower
terminal of the resistance for all
supply voltages, but C22 and the
fuse terminal should be connected
to' the second terminal (viewed
from the bottom end of the resist-
ance), for a voltage' of 200 to
205, to the third terminal for
220 to 230 volts, and to the
fourth terminal if the voltage is
240 to 250.

Speaker Leads
The three loud -speaker leads

should be soldered to the
tags on the Rola speaker trans-
former, the outer leads (from
valve anode) being fixed to the
outer tags, and the lead from
C18 to the centre tag. A word
of warning can be -added concern-
ing the speaker. This has a
specially selected push-pull trans-
former attached, and if best
results are desired, this must not
be substituted. The push-pull
valves have an undistorted output
of approximately 6 watts, and
therefore a small speaker would
be hopelessly ovevloaded.

Further 'details of this receiver
-including trimming and adjust-
ing instructions-and a wiring

diagram will be given in next week's issue
Of. PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS.

Using a Pick-up
As this receiver has an undistorted

output of approximately 6 watts it is- very
suitable for gramophone reproduction:
Constructors' who do not Wish to fit a radig-
gram switch need only fit a pick-up strip
at the back of the chassis, and connect the

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE
UNIVERSAL HALL -MARK FOUR

Suitable for all A.C. or D.C. Mains.
Large Output -6 watts maximum.
Wavelength-Calibrated Dial.
Smooth Control of Volume.
Absence of Mains Hum.
Absolute Safety in Use.

. 4... OS  0..4. -   OM IP

grid of the R2018 (V2) valve via a .5 mfd.
condenser to one of the sockets, and the
other socket via a .5 mfd. condenser to
the metallised surface of the baseboard.
When gramophone reproduction is desired
the pick-up leads should be plugged into the
sockets, and the volume control on the
receiver set at minimum in order to prevent
the radio signals from passing to the
detector valve.

Microfuses Ltd.-Change of Address
Readers should note that the address of

Microfuses Ltd., makers of the fuse specified
for the Hall -Mark receivers, has been
changed to 4, Charterhouse Buildings,
Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.

Heri' is the Universal Hall -Mark in
cabinet.,

its attractive
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The Modern Tower of Babel
MOST of my readers will be acquainted

with the verbose and tergiversatory
circumambulation (!) of Dr. Johnson, who,
in compiling that ridiculous first English
Dictionary, really wrote a satire on the
human race. His definition of patriotism,
for example, was- " The last refuge of a
scoundrel " ! In his lives of the poets,
the following phrase occurred

Let observation, with extensive view,
Survey mankind from China to Peru."

I expect you will also be aware of Cole -
ridge's scathing comment on this : that it
really meant " Let observation with exten-
sive observation observe mankind." Now
lexicography has been, with me, a bete noire
ever since I learned to read. I have always
been irritated by the fanciful imaginations
of those who compile our dictionaries and
merely hazard guesses at the derivation and
pronunciation of some words. Too long has it
been anybody's job to produce dictionaries
of the English language. I have no doubt
that if a Welsh scholar were given the
opportunity to compile an English dic-
tionary it would be smothered with Welsh
words and Welsh pronunciations, and really
be a piece of veiled propaganda for the
Welsh race. In other words, a Welshman
(where doubt existed regarding the origin
or pronunciation), would quite naturally
he, tempted to give it to the Welsh. The
same argument applies (perhaps with
greater force) if you placed the job in the
hands of a Scot. A language belongs to a
nation, and not to particular individuals,
and as such the compilation ,of a dictionary
should be a government job. There is no
standardisation about language at all.
Anyone can publish a dictionary and invent
any sort of pronunciation, word, or meaning,
at variance with all the other dictionaries.
Once it is in print it has the authority of the
printed word. You may observe from this
the point to which I am leading. The
B.B.C. has its own committee on words and
their pronunciations, which I think is all
to' the gdod. I do not know the members
of the committee or their nationality, but
it would be comforting to know that it
dOes not intend to make' an' effort to uPSet
pronunciations of Words on which almoSt
fill dictionaries agree. As an Englishman,
I am always careful in my choice of dic-
tionaries. I prefer them to emanate from
an English publisher and to have been
cojnpiled and edited by Englishmen. Con-
fnsion will be worse -confounded if, in
addition to our dictienaries, we are to have
a radio dictionary as well. Do, you agree ?
My "Shorter Okford " is a treasured
possession.

Where Are the Aerials ?
IT does not seem so many years ago
I since part of the divertisement of my
daily journey to town consisted of observing
the various types of aerials and counting
the weekly increments. Latterly, I have
watched their gradual decline as, para-
doxically enough, the number of radio sets
has increased. On my twenty -five -mile
journey I can now count six aerials where
formerly they were uncountable. This is
silent tribute to the increased efficiency of
modern valves and wireless receiving
apparatus. It spells the death of the

A station which fades is not worth listening
to, anyway, and if customers had the
point carefully explained to them, they
would not require to listen to a station on
which fading is consistently bad. There are
other reasons I know which cause fading,
and which are quite outside the ken even
of the transmitting engineer ; but even so,
I contend that it is not a problem to be
tackled at the receiving end. I always
believe in tackling the cause rather than
the effect!

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

outdoor aerial, with the possible exception
of those small and neat commercial aerials
which in most cases are more efficient than
indoor aerials, and are also of great use in
rooms where an indoor aerial is imprac-
ticable. Ten years ago there were dozens
of different (and indifferent) types of
outdoor aerials-unsightly-looking contrap-
tions which did much to retard the progress
of radio because people would not spoliate
the appearance of their suburban chateaux:
A modern receiver does not require a long
outdoor aerial.

Fading
NONE of my quondam critics will

disagree with me when I State that
fading has nothing to do with the receiver.
It is purely a transmitting problem, and
as such I have always contended that it
should be solved at the transmitting end.
I do not see why I or any other listener
should buy expensive apparatus in the form
of A.V.C. units and equipment, merely to
get over a problem which comes strictly
within the domain of the designers of trans-
mitting apparatus.

Whatever form of A.V.C. is fitted means
a loss of efficiency in the receiver. It
would be just as sensible for car manu-
facturers to make all of their cars to suit
one -legged drivers because a few people
are deprived of one of their limbs. My
advice to commercial set designers is this :
Supply your receivers without A.V.C.

713'.

A Precocious Schoolboy
I AM reminded of the old quotation

" And still he spoke, and still the
wonder grew,

That one small head could hold one
half it knew,"

by the correspondence I sometimes receive
from schoolboys. If,, in my urge to feed
our panting printing presses I fail to cross
an i or dot a t, I am certain to be reminded
of it in a voluble fashion from a callow
youth in his early teens_; which is all to
the good, keeps me up to the scratch and
ill that, and reminds me of the fact that a
ioumalist should write for those who don't
know rath.er than for t aoSe who do. The
former class will learn something whilst
the latter will have their knowledge con-
firmed and regard the contribution purely
as an aide memoirs. I am always pleased
to hear from schoolboys and to advise
them. We are apt to forget that a new
generation of home constructors enters our
ranks every year, and we must not hence
shirk the irksomeness of going over the
same old ground.

The £5 Three -valve Superhet
I AM always an unwelcome visitor to the

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS
laboratory. On those occasions, however,
when I pry into that holy of holies, I make
it my business to ask the why and where-
fore. The other day, a reader had called
to make an inquiry regarding the £5 Super -
het., out of which he couldn't get a note.
One of the technical assistants had con-
nected an oscillator to his receiver, and was

Members of the staff of Whiteley Electrical Radio Co. Ltd., at Me annual works
dance recently held at Mansfield.

busy trimming the T.F. transformers
Within five minutes the receiver burst into
life, and it was, indeed, a pleasant thing to
watch the barometric change on the
reader's face-from extreme gloom to
the apogee of pleasure ! I imagine from the
conversation that he had ignored every
instruction regarding matching and trim-
ming, and had turned every knob and
screw willy nilly, with the net result that he
was entirely lost. He walked away another

(Continued overleaf)
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satisfied reader, paying glowing eulogies to
the PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS
service.

Thanks !
;MANY thanks to the many readers who

have written to me messages of good
will on the transference of my weekly
platform. " On your -Wavelength " has
been a regular feature for many years, and
some readers expressed the fear that the
amalgamation of the two wireless journals
comprised by PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR
WIRELESS 'might see the demise of the
feature. Not so ! Your unworthy Ther-
mion will continue to expatiate on sundry
subjects and to hurl his weekly brick bats
behind the comfortable anonymity of his
pseudonym. Set your fears at rest. All the
same, I blush at the soft impeachment !

Anode Connections
IHAVE always loathed the terminal

caps fitted to the top of screen -grid
and similar valves, and have more than
once had the misfortune to find them
damaged. But last week I cursed them
even more than usual, for they let me down
badly just when 'I wished to demonstrate a
new home-made receiver to some friends.
The set was a battery -operated one, and
I wisIied to employ the H.F. pentode from
a portable that did good service last year.
On going to the latter receiver, however, I
found that the anode terminal was locked
almost solid, presumably due to slight
corrosion by fumes from the battery acid.
A little hot water was run round the
terminal nut, and this appeared to loosen
it, but when an attempt was made to remove

turned round
and parted company with the glass bulb.
I blamed myself for my carelessness, and
went to the nearest wireless shop to buy
another valve. As soon as this was
removed from its carton, however, it was
discovered that the terminal cap on this
valve also was loose-so loose, in fact, that
I dare not touch the terminal. The
result was that I could not demonstrate
the new set after all, and since that time
my name has been " mud " with my
wireless friends. Some constructors have
criticised the new form of metal cap
connector, but I am all in favour of it-
more so now than ever.

Radio Relays

Fitting Variable -mu Valves
A READER who had built the PRACTICAL

1--X WIRELESS Leader Three decided to
fit a variable -mu S.G. valve and an S.G.
bias potentiometer control. He wired the
earth end of the grid coil (terminal 3) to the

,1 centre terminal of the potentiometer in
4 the usual manner, and connected a .1 mfd.
condenser between this terminal and MB.
Results were quite satisfactory on the long-
wave band but he found that the control
did not function on medium waves. This :
is rather a common fault, and is due to the
.1 mfd. condenser being short-circuited by

4 the wave switch when the latter is in the
medium -wave position. The remedy is
very simple ; it is only necessary to connect
a .1 mfd. condenser between the switch ;
terminal of the coil (terminal 2) and the
switch lead.

Push-pull Output Circuits
WHILE testing an experimental re -

VV ceiver having two pentodes in
push-pull, slight distortion was experienced ;

4 this was traced to the use of push-pull valves
that were not exactly matched. To obtain

1 the full benefit nf a push-pull output stage,
the same amount of current must pass
through each half of the output transformer

f primary. When this condition exists, the
magnetising effect of the direct current on

t the core is nullified because the direction of
current flow in one half of the transformer
primary winding is opposite to that in the
other half. As it is difficult to obtain two
pentodes that pass exactly the same value

1 of anode current, experiments were con-
ducted with various methods of equalising
the consumption of the two valves, and it
was eventually found that a very good
control could be obtained by connecting

;the priming grids of the pentodes to the
!end terminals of a 5,000 -ohm potentiometer
and then joining the centre terminal of the
potentiometer to H.T. A rotation of the

! potentiometer slider increases the voltage
ion one prinfing grid and at the same time
4 decreases that on the other priming grid,
thus affording the listener a simple means

Receiver Hire
PERSONALLY, I should have thought

that those listeners who are not
interested in making a set of their own,
or who are not prepared to go to the expense
of buying a high-class ready-made receiver,
would much prefer to hire a set of reputable
make from one of the many firms whosci
job it is to supply sets on hire terms. I

f know of several firms who are prepared to
; loan receivers for quite a few shillings per

week, this charge covering all servicing and,
in some instances, the replacement of the
set by a new model after a certain period.

Interference -proof Receivers
T was with interest that I read the other

day of an appeal made by the section
engineer of the Birmingham P.O. Engineer-
ing Department to the Midland Radio
Luncheon Club. His appeal was to the
effect that radio manufacturers should make
their receivers static -proof by fitting ap-
paratus that would prevent the set from
picking up electrical interference from out-
side sources. This, to me, seems all wrong,'
and in my opinion it is the makers of
electrical machinery and fittings who should
be called upon to fit suppressors to the
appliances which they manufacture. It
seems rather, like " putting the cart before
the horse ' to allow electrical apparatus to
be so designed and made that it con-
stantly radiates interference, and then to
attempt to suppress that interference when
it is detected by the receiver. The argu-
ment in favour of modifying the set will
probably be that the set came after the
electrical machinery, but surely that is not
a good excuse.

If I drive a car the exhaust of which emits
an ear-splitting noise driven
down the street, I am liable to be sum2
moned for causing a public nuisance, and
yet the maker of, say, an electric hair-
dryer, that may be productive of equally
ear-splitting noises in the loud -speakers of
hundreds of receivers, gets away scot-free.

of equalising the anode current consumption
FROM information that is constantly of the valves.

reaching me, it appears that the
wireless relay services that are in operation Aerial Volume Control
in various parts of the country are receiving :COME S.G. receivers employing an
increasing patronage. All those firms who S.G.-H.F. stage rely on the detector
are operating relay stations are reporting ! reaction condenser for volume control.
increasing business, and appear to be This control is not sufficiently effective
enjoying prosperous times. t when the aerial is in close proximity to the

I find it difficult to form a reason for this, transmitter, however. A .0005 variable
since relay subscribers are limited to one or 1 condenser connected in series with the
two programmes, and must accept whatever aerial lead will control the volume, but in
the engineer in charge prefers to give them ; most cases this also affects the tuning of
in the way of entertainment. Although I the aerial circuit because its operation
am by no means an ether -scourer " i varies the aerial capacity effect. The
myself, I do like to be able to turn to the following is a simple method of overcoming
foreign stations once in a while, and, more- 1 this effect : connect the terminal of the
over, I frequently enjoy many of the broad- a aerial series condenser to one end of a 50
casts from European stations. Admittedly, iturn winding of 34 S.W.G. wire wound on a
the bulk of my listening is in connection ;small cardboard former, and connect the
with the local stations, but even so I often other end of the winding to the earth
find pleasure in alternative programmes that !terminal. This former ' should then be
are sometimes sent out by the -Midland and placed inside the existing grid winding
North Regional transmitters. It is there- former, its best position being found by
fore hard to understand why other people f experiment. The required size of the
-and there must be many thousands of ; extra former will be governed by that of
them-can be content to have one, or 1 the grid winding former-there should be a
perhaps two, programmes from which to clearance of at least fin. between the two.
choose.

Wireless Dealers
WHY is it that there is so much incom-

petence in the wireless trade ? At
various times I suppose I have been into
hundreds of wireless shops, and on only
very few occasions have I found that the
owner or assistants had any more than a
very nodding acquaintance with wireless
theory and practice. In one particular
instance I found a so-called service engineer
carefully " testing " the various components

1 of a simple three -valve battery set which
" would not work." At the very first

: glance it was evident that the constructor
of the set had made various " earth " con-
nections to the wooden chassis-which was
not metallised. And yet this engineer (?)
was non-plussed, and could not understand
why the set was so absolutely dumb ! It
is a pity that manufacturers of wireless
components and receivers cannot institute
some system whereby unqualified people,
would not be allowed to sell articles of which
they have no knowledge..I do not suggest
that intending traders and assistants
should be compelled to pass a stiff examinas,
tion, but if they were required to answer a
few simple questions put by a competent
person a, large number of those who are
in the wireless business to -day would be
compelled to study the fundamentals-,
or else earn their living in some other
manner. A test on these lines would be,
of considerable assistance to the wireless
trade as a whole, and would certainly be
to the advantage of the novice and be-
ginner in home construction, as well as to
the listening public in general.
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MATCHING AND

EVEN at this early stage it i is evident
that some thousands of the A.C.
Hall -Mark, with its quality and large

undistorted output, are in process of con-
struction throughout the British Isles.
Aided by the free -gift blueprint which was
given last week, the construction presents
no difficulty at all and, as a fact, can be
accomplished within a couple of evenings.
The ample diagrams, instructions, and
photographs also included with last week's
issue make the position of every component
and every wire crystal clear, even to the
veriest beginner.

It is not possible to convey by means of
diagrams the niceties of adjustments and

- the fineness of trimming and matching which
make all the difference between obtaining
perfect results and indifferent results. Even
with the most expensive motor -car there are
the adjustments to the carburetter, to the
driving position, and to the ignition, which
differentiate the article as it leaves
the workshop from the well -tuned
product as it reaches the purchaser.

A home -constructed receiver has
that great advantage over the
commercial product. It has all
the sturdiness and reliability of the
hand -made job and the almost in-
estimable advantage that it does
not, like so many commercial re-
ceivers, present the appearance of
the internals of a telephone switch -box
when you remove the back to find out
what has gone wrong.

A receiver which you have actually
made is known to you in all its con-
structional elementals, but you must carry
out very carefully the matching and
trimming operations, and not merely be
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satisfied that the re-
ceiver works directly
you attach your aerial
and earth to it. For
this, of course, it is
bound to do if the
components and the
wiring instructions
have accurately been
followed.

Final Instructions
Before giving the

final instructions,
there are a few points
regarding the con-
struction to be given.
For example, before
mounting the ganged
condenser and. coils,
be very careful to as-
certain that the under-

neath surfaces of the components them-
selves are clean, as it is these surfaces which
provide the earth -return path via the
metallised Metaplex chassis.

Another point : The bracket holding the
reaction condenser must not be in contact
with the metallised baseboard, and it is
particularly necessary, therefore, to ensure
that the screws holding this component
to the chassis do not make contact with the
metallised surface.
I stress this point

A Full-size Blueprint of the A.C. Hall-Mark was Given
Free with Last Week's Issue

because I have found in the past that many
readers who have failed to obtain successful
results have used screws which have passed
through and made contact with the metal-
lised surface, thus in many cases completely
blotting out signals.
The Electrolytics

The wiring of the electrolytics was
mentioned in last week's issue, but as this
cannot very clearly be shown on the blue-
print, owing to their position, we would
particularly emphasise that the casing of
015 (the inner condenser of the two) must
not make contact with the metallised base-
board, and the two leads indicated on tho
sub -baseboard wiring diagram shown con-
nected to the electrolytic condenser fixing
nuts must pass through the condenser fixing
hole and make good contact with the
condenser casing.

The Mains Switch
The mains switch has not been attached

to the front panel, as this method of con-
nection sometimes tends to produce mains
hum owing to the proximity of the main
leads and the H.F. wiring.

It is therefore suggested that the switch
be connected to the side of the cabinet near
the mains transformer. If you have
rigidly adhered to the above instructions,
the valves may now be inserted in their

respective sockets-
VI is the MVS/Pen,
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V2 the 41MHL, 'N
and V3 and
1V4 the 41MP's. The
mains supply may next
be switched on. Signals will
'probably be received as soon
as the aerial and earth leads
have been connected and the dial rotated.

Best results, however, cannot be expected
unless the gang -condenser trimmers are
carefully adjusted. Fortunately, the trim-
ming of a double -tuned -circuit receiver can
;very easily be effected. First adjust the
two trimmers to their mid -way positions.
The local station may now be tuned in and
the front section (Cl) trimmer adjusted for
maximum volume. A more distant station
should then be tuned in and the two
trimmers slightly readjusted for best
results. The trimmer position should now
hold for stations on all parts of the dial.
If this is not the case, it indicates that the
coils are not correctly matched.

Selectivity Control
For best quality reproduction from the

local station the reaction condenser should
be set at its minimum position-this is done
by rotating the control knob in an anti-
clockwise direction-and volume should be
controlled by means of the 2,000 -ohm
potentiometer. When listening to distant
'stations, however, sensitivity and selectivity
may be improved by rotating the reaction
condenser very nearly to its oscillation
point. Those who live very near a trans-
mitting station may find that the selectivity
does not quite meet with their requirements,
and therefore it is suggested that a .0003
pre-set condenser be connected between the
aerial terminal and terminal 1 of the coil.
The setting of this component may then
be adjusted until the required degree of

COMPONENT VALUES
.Values of components shown in the circuit

.wen last week are as follows :
'Rl, 50,000 ohms ; R2, 25,000 ohms ;
R3, 250 ohms ; R4, 2,000 ohms ; R5,
2,000 ohms ; 116, .5 meg. ; R7, 750 ohms ;
R8, 30,000 ohms ; R9, 20,000 ohms ;
R10, 10,000 ohms ; R11, 10,000 ohms ;
R12, 350 ohms ; R13, 350 ohms ; 01,
.0005 mfd. ; 02, .0005 mfd. ; C3, .00015
mid: ; C4, .1 mfd. ; 05, .1 mfd. ; C6, 1 mfd. ;
:07, .0001 mfd. ; 08, 25 mfd. ; C9, .0002
mid; ; 010, 2 mfd. ; C11, .5' mfd. ; C12,
25 mfd. ; C13, 25 mfd. ; 014, 4 nifd. ;
915, 8 mfd. ; C16, 8 mfd.

selectivity is obtained. Slight re -adjust-
ment of Cl trimmer will be found necessary
after the aerial series condenser has been set.

Tone Control
The condensers shown in dotted lines on

the theoretical diagram may be added if
more mellow reproduction is desired. These
two condensers are connected between
G and. G.B. terminals of the push-pull
transformer.

These tone -compensating condensers
simply serve to attenuate the higher frequen-
cies and have no other effect ; that is, they
do not reduce volume, and their value is
sufficiently low to avoid any " boominess "
or other unpleasant form of reproduction.
As, however, many readers will prefer the
rather " crisp " reproduction that the set
normally provides, the condensers will not
be required in all cases. Much depends
upon the position of the loud -speaker and
also on the furnishings of the room in which
it is situated, for if there is a good deal of
upholstered furniture this will itself tend
to give a " mellowing " effect.

LIST OF COMPONENTS
One A.C. Hall -Mark Four Console Cabinet-

; Peto-Scott.
One Metaplex chassis, 121in.X 12in. with 31in.

runners-Peto-Scot t.
; One 2 -gang variable condenser, complete with

drive-Formo.
One 2 -coil assembly, type TDS.-Colvern.

; One reaction condenser, .00015 mfd.-Polar.
One input push-pull transformer, type DP.36-

Varley.
l Twelve 1 watt fixed resistances, 50,000 ohms,

30,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, 10,000 ohms,
10,000 ohms, 750 ohms, 250 ohms, 350
ohms, 350 ohms, .5 megohms, 20,000
ohms, and 2,000 ohms.-Amplion.

Three tubular fixed condensers,.1 mfd., .1 mfd.
(type 4403 ), .5 mfd. (type 406)-Dubi I Ler.

i Twe fixed condensers .0001 mfd., .0002 mfd.
(type 65)-Dubilier.

t Three electrolytic condensers, 25 mfd., 25 volt
working (type 3046)-Dubilier.

Two electrolytic condensers,8 mfd. 500 volt
working (type 0218)-Dubilier.

One fixed condenser, 500 volt working, 4 mfd.
(type LEC)-Dubilier.

One screened H.F. Choke, HFPJ-Wearite.
One QMB. on/off switch, type S.80-Bulgin.
One 10 -way group board-Bulgin.
One 2,000 ohm potentiometer, type VC.26-

Bulgin.
, One mains transfortner-B.T.S.

One H.T.10 metalrectifier-Westinghouse.
One .5 amp. fuse and holder-Microfuse.
One twin socket strip, with plugs marked A.

and E.-Belling-Lee.
Four valves, MVS Pen., 41MHL, 41MP, 41MP

-Cossor.
i One mains -energised loudspeaker, type " Prac-

tical Wireless "-W.B.
Two fixed condensers, 1 mfd., 2 mfd., type BB-

Dubilier.Two component brackets.-Peto-Scott.
t Four valve holders, 1, 7 -pin, 3, 5-pin-Clix.

Fitting the Set into the Cabinet
The cabinet is a soundly made job and

no difficulty will be experienced in marking
out the front for the various spindle holes.
An excellent method of doing this is to put
a spot of ink on the centre of the projecting
ends of the control spindles and then to
slide the chassis into the cabinet, so that
the longest spindle transfers its ink to the
inside of the front of the cabinet. This
hole should then be drilled with a wood-
worker's centre -bit, drilling through from
both sides of the cabinet. Next pass the
chassis in again and proceed to mark and
drill the other holes in a similar manner.
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BUILDING POWER
AMPLIFIERS Practical Details of Two. Different Types

of A.C. Amplifier Suitable for Outputs
of Three and Four Watts are Given

N.7: -I-
772 SET

lac 4s.
moo/ Ser

.05 MAD..

PT-
& E.

OUTPUT
CNevta-

Fig. 1.-Theoretical and
practical circuits for a
power amplifier of simple type.

7o L S. AELD _ 2.500 OHMS,
4mco .5'mpo..

THERE are many arguments both for
and against the use of high -power
amplifiers to feed the loud -speaker,

but the fact remains that greater undis-
torted outputs are coming into wider
favour. Whereas -an undistorted output of
about 1 watt was considered high a few
years ago, it is now the rule to find that
the average mains receiver has a maximum
output well in excess of this ; in fact, it is
probably true to say that the average
outp'ut is something like 2 watts. There
are many listeners who desire an output
higher than this, however, and it is for
such peOple that this article is written.
Details will be given of amplifiers suitable
for outputs between 2 and 5. watts, so
that the units described will be appropriate
for use with -the average Teceiver when it
is wished to operate a few speakers at full
volume or to obtain good reception in a
large room. -The -amplifiers can also be
used-in a very limited way-for public-
address work indoors, although they are not
suitable for use in the open air, when the
output should be something like 20 watts.

The Power Supply
 The Conditions set out preclude battery

amplifiers, since to secure more than 2
watts from a battery set it becomes expen-
sive to obtain the necessary current, and
the choice of valves is limited.

When it is proposed to fit a power
amplifier to an existing mains receiver it is
first necessary to decide whether or not
the power -supply unit in the receiver has
sufficient " reserve " to enable it to feed
the amplifier as well. In the majority
of cases it will be found that the mains
portion has an output only just sufficient
for the receiver itself, and it will therefore
be necessary to provide a separate unit
for the additional amplifier. It will nearly
always be found, however,. that the new
mains unit can- be Made to give sufficient
output for the receiver and amplifier
without going to any additional expense.
For that reason it might be found con-
venient to remove the power -supply eom-

4000 OHMS.
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20 AlF0. ELECT.

ponents from the set and use
some of them in the amplifier.
The amplifier circuits to be
described will be shown complete with
power. units, and it will be explained how
these can be employed to feed the receiver.
A Single -Valve Pentode Amplifier

The simplest possible type of amplifier
is that shown in Fig. 1, and this employs
a single directly -heated pentode, fed from
a choke -capacity filter circuit. This ampli-
fier is well suited to follow a receiver having
a small power valve in the output circuit
and having only a single L.F. stage. It is
not suitable for use after a powerful set,
since the pentode would be overloaded -in
such circumstances. When the Cossor
PT 41 B valve is used the undistorted
output is over 3 watts. This valve requires
an anode- voltage up to 400 and consumes
36 milliamps of anode and -screen current,
so that it is necessary to employ a rectifier
valve of the C class, the maximum output
from which is 500 volts at 120 milliamps.
A 2,500 -ohm loud=speaker -field :winding is
included" in the positive lead, and this
accounts for a voltage drop of 90 at the
H.T. current of 36 milliamps. The bias
voltage required for the PT 41 B is 40,
so that the voltage actually applied between
the anode and cathode is 350, allowing
for a drop of some 20 volts across the
winding of the output choke.
Component Values

The various resistance and condenser
values are indicated in Fig. 1, whilst
suitable voltage outputs for the mains
transformer are marked. It will be seen
that the H.T. secondary winding of the
transformer is tapped so that voltages of
500 or 420 can be applied to the anodes
of the full -wave valve rectifier. When the
amplifier only is being fed from the mains
equipment the lower tappings must be
used to prevent the voltage from rising
to a figure in excess of 500, as it would
when the total load on the rectifier is only
36 milliamps. When the mains unit is
also being used to feed a receiver, however,

ON -OFF SW..
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the maximum (500 -volt) tappings c an be
used, the total load being made up to 120
milliamps by connecting a fixed resistance
in parallel with the output, as shown at
RI. The value of this resistance can be
found by dividing the difference between
the total current consumed and 120
milliamps into 500, and the result will be
in thousands of ohms. The resistance
must, of course, be of large enough power -

handling capacity to deal with the current
involved.

The resistance shown at R2 is for the
purpose of limiting the output voltage to
that required by the receiver, and its
value may be calculated in the usual manner
by dividing the current into the voltage
to be dropped.

The mains transformer shown has a
separate 4 -volt, 5 -amp. winding for supply-
ing the heaters of the receiver, but the
actual current output for this should be
chosen according to the set in use.

With regard to the components required
for the amplifier mains unit, it should be
stated that these should all be of the best
quality obtainable. Remember that high
voltages are being dealt with, and act
accordingly ! The electrolytic condensers
used for smoothing the H.T. supply should
have a- rated working voltage of not less
than 600, whilst that used in the grid -bias
circuit need be rated at 50 volts working.
The first L.F. choke, used for coupling
the amplifier to the receiver, must have a
current -carrying capacity of only about
20 milliamps at the marked inductance,
but the output choice should be designed
to carry up to 50 milliamps, and should
have an inductance of 15 to 20 henries
when carrying the maximum current.
This choke should have a D.C. resistance
of about 400-500 ohms. All other details
required can be obtained from Fig. 1.

(Continued overleaf)
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Fig. 2.-The above drawing shows the connections for a 4 -watt push-pull
amplifier for all A.C. working.

(Continued from previous page)
A Four -watt Push-pull Amplifier

The circuit shown in Fig. 2 is for a push-
pull amplifier giving an output of rather
more than 4 watts when a pair of Cossor
indirectly -heated 41 MXP valves are em-
ployed. The `component values indicated
in the theoretical and practical circuits
apply to these valves, but only slight
modifications would be necessary if two
valves of similar type but of other make
were used. This amplifier is suitable for
use after a receiver with an appreciable
output, since the valves mentioned do not
afford such a high degree of amplification
as the pentode specified for the first
circuit, and are not so easily overloaded.
As the valves require an anode voltage of
only 200 it is possible to use a rectifier
valve of the B type, which gives an output
of 350 volts at 120 milliamps, and still to
have a sufficiently high voltage to afford
the drop occasioned by the use of a
2,500 -ohm energised moving -coil speaker.

Directly -heated valves are often specified
for push-pull circuits, but by using in-
directly -heated ones it is possible to obtain
a certain amount of decoupling in the
cathode circuits and also to " balance "
the two valves, if necessary, by slightly
altering the value of one of the biasing
resistances ; it is for this reason that one
bias resistance is shown as being variable.
The H.T. secondary of the mains trans-
former is again shown as being tapped,
this time at 300 volts, so that the voltage
'on the anodes of the valves may be kept
down to 200 volts when the receiver with

which the amplifier is used has its
own mains equipment.
The Push-pull Components

A suitable input push-pull trans-
former is the Ferranti AF5C, but this
should be choke -capacity fed, the choke
Ch.1 being chosen to match the output
valve in the receiver. Where the receiver
is provided with choke -capacity output
the choke and condenser may, of course, be
omitted. The H.T. smoothing condensers
in this case should be rated to work at not
less than 400 volts, although the voltage
will not rise unduly due to the fact that an
indirectly -heated rectifying valve is em-
ployed. The bias by-pass condensers
should have a working voltage of 25, the
bias voltage being 12.5.

If the speaker employed is fitted with
its own output transformer this will
probably be unsuitable for carrying the
full anode current of the two push-pull
valves (80 milliamps), and a centre -tapped
output choke is therefore shown. Where the
speaker is not provided with a transformer,
one having a ratio of 40 : 1 can be used in
place of the output choke. This ratio is
suitable for a speaker having a speech -coil
impedance of 5 ohms, but would have to be
modified for other speech -coil impedances.
For example, if the speech coil were 12.5
ohms the ratio should be 25: 1, or if it
were of 7 ohms, the ratio should be about
30:1.
The Choice of a Speaker

It need scarcely be mentioned that the
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speaker used with an amplifier of either of
the types described must be capable of
dealing with the fairly large outputs
involved. It is useless to obtain a small
unit intended for use with an output
valve of, say, the 1 -watt class. In the
case of the first amplifier described the
energising wattage available, for a 2,500-
ohm field winding, is only about 3i watts.
This is rather low, so that with some
speakers it might be desirable to use the
500 -volt transformer tappings, and to
adjust the parallel resistance to such a.
value that a sufficiently high current is
passed through the field winding. An
alternative method, which is often very
satisfactory, is to employ a speaker with
a field winding designed for use with D.C.
mains, and having a resistance of about
6,500 ohms. In this case the winding can
be connected in parallel with the smoothed
D.C. output, replacing the field winding
in the circuit shown by a field -replacement
choke. The disadvantage of this method
of feeding the speaker is that the energising
winding cannot be used as a smoothing
choke, and expense is therefore increased to
a certain extent. When a permanent -
magnet speaker of suitable type is already
available this can, of course, be used in
either of the circuits shown, simply by
replacing the field winding by a field -
replacement choke as mentioned in the case
of a 6,500 -ohm speaker.

Chamber Concert from Midlands
THE second of the Chamber Concerts

of music by Midland composers is
devoted to Gustav Hoist, who was born in
Cheltenham and got his early training in
'choral work in Gloucestershire. The
Birmingham Ladies' String Quartet and
the Midland Wireless Singers will give a
Hoist programme on February 4th.

"Ahab and Elijah"
BLACK Country character and humour

will be represented in Midland pro-
grammes in a short series centring round
an imaginary character named Joe Gutter-
idge. In the first of these series, to be
given on February 8th, Joe tells, from
inside knowledge, sonic remarkable stories
of experiences during the production of
a play called " Ahab 'and Elijah," which

HERE AND THERE

was written as well as acted by Black
Country workers.

B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
MARJORIE WESTBURY is the vocalist

with the B.B.C. Midland Orchestra
in a programme of Italian music to be
given on February 9th. Leslie Heward
will conduct. The orchestral works include
Corelli's Concerto Grosso in G Minor and
Respighi's " Trittico Botticelliano " Trip-
tych.

Saturday Concert from Walsall
LATER in the same evening (February

9th) one of the Popular Saturday
Concerts at the Central Hall, Walsall, is to

be relayed for Midland listeners. The
artists are Essie Ackland (contralto),
Albert Hodgson (entertainer at the piano-
forte), and Miroslav (violin).

Clearing a Channel
ON 514.6 metres, namely, between

Vienna and Stuttgart, you will now
pick up a French transmission at fairly
good volume ; it is Grenoble P.T.T., whose
channel has now been abandoned by the
newly -reconstructed Radio Agen (France).
On the other hand, the position taken up
by Agen on 309.9 metres is an unfortunate
ono, inasmuch as owing to its frequent
deviations it is causing interference to
Poste Parisien (Paris). It is difficult to
understand why these small private stations
cannot be made to work on a national
common wave.
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VALVE TYPES AND USES -6
This Week Three Special Hivac Battery -operated Output Valves Are

THE output circuit of the battery -
operated receiver was revolution-
ised about a couple of years ago by

the introduction of quiescent push-pull, for
this form of output made it possible to feed
a power of between one and two watts to
the loud -speaker. When Q.P.-P. was first
introduced there were many snags and
difficulties, but these have now been over-
come, principally due to the improvements
in valve design and manufacture that have
gradually been introduced. The result is
that to -day the quiescent output stage, in
one of the two forms in which it can be
provided, is thoroughly reliable and not
only permits of ample outputs being

Q.P.P. INPUT
TRANSFORMER

To DET.
VALVE

Fig.

two pentodes at first used in Q.P.-P., the
cost of the output valve and the driver
together, with the additional L.F. trans-
former required to feed the driver, is nearly
as great as that of the two pentodes for
quiescent push-pull.

Considered.

GRID 2

ANODE 2 GRID I

A Double Pentode NOT
Because of the facts enumerated above, USED

Class B came into wider use than the
previous system, and it is only within fairly
recent times that Q.P.-P. has begun to stage
a " come -back." The reason is that several
makers have produced a double pentode
especially designed for Q.P.-P. The two
halves of the valve are accurately balanced,

and the combination
valve can be bought

H.T.-Ffor as little as 19s. 6d.
(which is the price
of the Hivac QP
240, of which details
are given in a panel
on this page). As
may be seen, the

SG maximum undis-
torted output to be
obtained from this

L.S. valve is 1,400 milli -
w at ts, which is
adequate for most
requirements. The
quiescent anode cur-
rent (when no signals
are being received) is

100,000n 8 milliamps, and the
H average current dur-

ing reception is 12
y. B+milliamps ; this as-

sumes that the valve
is being employed

G.B.- -÷ with the maximum
1.-This circuit shows how the QP 240 is connected. Valve -bas e high-tension voltage

connections are shown below. of 150, and in such
conditions that the

Q. P. 24-0
Al

economically secured from battery -operated
sets, but also ensures high -quality repro-
duction.

The Development of Quiescent Am-
plification
It is interesting to recall a few of the

developments which led up to the introduc-
tion of the economy -with -volume output
valves now available. In the first place
the Q.P.-P. arrangement was rather un-
popular, due to the fact that it was expen-
sive, since two high -efficiency pentodes
were required, in addition to a special type
of pusb-pull input transformer, and also a
special loud -speaker or output transformer.
There was also the difficulty -of accurately
matching the two pentode valves in work-
ing conditions, and this often precluded the
satisfactory use of Q.P.-P. by the inexperi-
enced constructor.

Shortly after Q.P.-P. had been intro-
duced in this country, and before it had
" got into its stride," the Class B valve came

'along, and rapidly gained in popularity at
the expense of the rather similar previous
system. As is generally known, the Class B
valve consists of two three -electrode valves
in a single glass ;bulb, and the two halves
are perfectly matched by the manufacturers,
thus entirely removing this difficulty so far
as the user is concerned. The chief objection
to Class B amplification, however, is that
the output (Class B) valve requires to be
preceded by a driver valve, so that, although
the output valve- itself is cheaper than the

Q.P.P. OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

GRID 2.:

ANODE 2.

SCREEN
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GRID 1.

ANODE 1.

FI LAM ENT
maximum undistorted output is available
on the louder passages. It will be evident
that the average anode current is rather
higher than that taken by the Hivac B 230
Class B valve, plus that of an L 210 used
as driver, but it must also be borne in mind
that the maximum output is also greater
than that from the Class B. From the
point of view of efficiency there is little to
choose, therefore, between Class B and
Q.P.-P., although the latter has the advan-
tage that it may be used directly after a
detector valve, whereas the former must
be preceded by an L.F. stage.

Using the QP 240
The connections for the QP 240, which

has a 7 -pin base, are shown in Fig. 1, where
it may be seen that one terminal only is
provided for the screening grid of both
pentode sections. This is an extremely
likable valve, and when used in the correct

ANODE I

FILAMENT

Fig. 2.-Valve-base connections for the
B230 Class B valve.

conditions it is capable of extraordinarily
good results. The correct conditions can
be enumerated briefly as follows : The
input transformer must have a ratio of
between 1 : 8 and 1 : 10 (overall) ; the valve
must follow directly after the detector (if an
L.F. stage were interposed there would be
a risk of overloading) ; the G.B. battery
should have a maximum voltage of not less
than 18 ; the output transformer must be
of the special Q.P.-P. type, having a primary
resistance of not more than about 300
ohms ; the H.T. supply must be well
" regulated " and capable of supplying a
" peak " current of, say, 40 milliamps.

All except the last condition wih doubt-
less be quite easily understood, even by the
beginner, but further information may be
desirable concerning the matter of H.T.
supply. It is not the purpose of this series
of articles to deal with the theory of valves,
but it can be stated briefly that the whole
principle of quiescent working is that the
anode current passed by the output valve(s)
is proportional to the volume of sound being
reproduced at any instant. Thus, although
the average anode -current consumption of
the QP 240 is only 12 milliamps, it might
well rise, for very short periods, to 35 or
even 40 milliamps, after which it might fall
immediately to 8 milliamps. If the valve is
to function correctly the anode voltage
must remain constant irrespective of the

(Continued on page 729)
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l VALVE TYPES AND USES. 1

IIIVIIC QP 240 (Double Pentode for Q,P.-P.
Chief Characteristics :-

Filament Voltage
I Filament Current  Maximum Anode Voltage

Quiescent Anode Current
Average Auode Current (for

full output) ..
Grid Bias (for max. anode

voltage) ..
Optimum Load (anode to

anode) ..
Maximum Output

1 B 230 (Class B)

2
A amp.
150
8 milliamps

12 milliamps

18 volts

14,500 ohms
1,400 milli wat t s

Chief Characteristics
Filament Voltage ..
Filament Current ..
Maxiinum Anode Voltage
Quiescent Anode Current
Average Anode Current
Optimum Load (anode

anode) ..
Maximum Output ..

to

2
.. .3 amp.
.. 150

2.5 rnilllamps
6.6 milliamps

14,500 ohms
1,250 milllwatts

HIV.,40 DB 240 (combined Drirer and class B)
Chief Characteristics; As B 230, excepting the

following :-
Filament Current .. .4 amp.
Total Quiescent Anode Current

(Driver and Class B) .. 5.5 railllamps.
Average Anode Current (driver

and Class B) .. 8.5 milliamps.
Driver G.B. Voltage (for max.

anode volts).. 4.5
7 S. O.. 11,, liolt II. S. a..

,
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Here is the battery model of the Hall -Mark Fo

LAST week we gave some brief particu-
lars of the circuit and general
arrangement of the battery -model

Hall -Mark Four, and from the letters wo
have since received it is evident that there
is a large number of readers who con-
template the construction of this set. In
the first place we would say that the con-
structional work involved is of an extremely
simple and straightforward nature, as may
be gathered by examining the photographs
reproduced on this page. The components
are few in number and are easily accommo-
dated' on the small metallised chassis.
Even though the chassis is small there is
no crowding and every terminal to which
connection has to be made is easily
accessible.

Preparing the Chassis
Some readers may prefer to purchase

the chassis ready drilled, but those who
prefer to drill it' themselves should start
by marking out and drilling the four holes
for the valve -holders. These are all lin.
in diameter, and their positions can readily
be determined from the scale wiring plan
given. After mounting the valve -holders
it will be found most convenient to fix in

4:4

WavEcibinwESA,

VOL CONTROL4
Cd)

--,

314
It
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Llt in its attractive cabiwt.

TH BA]
HALL -MA
place all those
components that
are situated un-
derneath t h e
chassis, starting
with the push-
pull input trans-
former. After
that, the two

component brackets can be fitted and
the reaction condenser and volume -control
potentiometer attached to them.

It will be seen that the fixed condensers
and fixed resistances are not attached to the
chassis, but are supported by their con-
necting wires. The next step is to mount
the third component bracket, variable
condenser, and coil assembly on the upper
surface of the chassis. Again the correct
positions (which are not too critical, by the
way) can be found by making reference
to the wiring plan. One point that should
be watched, however, is that the condenser
must be exactly in the centre, so as to make
the drive central. It should also be noted
that the end of the condenser spindle
should be in line with the front edge of the
chassis-not overhanging, as might be
supposed. This is because the collar on
the slow-motion drive has to fit over it,
the spindle from this actually passing
through the front of the cabinet.

The position is rather different in the case
of the wave -change switch rod on the coil
assembly, since this must project, and the
coil base is so placed that it just dines up
with the front of the chassis.

Simple Wir-
ing
Having

mounted the
various com-
ponents, wir-
ing may be
commenced.
The method
of making the
various con-
nections calls

for little

N4

e x p lana-

I
Front view of chassis, giving dimensions for drilling the cabinet.

11"

Constructional Details for This Fa
Given Here. Operating Notes wil

tion, since it is evident from the wiring
plan, but it should be explained that
several wires pass through the chassis
from components mounted on the upper
surface to others that are underneath.
The holes through which the wires pass are
numbered on the two wiring plans, so that
the " run " of every wire can easily be
traced. It will also be observed that two
" earth -return " leads are attached to a
wood screw fitted into the chassis just beside t
the on -off switch; one of the leads is from
the on -off
switch and the
other is from
the volume -
control poten-
tiometer.

To those
who are con-
versant with
theoretical cir-
cuits it might
appear that
there are more
terminals on
the coil assem-
bly than are
actually re-
quired, a u d
that some of
t h e connec-
tions arc
duplicated.
This is ex-
plained by the
fact that
certain of the
coil connec-
tions are
brought out
to two terminals, one situated on each sidl
of the coil base. There is a very good reaso
for this, which is that it ensures short, dire°
connections to the fixed vanes of th
variable condenser and also to the grit
circuits of the first two valves.

" Earth -Return " Connections
In making the connections to the corn

ponents on the underside of the chassis
will be seen that several leads are taken to
bolt (marked M.B.). These are "ear

  4  .0.   

Three-quarter front viete

w  nu   OOOO MO...

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR TH
One Metaplex chassis, 10in. x 8in. with 3in. runners--Peto.

Scott.
One 2 -gang condenser, Baby type with dial-J.13,
One 2-coi 1 assembl y, type T.D.S.-Colvern.
One reaction condenser, .0003 told. (C3)-Graham Farish.
One pre-set condenser, .0003 mfd. (C4)-Formo.
Four fixed condensers, two .5 tubular (C7 and CW), two .1

tubular type 250 (C5 and C6)-T.C.C.
Four .0002 fixed condensers, type " M" (C8, C9, C11, C12)

-T.C.C.
One 50,000 ohm potentiometer (R1)-B.T.S.
Four ohmite resistances, 1 meg. (R2), 30,000 (R3), two 10,000

ohms (R4 and R5)-Graham Fetish.
One input push-pull transformer, type DP36-Varley.
One H.F. choke, type HAti-Bulgin. .....

1.
Fe

02

os

Os

,..."...000.41..M.0-41.1.4 NON NNW NNW ,41111-11aN 141111,(1111111W14110411101.11411111NNIM*Asolm1.1.0111 NNW 4141.0.41411
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Mr.

TERY
FOUR

iting Receiver are
Given Next Week

eturu" leads, and it is therefore important
hat the head of the bolt should make good
ontact with the metallised upper surface.
:o ensure this it is well to fit a large washer
order the bolt head, and also to place a
imilar washer over the looped ends of the
vires before fitting the nut.

It is most unlikely that any reader will
xperience difficulty in following the wiring
liagrams, but anyone who does should
emember that our Advice Bureau is open
o them free of charge, and that we shall

be glad to
assist any
constructor
who is in
difficulty. But
do not do as
a few have
done when
building pre-
vious sets
described by
us and employ
parts different
from those
specified. The
receiver h a s
been idesigned
to give per-
fectly satis-
factory results
when certain
components
are used-it
may, or may
n o t provide
good reception
if alterations

Battery Hall -Marl? Four. are made.

The Output Valves
It will have been noticed by readers that

n the circuit diagram given last week the
mtput valves in the push-pull stage are
'epresented as power triodes, whilst in the
ist of components these valves are listed
is pentodes. The point is that the extra
volume available by employing pentodes
'ally justifies their slightly greater expense;
Ind for this reason these valves are recom-
mended. Triodes, such as the Cossor
220 PA, can, however, be used if desired.

[TRY HALL -MARK FOUR
tentiometer brackets-Peto-Scott.
inal strips, A., E. and L.S./P.U.-Clix.
, G.B.-1, G.B.-2, G.B.-l-, H.T.-, H.T.+1, H.T.+2

'e terminals, L.T.+ and
,es, 210 VPT, 210Det., and two 2201-1PT-Cossor.
ker-W.B.
If switch (three pointl-Graham
din valve.holders-Clix.
-pin valve-holders-Clix,
-Mark cabinet-Peto-Scott.
volt H.T. battery.
It G.B. battery.
It accumulator. a

a

I

1...1419M110-1111M1.0.11.POMiMMO-lp.o.o.ems.o.aen.c.ews,

Top and Sub,ehassis 'Wiring pia ram of the
Battery Ilall,Mark Four

C4 000.3MFD MAX.
PRESET

A, A
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Ithrt ewe
Section

USING MAINS UNITS WITH
SHORT -WAVERS

An Article Explaining How They Can Successfully
be Employed, and How Any Difficulties

May be Overcome
WHEN short-wave work first became

popular many " fads " and
" fetishes " grew up arouhd it

owing to the frequent small difficulties
which occurred, and which often were cured
by some strange and unorthodox arrange-
ment. Because of the immense difficulties
which always seem to have been considered
to surround their use with short -wavers,
mains -units have never, until perhaps very
recently, come into favour with the short-
wave experimenter. The writer is con-
vinced that, provided a little care is taken
in the first setting -up of the combination,
a short -waver and a mains -unit can form
a very successful arrangement. It is
hoped in this article to show how such can
be arranged and how likely snags that arise
may be overcome.

OUTPUT
VALVE

/14.T.+
L.F C.

2 MIFE

LS. OR
PHONES

2 MFD

E
Fig, 1.-Showing how 'phones can safely be

used with a mains receiver.

Curing Instability
The first point to consider is that very

frequently headphones are used with a
short-wave set, and it is definitely not
recommended that a mains -unit should
be used with 'phones unless with a safe
and efficient output filter.  A diagram
showing the correct circuit to be used is
given in Fig. 1. Note that both 2-mfd. fixed
condensers should be included in order
completely to isolate the headphones.
Indeed, this addition is to be advised
even though 'phones are never used, as it
greatly assists in smoothing out hum, and
curing any instability that may arise.
The question of instability is the second
point which occurs, as, owing to the higher
resistance of the mains -unit comparedwith that of a battery, even a simple
two-valver which 5s not decoupled is
liable to become unstable and difficult to
handle. If decoupling is to be added, and

ChiHI+ Max."
0-0 60 `-qp

HI+20

MAINS UNIT

HT+ P
0-

H.T.-

Fig. 3.-Showing the circuit of the simple and useful unit described.

connected to earth. Decoupling has now
been effected and a variable arrangement
for detector H.T. voltage provided at the
same time. This has thus overcome what
was one of the difficulties of using a
mains unit with a short -waver, for critical
control of detector H.T. is often necessary
in order to obtain smooth reaction. Besides
the detector valve an intermediate L.F.
valve may also be found to require
decoupling, whilst if an output pentode is
being used, decoupling of its auxiliary grid
may be useful. These suggestions having
been carried out it may be found that,
although the set works quite successfully,

V1AAAP 0
RI HT.+ L.F.

CI

if it is already included, an alteration is
suggested, the circuit shown in Fig. 2 being
advised. A 50,000 -ohm potentiometer is
wired right across the H.T. supply=one
terminal to H.T. positive; the. other toH.T. minus. The detector H.T. lead is
taken to the slider, from which a lead is
also taken to one side of a 2-mfd. condenser,
the other side of this condenser being

L.F.C.

REACTION

To
TUNING

REACTION

E
LT -HI-

TUNING

H.T+

LT+

L.S. OR
DHONES

2 MFD,

H7.7

HI+

50,000.n.

Ch2

00

with the mains unit a troublesome per
tentage of hum and, perhaps, other noises
are heard. It is the writer's opinion that
some of the mains units on the market are
not suitable for immediate use with a
short -waver without the addition of
smoothing, and Fig. 3 shows a small unit
which it is advised should be made up
and used between the set and the unit.

Ch.1 should be a good L.F. choke of
about 20 henries inductance at the current
required. Ch.2, which feeds the detector
only, may be the primary or secondary of an
old L.F. transformer, or, better still, a high -
inductance L.F. choke (about 100 H.)
such as used to be used for L.F. coupling
when choke -capacity coupling was popular.
There are many such chokes on the market
which can be- purchased quite cheaply.
Condensers 01, C2, C3, C4 should be
2 mfd. each and R1 should have a resistance
of 20,000 ohms. R2' is a 50,000 ohms
variable potentiometer which, together
with C4, makes up the variable detector
tapping mentioned earlier in this article.
The position shown in Fig. 3 is correct for
these components when this smoothing
unit is used. This unit is applicable to
either D.C. or A.C. mains units and should
be connected right across H.T.
maximum and H.T. all, intermediate
tappings on the mains unit being ignored.
Residual hum should now be nil, or else

2 MFD

(Continued on'page 724)

HT+

50,000f).

GB-

Fig. 2,-This circuit shows how the output circuit can be decouged, as destiibe4 in the (ext.
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PILOT AUTHOR KIT
EXACT 'TO SPECIFICATION

Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Kits, Finished Receivers or Accessories for Cash or C.O.D. or H.P. on our system of Easy
Payments. Send us a list of your wants. We will quote you by return. C.O.D. orders value over 10/- sent carriage and' post
charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN ONLY). OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO US WITH CONFIDENCE. We carry a special ,
export staff and save all delay. We pay half carriage -packed free. Send full value plus sufficient for half carriage. Any surplus
refunded immediately. Hire Purchase Terms are NOT available to Irish and Overseas customers.

ANY
MODEL

ERITAIN'S FINEST MOVING -
COIL SPEAKERS -BRITAIN'S

LOWEST EASY TERMS!
Peto-Scott offer you the lowest
terms and fairest dealing in the
Country. Strict Privacy guaranteed.
Immediate Delivery from stock to
approved accounts.
W.B. STENTORIAN STANDARD
tIllustrated). For Power, Super -
rower, Pentode and Class B. Yours
for 2/8 ; balance in 11 monthly
Ns -silents of 3/- Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 61/12/6.
W. B. STENTORIAN SENIOR. For
rower, Super -Power, Pentode and
crass B. Yours for 2/6; balance in 11 monthly
4/-. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid. 62/2/0.
W.B. STENTORIAN BABY. Your. for 2/6 ; balance in 9 monthly
payments of 2/6. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage raid, 51/216.
W.B. TYPE El/LC SPEAKER. Specified for the A.C. HALL-
MARK 4. Cash or C.O.D. 29/8 or 2/8 deposit and 11 monthly
payments of 2/8.

payments of

?do -Scott LUCERNE S.G.3
complete Bit of Parts for building, less Valves and

hmet. Send only 2/6; balance in 11 monthly pay -
,111 s of 3/9. Cash or 0.0.D. Carriage Paid,
.C1119/6. Complete with
Valves and Peto-Scott Wal-
nut Table Cabinet, Cash or

C.O.D. Car.
lingo Paid,
£4/2/0, or
send only
5/-, bal-ance in
11 month-
ly pay-
ments of
7/9.

-PETO-SCOTT 75/-
DISC TELEVISION KIT

and 11
payments

ASSEMBLED in30 MINUTES

Peto-Scott, Pioneers in Tele-
vision since 1027, have, after

consider able
research, pro;
duced this
" up - to - the
minute" Disc
Television Re-
ceiver Kit,
of which Effi-
ciency and
Economy are
the Keynotes.

NO SPECIAL
TOOLS REQUfRED.

Designed to work from almost any
3 -valve battery or mains set. Comprisss
Peto-Scott Universal Television Motor
and Stand ; controlling resistances ;
laminated and ready assembled chassis ;
stroboscopic 16 -in. scanning disc ; lens
and lensholder ; neon lamp and holder,
together with sundry small parts.
Full-size Blueprint with assembly,
wiring and operating instructions in -

monthly chided with every Kit. Cash or C.O.D.,
of 6/6. Carriage Paid, 75/-.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR
Model T10/30. For Clads B and
Q.P.P. A.C. 200/250 volts 40/120
cycles. Three tappings : 10, 20,
or 30 ma. at 120/150 volts.Trickle

clffurger In-
corporated 2
volts .5 amp.

723

A.C. HALL -MARK 4I BATTERY HALL -MARK 4'
KIT 1f A ,y Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid, 8 : 1 : 6
Author's Kit of first specified parts,

or Yours for

including ready drilled Metaplex I 5f
chassis, less valves, cabinet and
speaker. and 11 monthly

payments of15/-.
r --

. r-KIT ,, B 77 e... for blCudt
! KIT ,, c, 77 As for Kit I

"A," but in-;
"including set of 4 specified ll 1 eluding valves and Pete -Scott,
i valves, less cabinet and . II A.C. Hall -Mark 4 Cabinet, less 1
; spea ker. Cash or C.O.D.' ,speaker. Cash or C.O.D. I
i Carriage Paid, 611/0/6, or 12! 'Carriage Paid, 613/0/6, or 121
i monthly Payments of 2013i :monthly payments of .24/-j

KIT -BITS tir1.31,)1V,;t:ernl/1!,,r14.11,11,°tAellargl.V.
£ s. d.

1 Peto-Scott Ready Drilled Metaplex Chassis, 121in. by
4 0

B.T.S. Mains Transformer 1 2 6
1 Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, type H.T.10 1 1 0

1 Varley Input Push -Pull Transformer, type D.P.3G .. 15 0

1 Colvern 2 -coil Assembly, type T.D.S 15 6

1 Set of 4 Specified Valves .. .. 2 19 0

Pete -Scott De Luxe Walnut A.C. Hall -Mark 4
Consolette Cabinet, Carriage and Packing 2/0 extra. 2 0 0

W.B. EM2 P.W. Speaker .. .. 1 9 6
or 2/6 deposit and 11 monthly payments of 2/9.

UNIVERSAL HALL -MARK 4
KIT "A" CASH or C.O.D.

e'°' mi
. 6 . 6

Carriage Paid.
Author's Kit of first specified parts, Or Yours for

including Ready Drilled Metaplex I
Chassis, less valves, cabinet and

speaker. and 11 monthly'
payments of13/6.

,. ----- ---'I KIT ,, B ,, As for Kit'
II
KIT ,, n 71 As for Kit 1

"A," but' . 1. -A," but
I including set of 5 specified'  including valves and cabi-1
1 valves, le cabinet and i 'net, less speaker. ' Cash 01 I
"speaker. Cash or O.O.D. I 1 C.O.D. Carriage - Paid,.
i Carriage Paid, 510/10/6, or, 1 412/10/6,  or 12 --monthly
112 monthly payments of 19/6.0 ; i - payment, oi 23/, --

. I

. -.......,....... ,- ... ---
KIT -BITS You pay the Postman. We pay post eliarg,es On

all orders ovr e10/ -GREAT. BRITAIN ONLY.
d.

.4 0
3 8

15 0
17
15 0

4 0

1 Peto-Scott Ready drilled Metaplez Chassis, 12x10x31in.
I B.T.S. Mains Dropping. Resistance .

1 Wearite set of 2 gang coils, types Q and
1 Polar 2 gang Midget condenser; with V.P. dial
1 Varley Input Push -Pull transformer, type D.P.36
1 Set of 5 Specified valves.. .. . 3
Peto-Scott De Luxe Walnut Universal Hall-tfark 4

Consolette Cabinet. Carriage and Packing 2/6 extra. 2 0 0
Rob FR7 Speaker . .. - 2 9 8

or 4/6 Deposit and 11 monthly payments of 4/6.

-THE FAMOUS

B.T.S.SHORT7WAVE COILS
Standard 4 -pin valve -holder fitting.

No. 1. 13-26 metres 4/- SET of 4

No. 2. 24-52 metres 4/-
161No. 3. 46-96 metres 4/6

No. 4. 90-190 metres 4/6 Post Free -

Wavelength of Every Coil clearly
marked on the Top.

FREE BLUEPRINT
WITH EACH SET OF B.T.S. COILS. WORKING
BLUEPRINT of latest design and wonderfully efficient DIS-
COVERER 3 -Valve Pentode S.G., Detector, Pentode Output
Short -Wave Receiver (13-95 metres) incorporating the con-
sistently specified B.T.S. SHORT-WAVE COILS.

SEND FOR SHORT WAVE LISTS

KIT " A ss Cash or C.O.D. xl.,A g n.
Carriage Paid. -4040-" ° `"" ""''

Author's Kit of first specified parts, or Yours for '

' 7/9chassis, less valves, cabinet and
including ready drilled Metaplex

speaker. and 11 monthly
payments of 7/9.--------I

:KIT Si B lf As for Ell a !KIT ,, c S S As for Kit!,
"A," butt "A," but.

. including set of 4 specified" - including valves and Pete-;
! valves, less cabinet and" : Scott Battery Hall -Mark 421.
speaker. Cash or C.O.D."  Cabinet, le. speaker. Cash or .

: Carriage Paid, 26/11/0, eel ; C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 57/10/8, :1.
.12 monthly payments of 1 . 07 12 monthly payments of .
: . 12/-. .

I Y

13/9.
s -..s. -  .....*  .....!

KIT -BITS You pay the Postman. We pay post chiirges out
all orders over 10/ .. GREAT BRITAIN ONLY,1

S a. d..i
1 Pete -Scott Ready /trilled Metal:der, Chassis, 10)fix3in. 3 fit
1 J.B. 2 -gang. Baby condenser, with disc drive .. 14 3
1 Colvern it coil assembly, type T.D.S. .. .. .. 15 6
1 Varley Input Push -Pull transformer, type D1'30 .. 15 0
1 Set of 4 specified valves .. .. .. . .. .. 2 6 0
Peto-Scott De Luxe Walnut Battery Hall -Mark 4

Consolette Cabinet 19 re
Carriage and Packing 2/6 extra,

W.B. Speaker, Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
or 2/6 Deposit and 11 monthly payments of 4/- 2 0,'

BATTERY HALL -MARK 3
KIT "A" Wrla7e`'.gild): £2 : 5 :
or 5/- deposit and 11 monthly payments of 41-.KIT r1A" Author's Kits of First Specified parts, including pair \I
of B.T.S. Hall -Mark 3 Coils, less valves, cabinet and sneaker.

t

KIT " B " As K1,t., 'KIT"A ,
f f C It As for Ell

valvesa"Pebtici,ti1 but including set of 3 t including
 Specified Valves, less Cali -1 peott Walnut ConsOlette
; net and Speaker. Cash  Cabinet, less speaker, Cash or
i or C.O.D., Carriage Paid ;C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 64/0/9.;
; or 12monthly. or Deposit 7/6 and 11t
payunents of notthly payments of 7/3.1

B.T.S.
HALL -MARK 3 COILS

Specified and used by
Mr. F. J. Camm for the
Hall -Mark 3.

None genuine without
his signature. THERE
AREND SUBSTITUTES.
With coloured Leads for
easy identification.
THE PAIR

Postage 9d. extra. 716

AtGRAMADAPTOR'
nbt fit" CONVERTS your PRESENT

.M SET to a MAGNIFICENT__/935Rd:

and 11 monthly
payments of 7/6.

QTAND your Mains or Battery Set on/ this remarkable unit . . . give it all
the qualities of a costly 1935 Radiogram.
Connected in an instant . . . plays with
front open or closed. Sensitive Pick-up.
Volume Control. 2.needle cups. Walnut
polished Cabinet. Height, Olin. ; width,
101in. ; depth, 141in.

A.C. MAINS MODEL
Incorporates Simpson's ;1935 Improved

Model Electric Turntable and Synchronous Motor . 12in.
turntable . . . constant speed . . . safe, silent, strong -no thing
le. wear out or go wrong. A.C..Mains only. 100/150 or 200/250
volts, 50 cycles, Gash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 13/19/6,

Similar specification, but with
Garrard Double Spring Motor.

Same price and terms. State which model required when ordering.
BATTERY MODEL

Send only 5/., balance in 12 monthly
payments of 8/-. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage

or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 52/1918, or 5/ -
Paid, 53/9/8. Atlas Model C,A.25. Cash PETO-SCOTT CO LTDDeposit and 11 monthly payments of 5/6,

77, Pr.W.7, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.,
Phone: Clcrkenwell 9406/7.

West End Showrooms 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1
Phone: Holborn 3248.

43&41 64201e- 1:4 QUICha-CASH C.O.D.-EASIWAY
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USING MAINS UNITS WITH SHORT

WAVERS.
(Continued from page 722)

very small indeed, and may either be due
to interaction between the mains unit and
the set, or else due to H.F. on the mains.
In the former case the remedy is obvious-
separate set, 'pains unit and additional
smoothing unit from each other as much as
possible and always, in any case, keep aerial
and speaker leads well away from mains
equipment. If it is found that even with
it at the most reasonable distance away
from the set hum is still picked up by the
latter from the mains -unit, complete
screening of the unit should effect a cure.
This screening must be carried out with
iron or tin, and must be earthed. A large
biscuit tin forms a very good screening
box, but care must be taken to see that the
lid makes efficient contact with the rest
of the box.

H.F. Hum
With regard to H.F. creeping through

from :the mains, a remedy that is fairly
simple may first be tried. If is merely
to connect a .001 mfd. condenser between
one side of the mains and earth, reversing
the plug once or twice to see which way
round gives the least. hum. Failing this,
two .01 mfd. condensers in series across
the mains with the mid -point earthed
should effect a cure. In the event of still
troublesome H.F. hum and noises on the

mains, two H.F. chokes
specially designed for
mains working may be
added as shown in Fig. 4.
Reducing the value of
the grid leak frequently
assists in ' eradicating

Fig. 4.-Special mains H.F. chokes, connected
as shown here, will often prevent mains

interference.

hum, and it is obvious- that all grid leaks,
condensers and resistances must be in
first-class order, for with mains working
the slightest variation is liable to cause
crackle or hum.

MAINS H.F. CHOKE

obtain this
hum. It is but

It is sufficient proof
S of the fact that a mains-
: unit can be used with

a short -waver to say that
all A.C. short-wave sets
are now being designed.
Naturally enough, the
extra -high efficiency of
mains -valves has been
found a boon in obtaining
maximum results on short
waves. Indeed, the ad-
vantage of this extra
efficiency has been realised
for a long time, as many
short - wave experimen-

ters have
been using
indirectly -
heated A.C.
valvesru noff
batteries in
order to

extra efficiency without
recently, with the improve-

ment in indirectly -heated valves, as well
as in mains components and the provision
of 14igh-capacity electrolytic condensers for
smoothing, that all A.C. short-waVers have
come into their own. The ease and
reliability of mains working are great
assets well worth the slight effort required
to put the few foregoing hints into
practice.

TO MAINS
UNIT

EARTH

METAL SHIELDING AND SHO
WAVE R11-4;CEIVI-4;RS

THE keen amateur who, as a rule,
studies commercial and sponsored
designs is quick to realise the

advantage's to be derived from efficient
screening. After carefully studying the
fundamental principles followed by a
series of practical experiments, the advan-
tages of screening properly and correctly
applied are obvious.

Unfortunately many experimenters are
less thorough, and regard screening as but
a simple undertaking-simply the placing
of screens around coils and between stages,
and using a metal chassis foundation.
Practical experiments on the above lines,
as is. to be expected, usually end in dismal
failure.

Do not imagine, however, that screening
is best left alone ; this is by no means the
case, because screening when correctly
applied is a ' definite advantage. Quite
apart from technical considerations, experi-
mental screening will. prove of interest to
the amateur, who naturally wishes to obtain
the maximum efficiency from his receiver.

As previously mentioned, the fundamental
principles must be understood in order to
reap the benefits of screening, and avoid
snags and consequent disappointment.

The purpose of this article is to deal with
various points, advantages and snags, all of
which are associated with screening and the
design of screened short -Wave receivers.

Chassis Construction
The foundation of a modern receiver is

the chassis. Aluminium is the most
common metal used for chassis construc-
tion. It is, of course, by no means cheap to
buy and must be of a rather heavy gauge
in order to avoid whip or fracture. This
point is worth remembering. If the
Ihassis is of light -gauge material it is
absolutely useleSs because power trans -

This Article Deals with the Various
Points, Advantages and Snags
Associated with Screening, and
the Design of Screened Short-

wave Receivers
i...1.11E.01111MilMII.114MKI-01.111110.11.01ro.m.o.nol yam. i

formers, chokes and gang condensers are
heavy components which require a solid
foundation. To handle a flimsy chassis
upon which components of the above
nature arc mounted is simply asking for
trouble, which will undoubtedly be experi-
enced sooner or later.

One of the chief objections to the use of
aluminium as a material for chassis con-
struction iis that it cannot be soldered.
Commercial practice is to solder tags to
all leads at earth potential and bolt them
to the chassis. This method is quite
satisfactory.

The Use of Sheet Steel
The steel chassis is rapidly gaining

favour, steel, of course, being cheaper than
aluminium. Many experimenters will un-
doubtedly fancy this steel -chassis idea as
sheet steel, in addition to its relatiVe
cheapness compared with aluminium, is
mailable in most places. It should be
remembered, however, that the shielding
efficiency of steel is less than that of
aluminium owing to its greater resistance,'
and much greater losses are to be expected.It is possible to build a satisfactory
receiver into a metal or steel cabinet, but
there is no doubt that a _cabinet made of
sheet aluminium would provide better
screening. This, of course, does not mean
that to use the former type of cabinet or
screening box is definitely bad. As a matter

To

of fact, the best and most sensitive 0-v--2
receiver the writer has ever built is housed
in a cabinet of this type. The main point
is to know exactly What to avoid and, sofar as construction is concerned, act
accordingly.

Commercial practice, it will be noticed, is
to use steel chassis construction in some
instances, but this is not just a case of buy-
ing sheet steel in bulk, ,cutting and pressingto shape and finally arranging various
components on both sides. Examination
will show that the chassis is either cad-
mium plated, or copper plated, and laterpainted. By adopting these methods the
skin effect is taken .into consideration,
fol., as is well known, H.F. current travelson the surface. (Incidentally, the same
applies to the metallised wooden chassis.)It will be seen, therefore, that cadmium
plating is not carried out merely for thesake of appearance, but to increase the
shielding efficiency of the steel chassis.

Coil Screening
Next, let us consider coil shieldingor screens. Which, quite apart from space,is the most efficient and satisfactory typeof coil screen, large or small_; that is, of

course, relative to the size of the coil to be
used in conjunction with it ?

For example, our H.F. transformer or
coil is I in. diameter, and we have choice
of two sizes of screening can ; one is 2in.diameter and the other Sin. diameter.We may try each in turn, but as the bases
must be bolted or riveted to the chassis
we cannot entertain the idea, of drilling
extra holes.

The first point to remember is that if
coil shields, or screens; ale- to be used the
coils must be wound suitably in order to
cover the desired wave -range; By screening

(Continued on page 727)
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THE -EASY, ROAD TO RADIO.: current passes from . the accumulator I
through each of the valve filaments
(see Fig. 2) in the same way that
the current from the torch battery
passes through the bulb. The valve j
filaments- become hot . through the
passage of the current (although it is !
not necessary in. this case to bring them
to white- heat), and this causes some of
the electrons in their jostling struggle
through the restricted path ofthe filament
to be thrust out into space. In other
words a shower of these crowded -out
electrons flies off in all directions.

' The current flowing through the torch I
bulb or through the filament of a battery-
operated valve may be compared with

!
i

an even flow of water  through a pipe.
However, the flow need not necessarily i.
be steady. Tho current from a dynamo,

A WIRELESS set is essentially an to be positively
electrical machine, and to under- charged. It must

for instance, is never as steady as that
from an accumulator. It fluctuates

stand its working it is necessary be emphasised slightly all the time, ene moment rising
to understand something about electricity. that it is not the and the next moment falling. This is a 2

Electricity may remain static or it atoms themselves G fluctuating or impure direct current. I
may move in the form of current. In which move, butte The third type of current is one which

'wireless we are chiefly concerned with only the electrons. flows first in one direction and then in the
current electricity. Perhaps one of the They can move other. This is called an alternating current,
simplest illustrations of an electric current in the spaces and according as the alternations are
is afforded by the working of an electric between t h e slow or rapid it is known respectively as a
torch. Current from the battery passes atoms and can low -frequency and a high -frequency current.
through the fine wire filament of the lamp also join up with, A good example of a low -frequency alter -
and causes it to become white hot. The- or lea v e, the nating . currect is provided by the house
current in this case consists of a steady atoms. lighting supply. If the house is supplied
flow from one pole of with " A.C., it means that the current
the battery, through when it passes through a lamp, for
the lamp, to the example, flows first one way through the
other pole. filament and then the other way, this

change of direction taking place about
50 times per second. This is so rapid that
the cooling down of the lamp filament as
the ii

change of direction of the current is not !
perceptible to the eye. The lamp appears 1
to give a steady light as though it were
fed with a pure direct current. Of course, I
50 cycles is not the only speed at which
a low -frequency current can alternate
and currents which change their direction
of flow as many as 10,000 times or more 1
in a second are still considered to be
" low -frequency " currents.

INNER'S
SUPPIEDIENT

ELECTRIC CURRENTS IN WIRELESS
(Part I)

A Clear and Concise Explanation of the Various Currents which Traverse the
Circuits of a Modern Radio Receiver, with Particular Reference to the Oscillatory

Currents of the Tuning Circuits and the Currents Within the Valves

Electricity a Fluid
From the fact that

I an electric current
is always spoken of

! as " flowing " from
one point to another
it would 'naturally be
assumed that electri-
city is a fluid. This

j is correct, but it
! should be explained
I that it is a fluid in the
j same sense that the

sand in an hour -glass
I is a fluid, the sand

being formed of in-
dividual grains. In

$ the case of an electric current the " grains "
j are electrons or negative particles of

electricity, and as a collection these
I electrons constitute a fluid. It does not

mean to say that the electrons themselves
are necessarily fluid.' Modern theory

$ explains that all matter is composed of
- electricity. Each little atom of substance
! is composed of a collection of positive and

negative particles of electricity. In the
ordinary way these protons and electrons,
as they are called, are kept in place within

I the atom by mutual attraction, and the
substance displays no electrical properties.
However, some Of the electrons are very

I loosely linked to the rest of the protons
j and electrons, and under certain con-

ditions can be made to travel about
1 between the atoms. It is the movement

of these electrons which constitutes an
! electric current. If a number of them can
I be made to leave the atoms to which
j they are attached and to travel through

the substance, say a piece of wire, until
I they arrive at the other end then that

end is said to be negatively cliarged with
electricity, while the other end, -which is
left with a deficiency of electrons, is said

Fig. 2.-The current supplying
the filaments of a battery set
is steady direct current. The
path of the electrons which constitute

the arrows.

Fig. 1.-A simple ex-
ample of the flow of a
direct current is pro-
vided by this torch
battery and bulb. The
arrows show the path

of the current.

the current is shown by

Different Kinds of Current
We have stated that the current flowing

through the filament of an electric torch
consists of a steady flow of electrons
passing in one direction only. It is, in
other words, a steady direct current.
The currents in a wireless receiver are,
h o wever,
of a more
complex
nature
than this.
Practi-
cally the
only partof the
circuit in
whichpure
direc t
current is
met with
is in the
filament
circuit of
a' battery
set. Here
a steady

0

High -frequency Current
Tne best example. of a high -frequency

alternating current is provided by the
current which traverses the aerial circuit
of a wireless set when it is tuned to a !
broadcasting station. This is produced I
by the wireless waves which strike the
aerial in rapid succession. It is an !
alternating current because it travels first
in one direction and then in the other, j
but the speed or frequency with which it !

ia

0

+

Fig. 3.-The three -valve circuit referred -to in the article. The thick
arrows show the path of the H.F. currents in the aerial circuit. 1
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changes its direction is colossal-a million
or more timer per second !

From this very brief description of someof the forms which an electric current
may take we can proceed to the study of
the wireless receiver itself and analyse the
currents in the various parts of the circuit.
The circuit illustrated in Fig. 3, which is
necessarily made as simple as possible for
the sake of clarity, represents a typical
three -valve. arrangement. Starting from
the aerial we come to the aerial tuning
Circuit. This is also shown separately in
Figs. 4-6. The point A is connected to
the aerial and the point B to the earth.
The incoming waves on striking the aerial
set up a high -frequency -current whichsurges up: and down it. If the aerial
were connected direct to the earth instead
of having -the coil and condenser inter-
posed these currents would simply flow
direct to earth and back again. However,
the introduction of the tuned circuit offers
an opposition to the passage of the current.
The amount of opposition offered dependsOn the size of the tuning coil and con-
denser. By using the right number ofturns of wire and by adjusting the con-
denser to just the right size it is passible -
for the circuit to provide. almost,a complete
barrier to the flow of current through it:

jU
ti

contiguous with D and likewise A with C.
Since like repels like the newcomers are
repelled by the electrons which have
collected on D and thus they are unable
to pass through to A and up the aerial.

By the time the aerial current reverses
again the current in the circuit has also
reversed, the electrons having been
ejected by D and sent bouncing round to
A to meet and oppose the aerial currentat this point. This process goes an allthe time the circuit is tuned to the
incoming waves, the'electrons flowing from
C, through' the coil, to D and back again
continuously. This oscillation set up
within the circuit is called the circulating
-current.

It must be understood that the arrival
of the electrons at each end of the circuit
coincides exactly in point of time with
the arrival of those forming the aerial
current, and thus the latter are met and
opposed every time they try to passthrough the circuit. However, if the
circuit conditions are altered by, say,

Figs. 4-6.-Diagrams illustrating the movement of the high frequency currents in theaerial circuit of a wireless set.

When these conditions are. arrived at ,the
circuit is said to be " tuned " to the
incoming waves.

H.F. Currents and Tuning
g It must be explained why the tuning

circuit opposes the passage of the aerial
current through it. It is due to the
combined action of the condenser and

I coil, which forms an oscillatory circuit.
The current induced in the aerial by the
incoming waves takes the form of electrons

I passing up and down it at a very high
I speed. When they come down the

aerial they arrive at the point A (see
I Fig. 4) and immediately pour into the
1 condenser and fill up the plate C. This

action is similar to that of filling a toy
balloon with air. However, as soon as
the electro-motive force which has sent
the electrons into the condenser dies
down, as ,it naturally does before the
current changes its direction, the electrons
are ejected from the condenser like air
from a collapsing balloon. These elec-
trons, or at any rate some of them,
instead of going up the aerial again,
travel on round the circuit as shown by
the arrows in Fig. 5. They pass through
the tuning coil and into the other plate
of the condenser. In the meantime the
current flowing up and down the aerial
has reversed its direction and electrons
are travelling up the aerial. This means

.LINN

increasing or decreasing the effective sizeof the condenser then this balanced statewill be disturbed. The circulating current
will oscillate slower or faster, as the case
may be, than the aerial current, and thussome current will be allowed to passthrough the circuit. In this case the
circuit is said to be detuned.

This brief explanation of the action of
the oscillatory circuit is of necessity not
absolutely complete, nor as regards the
building up of the circulating current isit strictly accurate since other factors,
such as the effect of the inductance of thecoil, to avoid confusion, have not beenmentioned. However, the ultimate effect
is, as we have described, the productionof an oscillating current resulting in thepiling up of electrons alternately at Aand B.

(To be concluded.)
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that a collection of electrons attempts to 1
flow into the circuit at B from the earth -
direction, but they are here met by those
which have just travelled round the cir-
cuit to D. Incidentally, from an electrical
point of view, B can be taken as being

$
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METAL SHIELDING AND SHORT-
WAVE RECEIVERS
(Cominued from page 724)

a coil we automatically reduce its maximum
tuning range. If our shielding can is too
small in diameter the spread over of the
magnetic field produced by the tuning coil
is very restricted, and thus the overall
efficiency of the tuned circuit or circuits
will be considerably reduced. To counter-
act this defect a large screening can with
low resistance is required, therefore it is
necessary to use a stout gauge of aluminium,
or better still, copper.

When purchasing a coil can remember
that if it is of stout gauge, and is fitted
with a detachable bottom and spigot -for
chassiS Use, it is quite suitable. ' Do not
attempt, however, to make a steel. chassis
and use open-ended cans or nothing but
trouble will result. Quite definitely, unless
a steel chassis is plated: - as outlined
previously it is better not to use it at all:
The writer is strongly in favour of the
»letallised or copper -foil -lined wooden
chassis, for cheapness and efficiency to-
gether with ease of construction.

The experimenter with considerable
experience may wish to build a receiver
which has a professional appearance, and
no doubt will make a good job of it. The
beginner should not be too hasty and
attempt to design before he can construct.
Better far to have an amateur -looking
receiver. which works like a professional
job and gives results, than to build a rather
professional -looking job which refuses to
function. When choice between steel and
aluminium chassis is to be made the latter
is to be recommended.

Tuning Condensers
Variable condensers especially designed

for short-wave work are available. Gang
condensers are, however, expensive, and for
experimental work readers may wish to
use a broadcast type which will allow of
the number of plates being reduced to suit
requirements.

A condenser of this type, if well made
mechanically, will be quite satisfactory, pro-
vided that trimmers are fitted on the top,
and each unit- is shielded from the other,
with a separate connection provided for
wiring each unit of moving vanes to chassis.

Chassis -type valve -holders should be of
reputable make, as flimsy affairs will most
likely cause crackling and various other
troubles. Make quite sure that the chassis
and panel are effectively earthed, and
mount the earth terminal directly on the
chassis.

All leads which are at earth potential go
to the chassis. Do not, however, take
three or four of them to the same point, but
to the chassis at separate points, which will
allow a short and direct lead, remembering
that a potential difference exists at different
parts of the chassis, panel, and screens.

In modern tuning condensers, metal
frames and end plates are used. In these,
the moving vanes are earthed (except in
trick circuits) by mounting them directly
on the metal panel or, in the case of a gang
condenser, on the chassis.

Chassis construction reduces the amount
of wire required in a receiver and may
make a difference of many inches. The
writer remembers rebuilding a baseboard
short-wave receiver on chassis lines, which
reduced one lead previously a foot in
length to one inch, and readers who adopt
the same methods will be surprised at the
amount of connecting wire they have left
over.
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AMATEUR TELEVISI
:TRANSMITTING "STILLS"

 By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.
THERE are many amateurs who have

carried out a number of experiments
in connection with the reception of

television, but only a few have turned their
attention to the question of providing
their own television signals for test purposes.
While admitting that the outlay incurred
for apparatus would be somewhat high if
everything that was required was purchased
brand new, it will be found frequently
that much of the material is available in
experimental apparatus which _every wire-
less enthusiast collects over a period of
time.

Apparatus
Required
The best way to

make a start is in
the transmission of
" stills " ; that is,
magic lantern slides or
single -frame pictures
selected f r ckm a n y
standard 16- or 35 -
millimetre film suit-
ably mounted. The
first requirement is
some form of projec-
tor; that is, a housing
for a source of light
(arc or metal -filament
projection lamp fed

A.C. mains
through a step-down
transformer), together
with a focusing lens.
(An old magic lantern
outfit will do quite
well here.) Next Is
needed the single
spiral apertured scan-
ning disc together with the driving motor.
In the case of the disc, a standard twenty -
or sixteen -inch receiving disc is quite satis-
factory, provided it is free from naeclumical
errors, primarily in connection with the
positioriing of the holes. Natutally, the
correct type of heavy fly -wheel scanning
disc is best for transmitter work, but the
substitute suggested' is capable of giving
results far in excess of what may -be an-
ticipated originally.

Assuming that the television signals
generated will be observed on the standard
type of television receiver built or purchased
for looking in at the B.B.C. transmissions,
then the square holes need to be of the
correct size and appropriately positioned
to give the seven -by -three ratio picture
having a thirty -line dissection. Designs for
discs of (this character have been described
from ,time to time in this supplement, or
alternatively a ready-made disc can be
purchased for a sum as low as 12s. 6d.

Setting Up
The motor should be of good quality

and capable of running at a dead steady
speed of 750 revolutions per minute. If
preferred, a synchronous A.C. motor can
be used, but failing that, use a motor with
a smooth form of speed control and strobo-
scopic speed observation to ensure correct
running.

Employ a light source as intrinsically
brilliant as possible, and position this to-
gether with the lantern slide or film still
and focusing lens, so that the resultant

PHOTO
ELECTRIC
CELL,

picture projected on to the disc is properly
focused and bright. The exact size of the
picture on the disc will depend on the disc
diameter, but it should have dimensions
which will allow it to be just scanned by
the first and last holes of the disc. An
arrangement suitable for amateur use is
one consisting of the parts previously re-
ferred to, the light source and photo -cell
being mounted with their axes in line,
and one on each side of the disc. Lamp
projector and focusing lens are mounted on
the left, while the scanning disc is driven by
a mains fed motor having a belt drive.

N.T+2 HT+4 H.7+5H.T. -3
A

alent amplitude. Quite a wide choice of
cells are open to the experimenter, but a
very efficient one for the purpose is that
designated the C.M.G.8 and made by the
G.E.C. Full details for operating the cell
are furnished by the makers, so this
question need not be gone into here.

The voltage variations produced by the
cell are very minute and need amplification
in what is commonly termed an " A "
amplifier. This is a resistance -capacity -
coupled amplifier having, for the best
results, a reasonably low gain per individual
stage. Furthermore, this amplifier must be
quite clear of parasitic noises, otherwise
the picture signal will not be considerably
above the " mush " level, and imperfect
images will result.

One circuit diagram for an amplifier of
this type is given in simplified form in Fig. 1,
battery fed valves being used for sim-
plicity and stability, each anode being
supplied by a separate H.T. feed. The cell

is connected direct to
the grid of the first
valve with the appro-
priate battery voltage
in series. Another
point to notice is the
inclusion of ," boost-
ers " in (the second
and fourth valve anode
circuits. The first is a
single inductance,
while the second is a
similar inductance
tuned with a fixed con -c. denser. The values of
these components
must be chosen to suit
individual conditions,
but they serve the pur-
pose of maintaining a
level frequency re -

Fig. 1.-The simplified diagram of the photo -electric cell or !! A 'T amplifier.

As the disc revolves the individual
apertures dissect the projected picture into
the thirty strips as they pass across. Since
the picture is made up of various light and
dark shades this process of scanning will
cause varying small quantities of light to
pass through the holes to the other side.
These light signals must then be made to
influence a single photo -electric cell mounted
immediately behind the disc and in the
correct optical path of the penetrating
light. It is often desirable to have a
focusing lens between the back of the disc
and the photo -electric cell (the cell being
enclosed in a light -screening box with a
small window aperture of just sufficient
size to take
the whole of
the scan) and
placed oppo-
site to the
light source.

Cell
Amplifier
The rapid

light varia-
tions activat-
ing the elec-
trodes of the
single photo-
electric cell
produce cor-
responding
voltage varia-
tions of equiv-

sponse up to well over
10 kilocycles.

The layout of an am-
plifier of this character
is very important, as
stray capacities and
long leads must be re-

duced to a minimum. In Fig. 2 is shown one
design which proved particularly efficient for
some initial thirty -line television experi-
ments of this nature. The valve -holders
are partly stripped and mounted on a
central platform, while the output trans-
former is an 0.P.2 (step-down).

The resultant vision signals from this
amplifier are passed to the normal power
amplifier associated with the vision receiver,
so that the images can be watched and very
many interesting tests made by the experi-
menter. The effects of using film stills of
varying densities can be tried and the
limiting factors associated with the detail
permitted by thirty -line scanning observed.

Fig. 2.-A photo -electric cell amplifier layout which avoids unwanted
capacity and keeps connecting leads short.
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VALVE TYPES AND USES
(Continued from page 719)

current load," and, therefore, the H.T
supply must be capable of providing up to
the maximum current taken by the valve
without its voltage dropping.

The Iligh-teqsion Supply
There is no difficulty in securing this

result when using 4 large -Capacity H.T.
battery or -an ILT: accumulator, but con-
ditions are vastly different when a standard-
caPacity battery or an eliminator is con-
cerned.. -,The small battery will"certainly
give the maximum current, but in clOing so
its vOltage will drop appreciably, especially
when the battery has been in use for a short
time. It will be evident, therefore, that the
very efficient QP:valve is wasted if the H.T.
supply is inadequate ; in addition to this it
must be pointed out that small batteries
would -prove very ekpensive, whereas the
cost of H.T. current is extremely moderate
where a super-capacitY battery is employed.

The average eliminator is even worse than
a small battery with regard to the voltage
output in various conditions of " load,"
so that if this kind of unit were employed
reproduction would be terribly distorted,

ANODE.2

DRIVER
GRID.

DRIVER
ANODE.

(I

1II i GRID. 2.

GRID. I.

ANODE. I.

FILAMNT
Fig. 3.-This sketch shows the connections for

the driver and Class B valve.

and the user might condemn Q.P.-P. as
unsatisfactory-which it certainly is not.
Eliminators especially suitable for Q.P.-P.
working are "available and cost little more
than those of normal tYpe, whilst an
existing unit can be modified by connecting
a neon stabiliser across its output terminals.
Actually there are a few simple points to
be considered in doing this, but these were
clearly explained in an article in,PmwricAL
WIRELESS dated November :18th; 1933. -

Little has been said in this article con-
cerning Class B amplification; chiefly because
class B is so well known and has been
adequately described in many previous
issues of both of the journals which have
now come .together under the name of
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. The
connections for a Class B and driver stage
are shown on another page in this issue
under the 'heading Valve Couptings,"
whilst the connections for the 7:pi/lipase
are given in Fig. 2 which accompanies this
article.

The Hivac B 230 Class B valVe, of which
characteristics are given in an accompany-
ing panel, is particularly economical in

(Continued on page 733)
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'Amplion Fixed Condensers
WE have recently had under test a

number of fixed condensers made
bir Amplion (1932) Ltd. Of neat appearancethey are certainly a very workmanlike
job, which is the keynote of components
turned out by this well-known firm.
Obtainable in four types, TB, SH, RH and
PH, respectively, they range from .1 mfd.
to 4 infd., at varying prices. Type TB
(700 volts D.C. test, 350 volts D.C. working)
range in price from is. 10d. to 5s. 6d. ;
type SH (1650 volts D.C. test, 600 volts
.D.C. working) 2s. 6d. to 10s. 6d. ; type RH
(2,000 volts D.C. test, 800 volts D.C.

A group of Amplion
fixed condensers
which are of neat
appearance and

sound design.

working) 2s. 9d. to 15s., and type PH
(2,500 volts D.C. test, 1,000 volts D.C.
working) 3s. 6d. to 19s. 6d. Under test
they were found to give very good results
under their stipulated working voltage and
their capacity ratings were within a small
percentage margin of the measured values.

A General-purpose Triode
HE range of Mullard " Universal ''

(A.C./D.C.) valves has recently been
augmented by the release of a general-
purpose triode, known as type -1.L.13.
The principal application of this valve will
be as low -frequency amplifier following a
diode detector, in which position it may also
be employed as first low -frequency amplifier
for gramophone reproduction. It can also
be used as speech detector in cases where
an amplifying detector is required, and in
such instances, also, the valve can be used
as the input valve for gramophone repro-
duction. Like the other valves in the
Mullard A.C./D.C. range, the H.L.13 has a
heater rated at 0.2 amp., the heater voltage
being approximately 13. The character-
istics at anode volts, 100, and grid volts,
zero, are : anode impedance 10,000 ohms ;
amplification factor 40,; and mutual 
conductance 4.0 mA./V. The price is 13s. 6d.
This valve is available with metallised
bulb only, and has the standard Mullard
sige-contact base, the control grid being
connected to a top thimble terminal.

T

A High-class Radiometer

THE Pifco " de luxe model `,,,` All -in -
One " radiometer is a moving -

coil instrument suitable not only for
testing battery receivers, but also for test-
ing all -mains sets. It is suitable for
voltages up to 250 and shows 500 ohms
resistance per volt. The diameter of the
dial is 2iin. The instrument is finished
in mottled bakelite, and is sold complete
with velvet -lined case at £2 2s. Adaptor
sockets for use in testing 7- and 9 -pin valves
are available at 3s. This is a most useful
instrument for the dealer, the experimenter,
and the electrician. Particular care has
been given to finish, accuracy,, and high-
class workmanship. In short, this expertly -

designed instrument is suitable for the
accurate testing of all classes of electrical
and radio apparatus.

A New H.T. Battery
THE Fuller Accumulator Co (1926) Ltd.,

are now manufacturing a new Fuller
" Sunbeam " high-tension battery, sup-
plies of which are now on the market.
The prices are : 60 volt, 3s. 6d. ; 100 volt,
5s. 6d. ; 120 volt, 6s. 6d. Samples of these
batteries have been subjected to various
tests in our laboratories and have proved
to have a capacity fully equal to that of
the average standard -capacity battery,

A Synchronous Clock Movement

WE show on this page a scientifically
designed electric -clod movement

recently produced by the Automatic Coil
Winding Co., which can easily be fitted
into an ordinary clock in place of the
clockwork movement. The movement
is fitted with a 15 per cent. cobalt -steel
magnet, and the epicycloidal cut gears
ensure silent running. Of robust design
it is mounted on a mottled bakelite back,
through which project a knurled knob
for starting the motor when connected
to the mains, and a second knob for adjust-
ing the hands. Below these knobs are fitted
two pins, with the necessary plug for facili-
tating connection to the mains supply.
Three fixing holes are drilled in the back,
thus making it possible to fix it securely

0j. efficientworkmanship, this synchronised
electric -clock movement can be fitted to an
ordinary clock in place of the clockwork move-

ment with which it was originally fitted.
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inside the desired clock case. Selling at the
reasonable price of 15s. it will keep very
accurate time, and is certainly a useful
appliance.

The Erie Volume Control
THWErie volume control, which is fitted
ith a composition type resistance

element, is available in five standard sizes,
ranging from 25,000 ohms to 500,000
ohms in value. A thin bakelite disc
in diameter forms the body of the com-
ponent, and to this are attached the three
soldering tags, a single -hole fixing bush, and
the metal protecting cover.

The moving contact is insulated from the
spindle and fixing bush, and consists of a
light spring terminating in a small graphite

An Erie
volume con-
trol which is
available in
five standard
sizes ranging
in value from
25,000 ohms
to 500,000
ohms.

stud. The movement is quite smooth, yet a
sure contact is made throughout, the
preSsure being just sufficient to ensure this,
but not so heavy that it imposes undue
wear on the element. The resistance is
graded to give a smooth and even control,
and is quite silent in operation. The price
of the Erie volume control is 3s. 6d., or
with mains switch, 5s.

Erie Impregnated Resistors
R IE resistors, which are suitable as

grid leaks as well as for voltage-
dropping and grid -bias purposes, are
made of a composition of carbon and rare
earth, the resistance depending upon the
quantities of the minerals. Stability of
resistance is obtained by a special process
by which damp is expelled, after which the
resistors are specially impregnated to
ensure that variation of humidity in the
atmosphere does not affect the resistance
value. The tips of each carbon resistor
are copper impregnated to ensure a good

ON- i~ fi

411*~1.11.10
Erie impreg-

edr
obtainableesis

tors

in 1-, 2-, or 3-

a w
watt types in

of resistance
wide range

values.

soldered joint for the lead which makes
contact with it. They are obtainable in
one-, two-, and three -watt types in a wide
range of resistance values.

Erie resistors are colour coded, and every
genuine Erie carries a label giving the value.
Price : ls. per watt.

Prepare for the Television Boom :
Read the

TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE
HANDBOOK -5/-.

5/6 by post from Geo. N&Imes, Ltd., 8-1 r,
Southampton Si., Strand, London, W .C.2............4
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RADIO CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS

Club Reports should slot exceed 200 words in length
and should be retained First Post each Monday
morning for publication in Ike- following week's issue.

ANGLO-AMERICAN RADIO AND TELEVISION
SOCIETY

THE
midnight radio party held by the West

Middlesex- and East Buckinghamshire branch
of the Anglo-American Radio and Television 'Society
was held on January 18th instead of the 19th.

WBAU was the best station tuned in, although
WBZ, WJZ, WTIC, and WBT were good seconds.
Among the stations heard were WAAB, Boston (500
watt) ; WHIsT; New York ; WCCO, Minneapolis 
CHAS, Louisville ; WON, Schenectady ; WLW

Cincinatti ; WEAF, New York; WIOD, Miami
WNAC, Boston ; WHO, Des Moines ; KYW, Chicago
WABC, New York ; WHAM, Rochester ; and WTAM
Cleveland. The meeting held on the 17th was also
a success. - _-

There are no charges in connection withjoining the
A.-A.R. and T.S., and particulars may be obtained
from Leslie W. Orton, Kingsthorpe," Willowbank
Uxbridge. .

At 8 p.m. on February 6th the Huddersfield branch
of tin Society is giving a public lecture -demonstration.
The lecturer will be Mr. J. Louis Orton, who will
describe some interesting radio experiments, using
G-5XK for transmission. Full particulars from Mr.
Leonard Goucher, 10, West Grove Avenue, Dalton,
Huddersfield.

INTERNATIONAL SHORT-WAVE CLUB (LONDON)
THE London Chapter held a very interesting

meeting on Friday, January 18th, at the
R.A.C.S. Hall, Wandsworth Road, S.W.8. The first
half was given to morse instruction, there being one
class for beginners and another for advanced pupils.
The second half of the meeting was taken up by a
demonstration and description by Mr. W. H. S.
Vincent, A.M.I.B., of the " Hyvoltstar All -wave
Superhet 5. The circuit consisted of a heptode
frequency changer, var.-mu pentode, I.F., metal oxide
second detector, metal oxide A.V.C. rectifier, triode
L.F., pentode output, and half -wave valve rectifier.
Very good reception was obtained from W8X.K,
48.86 metres. The aerial in use at the Chapter is
an inverted V.-A. E. Bear, Secretary, 10, St. Mary's
Place, Rotherhithe, London, S.E.16.

THE CROYDON RADIO SOCIET-Y
AT a meeting of this society, held on January 15th,

in St. Peter's Hall, South Croydon, Mr. 0. Tooth
gave a talk on " Modern Graniophone Recording."
After showing the meeting a wax disc prior to being
recorded upon, he went on to consider apparatus
used in recording. First came the microphones which
were wired and followed by the amplifier, and ulti-
mately the cutter. He had much to say on micro-
phones, having 'brought several models with him, and
interesting points of such types as the Rein and
Condenser microphones were followed with interest.

Cutters came in for much mention, and Mr. Tooth
drew sketches of their mechanism, explaining why
the cutting edge of sapphire was ground by a specialist.

On Tuesday, February 5th, the vice-chairman,
Mr. W. J. Bird, is lecturing on " Electrical Condensers :
a brief survey of their theory, manufacture, and
application to modern circuits." He is an authority
on this topic, and PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS
readers are invited to come and hear him-Hon.
Secretary, E. L. Cumbers, Maycourt, Cainpden Road,
South Croydon.

SLADE RAD101

AT a meeting of the Slade Radio Society on
Thursday, January 17th,' Mr. D. A. Drew, a

member of the amateur crew who sailed Mr. Sopivifh's
Endeavour in races against Rainbow in America last
year, gave an address upon the mechanical and
electrical side of yacht racing. Mr, Drew described
many of the amusing episodes that happened to him
and his colleagues, and gave some very interesting
descriptions of the wind -measuring instruments and
other mechanical apparatus, such as the capstans,
and methods of tensioning the hawsers.

Dr. Ratcliffe loaned and operated his cinema
projector, and Mr. Drew had two rolls of films which
he obtained from Mr. Sopwith, in London.-Hon.
Secretary, Chas. Game, 40, West Drive, Heathfield
Park, Handsworth; Birmingham.

SHORT-WAVE RADIO AND TELEVISION SOCIETY
(THORNTON HEATH)

A MEETING of this society was held at St. Paul's
Hall, Norfolk Road, on Tuesday, January 15th,

under the chairmanship of Mr. It. E. paths. Mr.
J. L. Hills, of All -wave International Radio and
Television Ltd., gave a talk and demonstration on the
Allwave international superheterodyne. This receiver
tunes from 14-2,000 metres and incorporates high-
speed automatic volume control. Two I.F. stages are
used, followed by two diode detectors in push-pull,
one L.F. stage, and power pentdde output. It can
be used on either D.C. or A.C. mains, and has provision
for an additional speaker. The receiver was then
demonstrated and it created a good deal of interest.
Particulars of future meetings can be obtained from
the Secretary, Mr. Jas. T. Webber, 368, Brigstock
Road, Thornton Heath.
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We specialise; in the supply of all good, quality Radio sets, components and
accessories on easy terms. Send list of requirements and keen quotation will
be sent promptly. Cash and C.O.D. orders despatched by return of post.

SEND GARRARD
RADIO-GRAM UNIT

Model A.C.6, complete with volume control ready
1 for use. This unit converts any radio receiver into

-a high class radio -gram.

VALVES.
111

Every type of valve
replacement supplied on

convenient terms.

3 -Valves Mallard, Cossor,
Marconi. S.G. Det.
Power. Cash Price

p si/s/o, or 5/- with
k, order and 5 monthly
 payments of 4/7.

SENO

5/-
ATLAS

H.T. ELIMINATOR.

Cash Price 14:0/0,
or 7/- with order
and 11 monthly
payments of 7/4.

Revitalise your set with
Senior P.M. Speaker.

Cash Price 52/2/0, or 2/6
with order and 11 monthly
payments of 4/-.

Standard P.M. Speaker.
Cash Price £1/12/6, or 2/6
with order and 11 monthly
payments of 3/-.

Model T 10/30 with
trickle charger. For
QPP and Class" B
and all types of sets.
Output 30 Milli-
amps,3 HT tappings.
Cash Price i3/0/6, or
5/- with order and 12
monthly payments of 5/11.

Epoch
20 CP Unit 35/-.

Rola
F. lt.7 P51-21 Unit

49/6.

Rothermel Tweeter
Unit R-155 21/-.

The above supplied
on lowest terms.

SHORT-WAVE

6 /6

CONVERTER
Eelex Short -Wave Converter with Valve,
for battery receiver. Cash Price
52/18/0, or 6/6 with order and 11 monthly
payments of 5/3.
8/- extra if required for Mains Receiver.

Secures This is the best short-wave
delivery converter on the market.

New Rothermel-Brush Piezo-ElectrIc
Pick-up. Cash price 52/2/0, or 5/6 with

Secures order and 8 monthly payments' of 5/-.
delivery

5 /6

AVOMINOR TEST METER

51- ta
valuablemost enabling

Catch Price
Secures 52/0/0, or 5/- with order and 7
delivery payments of 5/9.

Full specification and illustrated list of any of the above will be sent on request.
ALL. CARRIAGE PAID.
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EST® - 1925 THE _PHONE  NAT191 7.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY[a
II OAT LANE ,NOBLE ST ,LONDON,E.C2

THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER

8/6 net.

The author has an easy and informative style coupled with a thorough
knowledge of his subject and the rare faculty of presenting scientific facts in
simple language. The result is a book which covers the theory and practice
of Wireless Reception from A to Z and makes everything plain, even to the
most "non -technical reader. Fourth Edition, revised and up to date. 816
pages, profusely illustrated. A complete work of reference which should

occupy a prominent place in every wireless enthusiast's library.

From all Booksellers or by post 91- from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.
8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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TROUBLE

I IFREE.!
SERVICE WITH THE NEW

HEAYBERD
MAINS UNIT

150 VOLTS AT 15-50 MA.
Voltage regulation practically constant through.
out the whole range of current. Suitable for any
set from a one valve to a seven valve superhet.
Specially suitable for Class 13' and Q.P.P. waiting.
FREE FROM ALL HUM AND BACKGROUND
GUARANTEED 3 YEARS

PRICE
88/6

MODEL 15/50
SEND NOW FOR FREE DESCRIPTIVE LISTS.
Mr.

Address

PRA

F. C. HEAYBERD & Co.o FINSN. BURE.C.2.YST.,
u. LONDON

CLIX
Specified by Mr. F. J. Camm for the
" HALL -MARK " SERIES

CLIX " MASTER " PLUGS.
Give firm grip and full contact
with ALL sockets with in-
ternal diameters from bin.
to 5-32in. battery socket.
Curved ends for easy inser-
tion. H.T. or G.B.

I -'-dEach .. 2

CLIX SPADE TERMINALS.
Positive metal -to -metal wiring is fully
protected from creeping acid by a specially
designed collar making corrosion impossible.

2d
each

CLIX TERMINAL STRIPS
Aerial -Earth 7d. Loudspeaker -Pick up 8d.

CLIX CHASSIS MOUNTING VALVE -HOLDERS
4 -pin each ad.
5 -pin n 9d.
7 -pin p 1/-.
CLIX LIST "N" FREE

LECTRO LI NX, LTD.,
P9" ROCHESTER ROW LONDON S.W.I
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PRACTICAL LETIER5 fROM
'READER S

The Editor does not necessarily agree with "opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily

for publication).

Listening Conditions in S. Africa
Sut,-As a regular reader of your paper

I have been very interested in your £5
superhet, especially the A.C. model. The
only snag so far as South African readers
are concerned is that the coils are practically
no use to us. Our listening is done on the
medium band and the various short-wave
bands on 16, 25, 31, and 49 metres. On
the medium waves our stations lie between
314 metres and 536.

I am therefore writing to ask whether it
would be practicable to substitute other
coils in place of the coils specified.

.We find that the ordinary straight set
(I use a four-valver of my own design) gives
excellent results so far as power is con-
cerned, but selectivity, particularly on the
25m. band, leaves much to be desired ; for
example, it is practically impossible to
separate DJD and GSD. When one
is tuned in there is a background of the
other and, if the aerial is swaying at all,
they come in and out alternately. This
presumably would be largely rectified by
using a superhet circuit.

It is for this reason that American sets
hold such a prominent place in the market
out here. For some time " all wave sets "
have been on the market. The British sets,
on the other hand, are for long and medium
waves, and it is necessary to obtain a short-
wave convertor, which many people will
not be bothered with.

The British components and valves are
recognised as vastly superior, and many
more would build sets if they could find a
design suitable for the conditions prevailing
in this country. The same would apply to
Australia and Canada. One dial tuning
would be essential to make it a true family
set.--GEO. K. MALLORY (King William's
Town, S. Africa).

[An article in our issue dated January 26th,
1935, gives particulars of suitable alternative
coils for use with the £5 A.C. Superhet.-ED.]

Australia and U.S.A. on a " Practical
Wireless " One-valver

SIR,-A few weeks ago I wrote to you
mentioning the good short-wave reception
I had last summer on the s. -wave set that
was described in PRACTICAL WIRELESS of
April 14th, 1934.

Having become accustomed to the use
of a three -valve S.W. set of late, I thought
I would give the above -mentioned one -valve
set a trial as a change to the more elaborate
three -valuer. Appended are a few of the
long-distance transmissions heard. On
Friday, January 11th, at 11 p.m., PRF5,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil (31.58 m.) was a
good signal at R8 on the 'phones, when
we had a short talk in English on cocoa
production in Brazil.

On Sunday, January 13th, at 2 p.m.,
VKINIE (31.28 m.), Sydney, Australia, was
in fine form, opening with the laughter ofthe kookaburra (transmission 4), then
followed the call signal " VK2ME, Sydney,
the Voice of Australia," and " Good after-
noon listeners in the United Kingdom."
Then followed an interesting programme of
gramophone records by such well-known
bands as the B.B.C. Wireless MilitaryBand, the Regimental Band of H.M.
Grenadier Guards, The Australian Common.

wealth Band, Eric Coates and the Sym-
phony Orchestra, and organ recitals by
Nicholas Robins at the Arcadia Theatre.
Chatwood, Sydney.

This transmission was concluded at
4 p.m. The same evening at 5.20 p.m. I
located W2XAF, Schenectady, U.S.A., on
31.48 m., coming over with some punch
behind it ! A talk was in progress by the
Federal Housing Committee, and was
followed at 5.30 p.m. by a " Watch Tower
Hour " service from Los Angeles, California.
In conclusion I would like to thank you
for the helpful hints and tips about short-
wave reception that have appeared in
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS
recently.-STEPHEN J. KEEN (Cirencester)

" Admirable and Entertaining "
SIR,-Good luck to your admirable and

entertaining journal, which I think strikes
the right note every time. When can we
expect an A.C. version of the "Hall -\lark.
Three " please ?-CHAs. H. WOODS (London.
E.).

[See last week's issue for full particulars of
the A.C. Hall-Mark.-ED.]

A South -African Reader's Thanks
Sm,-I wish to extend to you my sincere

thanks for having put me in touch with
numerous readers of PRACTICAL WIRELESS,
who reside in England. Owing to various
reasons, I am unable to communicate with
every person who has written to me, but I
would nevertheless like to thank everyone
wbo has taken the trouble to write.-
H. CROUCH (Ladysmith, S. Africa).

Another Appreciation from S. Africa
SIR,-In connection with your various

presentation schemes in Practical Me-
chanics I wish to thank you for the two
books and the Wireless Constructor's Tool
Kit just received. The books are interesting
and entertaining, and the tool kit is very
useful, and quite the thing in these out-of-
the-way places, where the nearest third-
rate shop is over twenty miles away. I see
there are two more papers-Practica/
Television and The Practical Motorist,
Is it possible to get these papers from
No. 1, and what is the yearly subscription,
please ?-[ Yes-En.]

As an interested reader of Mr. F. J.
Camm's articles in Work years ago, and
later in the Motor Cyclists' Review, I am
pleased to see him at the helm of Practical
Mechanics, and wish it continued success.
I have written to Peto-Scott for a 5 -valve
superhet set, as described in the June issue
of Practical Mechanics, and will let
you have a note ,regarding its possibilities
when I try it out.-GEo. SCHOFIELD (Natal,
S. Africa).

Our Short-wave Section,
SIR,-As a regular reader since No. 1-

I agree with A. Blakeley (Newton -Le -
Willows), who asks for one more page on
short-wave work. I am writing for myself
and four friends. I have all your gift bcioks
and they are very helpful. I use an adaptor -
(2 L.F.) forshort waves, and although I have
tried many circuits, I do not seem to get
satisfaktoryresults. Will you please publish

(Continued on facing page)
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(Continued from facing page)

a circuit of superhet adaptor using short-
wave plug-in coils. I have not built any
of your sets yet but hope to when circum-
stances permit. I live in a swamp area
ten miles from Moorside Edge, and get
good results using SG., Det. 2 LF. and a
wave -trap. I like your superhet 3, and I
think that PRACTICAL WIRELESS is the
best book of its kind on the market.-
H. R. BUTTERWORTH (Oldham).
(See Special Announcement on page 701-Ed.)

A Super Set
SIR,-With reference to several of your

readers' pleas for a super set, may I offer
my suggestions Y I am of the opinion that
a set as outlined below would find plenty
of support from your readers, and if the
L.F. unit was published first, the total
cost would be divided over a period, and
so by adding a simple bandpass aerial filter
it could easily be made into a high quality
local station receiver, besides reproducing
records for use with a " mike."

I am personally anxious to see a circuit
published, which with an automatic record
changer would make an outstanding set.
The features embodied should include a
paraphase amplifier of above 5 valves,
giving approx. an output of 4/5 watts.
Response curve nearly flat from 50 cycles
to 6,000 or more. Reproduction as distor-
tionless as possible. Sufficient amplification
for use with an average pick-up. Effective
volume control, and facilities for high-
tension connection to H.F. stage. The
circuit for the paraphase amplifier could be
similar to the one published on page 101 of
the issue for October 6th, 1934.-W. J.
ABBOTT (Clapham Common).

A Quality Short -waver
Sm,-With reference to a letter, " A

Shoit-waver Wanted," in your issue of
Noviimber 17th last, I consider that a
short-wave design, with the medium band
as a secondary consideration, is what is
wanted in Kenya, and suggest a really
powerful battery -driven superhet which
will enable the most distant stations to be
picked up at programme value. Personally,
I should like a design that does not try to
cut down the initial cost too closely.-D. B.
Cu AmrToN (Cherangani, Kenya Colony).
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CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.

CP-ptc-
-THAT electrolytic condensers can be used
in a voltage -doubler rectifier circuit?
-THAT the polarity of the voltage applied to
certain electrolytic condensers may be re-
versed without causing damage ?
-THAT an earth lead can be used for an
aerial by connecting it to the aerial terminal?
-THAT a long earth lead should be insulated?
-THAT the peak -voltage rating of a fixed
condenser should be at least twice the voltage
normally applied to the condenser?
-THAT the use of a choke -capacity output
filter often prevents L.F. instability?

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a
practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
A NDIAMATEUlt WBOMEss. Such articles should be written
on one side of the paper only, and should contain the
name and address of the sender. Whilst the Editor
does not hold himself responsible for manuscripts, erery
effort will be made to return them if a stamped and
addressed envelope is enclosed. All correspondence in.
tended for the Editor should be addressed The Editor,
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, Gee. Newnes, Ltd.,
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep. our readers in touch
with the latest developments, we arm no warranty that
apparatus described in our columns is not the subject,
of letters patent.

ATALOGLIES
RECEIVED

To save readers trouble, we undertake to send on
catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on
a postcard, the names of the firms from whom you
require catalogues, and address it to "Catalogue,"
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, Geo. Newnes,
Ltd., 8-11, Southampton St.. Strand, London, W.C.2.
Where advertisers inalie a charge; or require Postage,
this should be enclosed with applications for catalogues.
No other correspondence whatsoever should be enclosed.

MAGNUM COMPONENTS
WE have received a folder from Burns -Jones and

Co., Ltd., giving particulasS and prices of thig
firm's chassis assemblies, coils, switches, etc. Also
included in the list are metal screening boxes, solid
dielgtric variable condensers suitable for tuning,
reaction, or series aerial use ; a dissolver for controlling.
the volume of radio -gramophones, or two pick-ups ;
and a neat and efficient multi -contact switch. Copies
of this folder are now available, on request.

BOOKS RECEIVED
BROADCAST TALKS

ABOOKLET containing the B.B.C. programme of
talks to be given from Droitwich National and

London Regional transmitters during the present
session is now available to the public.

The series on India provides the most imposing
list of speakers. The talks will be in the National
programme at 10 p.m. on consecutive Tuesdays and
Fridays until February 5th. The remaining speakers
in this series are : Mr. George Lansbury and Mr.
Stanley Baldwin.

Details of a further series of talks to be given on
alternate [Sundays at 9 p.m. are also given. These
talks will include news from the Law Courts, headlines
from foreign newspapers, extracts from Blue Book
publications, important new scientific discoveries,
etc. Particulars of other talks to he given for listeners
in unemployed clubs and centres- are also included.
The booklet can be obtained free from the Publications
Dept., B.B.C., or any local B.B.C. office.

NEW FEATURES IN THE PRACTICAL ELEC-
TRICIAN'S POCKET BOOK

SOME of the most important of the new sections
in the " Practical Electrician's Pocket Book, 1935 "

arc evidence of the rapid changes in the electrical
industry. Noise measurement appears for the first
time. A complete new chapter do traffic signalling is
introduced. The wiring notes are based on the 10th
Edition of the I.E.E. Regulations. Trolley buses
are discussed in the chapter on tramways.

Complete revision has been made of chi' sections
on the control of lighting circuits, joints,and connectors,
measuring instruments, armature construction, and
railway signalling.

In addition, Mr. A. P. M. Fleming, C.B.E., M.Sc.,
M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., has contributed a valuable twenty -
page summary of the high spots of electrical progress
in 1934.

The system, introduced last year, of sectionalising
the sixty chapters is retained, and rearrangements have
been made to give more logical, order and to assist
general study of any one department of electrical
activity.

By insane of the 1,000 -subject index any obscure
electrical fact can be found in a moment. There is
also an extensive guide to mains -voltages in the
United Kingdom covering sixty-two pages and indexing
5,000 places. This guide has-been fully revised and
brought right up to date.

The book is a little giant of information on a wide
variety of subjects and well maintains its position
as one of the leading reference books of the industry.
It is published at the very reasonable price of 2s. 10d.
post free by Odhams Press Technical Book Depart-
ment, 85, Long Acre, London, W.C.2.

THE 1935 BROADCASTER ANNUAL
AN encyclopfedie survey of the Radio Industry and

its technicalities is given in the 1935 edition of the
" Broadcaster Radio and Gramophone Trade Annual,"
just published by the Broadcaster and Wireless
Retailer, of 29, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Much of this work has gone into the technical sections.
Radio Servicing, to which thirty pages are devoted, is
divided into four " chapters.'

Radio design is looked after by two abacs, a section
on simplified circuit design, three pages of essential
electrical formula] and data, and a valve chart giving
detailed characteristics of every valve on the market.

There are six parts of the Annual which. contain
directory information. The Directory Section proper
has nearly eighty pages. It gives manufacturers' and
wholesalers' names, addresses, telephone numberS
and telegraphic addresses; an index of trade names
in radio, and a section giving the names of all firms
making standard types of apparatus.

IF YOU WANT
A BLUEPRINT

CONSULT OUR BLUEPRINT
SERVICE
(Sec page 736)

VALVE TYPES AND USES
(Continued from page 729)

respect of both high -and low-tension require-
ments, but the same remarks apply as in
the case of the QP valve with regard to
the source of H.T. supply, because the
anode current is constantly varying with
the volume of reproduction.

A Combined Driver -Class B Valve
Another Class B valve that is made only

by Iiivac is the DB 240, and this is of
particular interest in that it actually eon-
sists of three valves in one-a triode L.F.
driver and two Class B triodes. The valve
can thus be used directly after a detector
valve, the- usual input L.F. and driver
transformers being connected as in the
case of a normal Class B amplifier. The
driver -class B valve has a 7 -pin base, the
connections being as shown in Fig.
whilst an eighth connection is made to a
terminal mounted on top of the bulb ;
this is in contact with the anode of the
driver section. It will be seen from the
tabulated details that the total quiescent
current passed by the complete valve is
5.5 milliamps, whilst the average working
current is 8.5 milliamps. The Class B
section is exactly the same as the B 230
and, apart from its external appearance,
the valve may be considered as identical
in every respect with two separate normal
valves of the L.F. and Class -B type. It
is extremely convenient, especially in
portable receivers, or others in which space
is limited.

ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
(Continued front page 702)

Proposed S.B. Programmes for
Morocco and Algeria

WITH
the completion of an underground

apupinised cable some 2,500 kilo-
metres in length, between Tunis and
Morocco, it is hoped in the near future
to effect exchanges of broadcast pro-
grammes between Raslio Maroc and Algiers,
and later with the new transmitter to be
erected in Tunisia by the French Colonial
Authorities. As the power of the Rabat
and Algiers transmitters is to be increased,
the programmes would be available to
listeners in the greater part of Southern
and Western Europe.

Broadcast Station for Singapore ?

UP to the present, British residents in the
Straits Settlements have relied for

their radio entertainments solely on a local
amateur broadcaster ; but it is now reported
that an official transmitter is to .be owned
and operated by the municipal authorities.
The station will be built and erected by two
British concerns, namely, General Electric
Company, Limited, and Standard Tele-
phones and Cables, Limited. When com-
pleted this year, it will offer a regular
service of radio programmes on a wave-
length between 300 and 600 metres.

Solving the Wavelength Problem
THE Soviet Government, in addition to

installing high -power stations, has
decided to cover the country with a net-
work of small, low -power transmitters,
working on channels between 120 and 150
metres. As a start, over two thousand
are to be erected in State farms and other
agricultural colonies. As their power is
low and the effective area covered not
greater than about 100 square miles, little
interference between stations working on
common wavelengths- is anticipated. The
transmitters will'take their main programme
from Moscow.
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THE BEST BEST

FOR THE ST SET!

ROLA
MODEL FR7-PM-24 (49/6)

is the ONLY
Speaker Specified

by Mr. F. J. CAMM
for the

UNIVERSAL

HALLMARK 4
Rola wish to emphasize that the above -mentioned speaker
is the sole specification for this outstanding set. In
order to get the best results from your Universal Hall -
Mark 4 it s essential to use this Rola model. Rola
quality is recognised by the leading constructor set
designers as being absolutely supreme in the realm of
radio reproduction. WHY NOT FOLLOW THE LEAD

OF NEARLY
EVERY BRI-
TISH RADIO
MANUFAC-
TURER ANDUSE THE
BEST ?

EXTENSION SPEAKERS
Your dealer has a Rola Extension Speaker Showcard
which shows that there is a Rola Extension Speaker
which exactly matches the speaker in any British factory -
built receiver. Exact matching is essential if the highest
quality reproduction is to be obtained. Remember, too,
that Rola Extension Speakers are absolutely dust -proof
and do not employ multi -tapped transformers. The
whole of the transformer is always in use,'thus ensuring
maximum efficiency. Ask your dealer for the correct
Rola model, or write for the Rola Extension Speaker
Broadsheet and Rola folder.
Model FR6-P.M.M., without transformer.... 32/.
Model FR6-P.M. with transformer, as rper :ourExtension Speaker Broadsheet............39/6
CABINET MODELS
Model I Complete with FR6-P.M. Speaker

with transformer as per our Extension Speakery
Broadsheet £3.10.0Model 2. Complete with FR6-P.M.M. Speaker
(without transformer) £3.2.6

CABINET alone (with Celote x sounding board
attached) £1.10.0

ROLA
t e Wor ofs' Finest Re to  ucers
THE BRITISH ROLA CO. LTD.
MINERVA ROAD, PARK ROYAL, N.W.10.

rPhone : Willesden 4322-3-4-5-6.

4ft -  
A REVIEW OF THE
LATEST RECORDS

ON TH
Decca Records

THE new titles for January are not,
perhaps, quite so interesting, as
they have not become widely

popular yet. For that reason I will not
attempt to suggest a choice, but leave it
to you to select your own. You will not
be disappointed in any of them.

Roy Fox, who will in future be heard
more regularly on the air, has also given
us two new records. He has been touring
the country for the best part of the past
year, and in the majority of towns his
band has played to capacity, beating
box office records on all sides. There
is no question of Roy Fox's popularity,
and the sales of his records alone place
him as one of England's greatest attractions.

It is my personal opinion that the singing
of Denny Dennis has brought Fox still
further friends. Dance vocalists are so
few and far between that one only has to
listen in to the majority of dance band
broadcasts to wish sincerely that Parlia-
ment would immediately place a ban on
crooners.

An Amusing Record
It is interesting to pause a moment to

consider this point. Have you ever heard
a really good tenor, or baritone, singing
a vocal dance refrain ? If not, hear the
record Decca made two years ago. For a
joke, Al Bowlly sang the song selected
by Owen Bryngwyn " Glorious Devon "
and Bryngwyn sang Al Bowlly's song
" Let's put out, the Lights and go to
Sleep " (Decca F.3369). The interesting
point was that Bowlly's technique resulted
in a really pleasant rendering of " Glorious
Devon," whilst Bryngwyn's " crooning "
appeared so amateur as to be somewhat
amusing (I hope Mr. Bryngwyn will not
take offence at my remarks).

This example alone proves my point.
Crooners, as such, are born and not made.
The chief difficulty a band has to -day
is to find a good vocalist, and you may have
heard of certain vocalists being shared
amongst several broadcasting bands to -day.
Musicians can be found with comfarative
ease, but vocalists have grown to become
one of the most important selling factors
in a band's success. For instance, when
Al Bowlly left Roy Fox to join Lew Stone,
Fox searched the country unceasingly,
knowing that it would be impossible to
get hold of one of the few accepted vocalists,
as they were too strongly tied to their
respective outfits. It was over a year
before he chanced upon Denny Dennis,
and he quickly snapped him up and has
worked really hard on the boy's develop-
ment. The result to -day is that Roy Fox
has one of the few really pleasing dance
band vocalists broadcasting.

It is interesting to look back on this
somewhat new development in dance
band business. Little did any of us realize
the importance that the singing of the
chorus would have on the sale of a dance

B
T. Onearm

record. Broadcasting has, of course,
enhanced this importance.

So Roy Fox, apart from his older stal-
warts, such as Peggy Dell, is now a complete
and best selling unit, and he is, in addition,
one of the most efficient leaders in this
country.

" June in January "-F.5351-is a title
of which great things are expected, and
I would like you to hear Fox's record of
this, and " Give me a Heart to Sing to "-
F.5352.

" Be Still My Heart " and " If I Had
a Million Dollars," sung by Al Bowlly
on Decca F.5326, is the first record of
Bowlly recorded in America, and very good
it is, both sides of it.

Another good record is Tessie O'Shea
singing " No One Loves a Fairy When
She's Forty " and " Live and Let Live "
on Decca 1.5336.

The Sixteen Singing Scholars
I think that their record, Decca 1.5359,

will become a big novelty seller. Sixteen
Welsh scholars have been selected to
make this record, one of them, Master
Cyril Lewis, having already made solo
Welsh records for Decca. Two well-lzown
ballads have been chosen, and thesewboys
have performed them both as part songs,
and very interesting they are. Whilst they
were in London, the B.B.C. put them on the
air in " In Town To -night," and I under-
stand that they were very popular.

Brunswick Records
A new star appears in the Brunswick

list for this month. Lanny Ross jumped
into prominence in the film " Melody
in Spring," and there were numerous
inquiries for his records. He had not, how-
ever, made any records until Brunswick
gave him a contract following his success in

College Rhythm," which is shortly to
be generally released in this country.
" Stay as Sweet as You Are " and " Let's
Give Three Cheers for Love," Brunswick
01936, is his first record, and I think you
will enjoy it. The numbers are from his new
film " College Rhythm."

A splendid record by .the Boswell Sisters
appears this month ; " If I Had a Million
Dollars " and " Rock and Roll," on
Brunswick 01957. The titles should be
good sellers, as they are from the film

Transatlantic Merry-go-round," in which
the Boswell Sisters make a personal
appearance. Incidentally it is the longest
part they have ever played in a film,
as usually they are only used to sing one or
two numbers, which are usually inter-
polated and have little bearing on the
story. The girls are, as I think I have told
you, still in Hollywood, where they are
broadcasting regularly with Bing Crosby
on a " Commercial Hour." This is a
typical Boswell Sisters' record.

Connie Boswell gives us another record,
too (Brunswick 01895), " Lost in a Fog "
and " Isn't it a Shame."
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SPECIAL NOTE
IWe wish to draw the reader's attention to the 1

fact that the Queries Service is intended only
1 for the solution of problems or difficulties !

arising from the construction of receivers
II described in our pages. from articles appearing 1

.-.6'. in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
i We regret that we cannot, for obvious reasons- !
i (1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete

multi -valve receivers.
i (2) Suggest alterations or modifications of

receivers described in our contem-!
poraries.

1 (3) Suggest alterations or modifications to 1

i commercial receivers. ..

IP (4) Answer queries over the telephone. /
i Please note also that all sketches and drawings
ll which are sent to us should bear the name

and address of the sender.
34 1.4.0!0.41m00111.1.10.0411110.110040.041111MHI!0=.411011

Short-wave Coil Construction
" I should be obliged if you could give me

some .information with regard to the con-
struction of a coil to cover the wavelength
range from 140 to 200 metres. I have
made several short-wave coils, employing
valve bases for mounting purposes, and
these have proved very satisfactory on every
shor4kwave range except that mentioned.
When I do wind a coil for the higher range
(I never use the receiver for wavelengths
higher than 200 metres) trouble is experi-
enced due to poor reaction control or lack
of selectivity."-K. A. C. (Westeliff-on-
Sea).

From the particulars you give it seems
that the set you are using is designed
essentially for short-wave reception, and it
is probable, therefore, that the detector
H.F. choke is of the short-wave pattern,
and is unsuitable for use on wavelengths
above, say, 100 metres. If this is the case,
good reception on the waveband you
mention could probably be obtained by
employing a new choke, of a type suitable
for all -wave working, or by connecting a
normal reaction choke in series with that
already fitted, the new choke being placed
between the previous one and the L.F.
transformer.

Assuming that your coil is to be wound
on a ribbed ebonite former 2in. in diameter
approximately 18 turns of 22 -gauge d.c.c.
wire would be required for the tuned
winding, and 30 turns for reaction. Both
windings should consist of side -by -
side turns, and there should be a space
of about tin. between the ends of the
two.

If a postal reply is
desired, a stamped ad-
dressed envelope must
be- enclosed. Every
query and drawing
which is sent must bear
the name and address
of the sender. Send
your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, Geo.
Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street.
Strand. London, W.C.2.

Use For a 20 -volt Rectifier
" I have just dismantled a mains

receiver, and have taken from it a 20 -volt,
1 -amp. rectifier which was apparently used
to supply the field winding of the moving -
coil speaker. Could you please tell me of
any use to which the rectifier could be put,
and advise me if it will be suitable for
charging 10 -volt, 5,000 m.a.-hour H.T.
accumulator units ? "-J. A. P. (Liver -
sedge, Yorks).

The rectifier unit (complete with the
appropriate transformer) could certainly be
used for charging purposes, and you could
charge approximately eight 2 -volt accumu-
lators at 1 amp. It might also be em-
ployed for charging the H.T. units you
mention by connecting four or five of these
in parallel, and regulating the charging
current by means of a 10 -ohm variable
resistance connected in series with one lead
from the rectifier.

Leader Three Coils
" Could you please tell me if the twin -

coil assembly recently introduced by
Wearite could, with advantage, be used in
place of the Wearite " Universal " coils
specified in your issue ? "-N. C. (Arbroath).

The coil assembly to which you refer is
 not suitable for the Leader Three, and we
strongly advise you to employ the exact
parts specified, to ensure the excellent
results of which this receiver is capable.

Building A Trickle Charger
" I have recently made a mains trans-

former giving an output of 12 volts, and as
I have a silver -oxide rectifier marked
S.C.A.2 I should like to know if I can use
these two parts together in order to charge
a 2 -volt accumulator."-B. M. J. (Swansea).

We regret to advise you that we do not
know the type of rectifier you mention, and
as you do not state the current and voltage
rating it is not possible to say whether or
not the component is suitable for use with
the mains transformer that you have made.
If you can give more complete details of
the rectifier, at the same time stating the
current output from the transformer
secondary, we shall be pleased to give you
further assistance.

Preventing Voltage Surge
" As I am using ,an indirectly -heated

rectifier I have been warned that the voltage

LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE
YOUR PROBLEMS

UERIES and ......
I The coupon on Page 1

740 must he attached
1 to every query. 6

NQUIRIES
by Our Technical Staff

surge on first switching on is likely to damage
the transformer windings. Instead of using
a thermal -delay switch I have been con-
sidering the possibility of connecting a fixed
resistance across each halt of the secondary
winding of the mains transformer. Will
this be satisfactory, or will the resistances
interfere with rectification ? "-H. G.
(Leigh -on -Sea).

It appears that you have been mis-
informed ; the object of an indirectly -
heated rectifier is to avoid a voltage surge
on the D.C. side, and this it does satis-
factorily. There will no doubt be a certain
voltage surge across the secondary terminals
of the transformer, but this will not cause
any trouble provided that the transformer
is of sound construction. We do not
consider it necessary to fit the resistances
you mention, for there will be no harm done
by the rising voltage so long as the insula-
tion used in the transformer is adequate.

Coils For The 60/. Three
" As I am constructing the 60/- Three

described In " Practical Wireless," dated
December 2nd, 1933, I would like to wind
my own coils and H.F. choke. Could you
please supply the necessary constructional
data ? "----L. R. (Brentford).

We Cannot, in the course of a reply
through this Free Advice Bureau, give
constructional details for components, and
in any ease would strongly recommend
you to obtain the coils specified in making
the 60/. Three. We might add, however,
that details for making various coils were
given in the series of articles published in
the issues of PRACTICAL WI-BRUM, rioted
December 9th, 1933, to January 6th, 1934,
under the title, " Making Your Own
Screened coils."

A One -Valve Loud -speaker Receiver
" In the issue of your paper, dated

October 20th, 1934, there appeared a very
interesting article describing the construc-
tion of a one -valve receiver for universal
operation. It was stated that a 16 -volt
D.C. valve should be used, and the circuit
showed a metal rectifier. Could you please
tell me the correct type of rectifier to use in
this circuit as I propose to build a receiver
round the design given ? "-W. L (Park -
stone, Dorset).

The type of rectifier was  not stated
because it is not very important and there
are several Westinghouse units suitable
for this circuit. Actually, however, the
type H.T.12 is as suitable as any, although
the H.T.7 or H.T.8 could be employed.

TIRE NO MYSTERY ITC PIX
It is a variable condenser specially designed to enable anyone to balance the capacity of the
aerial circuit, and so obtain optimum selectivity on any set. Over a movement of tins.
the range is from .000004 to .000167 mf. (Faraday House Test Report), giving easy
adjustment for hair -line tuning.
BRITISH RIX CO. LTD.. 118, Sciuthwark Street.' S.E.1.

WITH
HANDY HOLDER

2/6
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
Blueprints, is. each.
Dolphin Straight Three .
Long -Range Express Three
Mains Express Three ..
Sonotone Four ..
Bijou Three
Argus Three -

Argus Three Mains Unit ,.
Empire Short -Wave Three
Solo Knob Three .. '

' Midget Two - -

Autokoil Pentode Two ..
Selectone Battery Three ..

_ 24.9.32 PW 1
.. 24.9.32 PW2
.. 8.10.32 PW3
-15.10.32 PW4
..29.10.32 PW5
.12.11.32 PWO

_26.11.32 PW6A
3.12.32 PW7

.:10.12:3'2 PNV8

.:17.12.32.PW9.
:.31.12.32 PW9A
.. 14.1.33 PWIO

Fury Four .. .. 28.1.33 PW11
Stand -By Two-Valver .. 18.2.33 PW11A
Featherweight Portable Four .. 6.6.33 PW12
Q.P.P. Three -Four.. . 4.3.33 PW13,
Alpha Q.P.P. Three .. .. 25.3.33 PW14
Ferrocart Q.P.P. Hi-Mag f 25.3.33

Three and 1.4.33 PW15
Supersonic Six .. .. 8.4.33 PW16
Beta Universal Four .. .. 15.4.33 PW17 ,
A.C. Twin .. .. 22.4.33 PW18
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two .. 29.4.33 PW19
A.C. Fury Four . 25.2.33 PW20
Radiopax Class B four - 27.5.33 PW21
Three -Valve Push -Pull Detector

Set . ; .. 4.3.33 PW22
Double -Diode Triode Three .. 10.6.33 PW23
Three -Star Nicore .. 24.6.33 PW24
Class B Detector Two-Valver .. 17.6.33 PW24A
D.C. Ace .. .. 15.7.33 PW25
Arcady Portable Three .. 15.7.33 PW25A
Superset .. .. 19.8.33 PW26
Auto -B Three .. 19.8.33 PW27
All -Wave Two .. .. 19.8.33 PW28
A.C. Three .. .. 16.9.33 PW29
Premier Super .. 23.9.33
Ex erimenter's Short -Wave Three 23.9.33 PW30A
A.C.-D.C. Two .. .. 7.10.33 PW31
All -Wave ..14.10.33 PW31A
Orbit (Transfer Print) .. 4.11.33 PW12
Luxus A.C. Superhet ..14.10.33 PW33
A,C. Quadpak .. .. 2.12.33 PW34
Sixty -Shilling Three .. 2.12.33 PW34A
Nucleon Class B. Four .. 6.1.34 PW34B
Fury Four Super .. 27.1.34 PW34C
A.C. Fury Four Super .. 10.2.34 PW34D
Leader Three .. .. 10.3.34 PW35
Pocket Portable .. .. 10.3.34 PW35A
D.C. Premier .. .. 31.3.34 PW35B
A.C. Leader 7.4.34 PW35C
Prima Mains Three .. 5.4.34 PW35D
Master Midget Two .. .. 12.5.34 PW35E
Atom Lightweight Portable .. 2.6.34 PW36
Ubique 28.7.34 PW36A
Four -Range Super -Slag. Two .. 11.8.34 PW36B
Summit Three PW37.. 18.8.34
Armada Mains Three .. .. 18.8.34 PW38
Midget Short -Wave Two .. .. 15.9.34 PW38A
AU -Pentode Three.. .. .. 22.9.34 PW39
£5 Superhet Three.. .. -27.10.34 PW40
A.C. £5 Superhet Three .. ..24.11.34 PW41
D.C. £5 Superhet Three .. .. 1.12.34 PW42
Hall -Mark Three . 8.12.34 PW43
Universal £5 Superhet .. -15.12.34 PW44
A.C. Hall Mark .. .. 26.1.35 PW45
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE.

CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four -station Crystal Set .. 31.3.34 AW427
1934 Crystal Set . .. 4.8.34 AW444
150 -mile Crystal Set .. 27.9.34 AW450

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valvers : Blueprints, is. each.
B.B.C. Oue-valver .. 28.5.32 AW344
B.B.C. Special One-valver .. 6.5.33 AW387
Twenty -station Loud -speaker

One-valver (Class B) .. 27.9.33 AW449
Two-valvers : Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans) 13.5.33 AW388
Full -volume Two (SG, Det, Pen) . 17.6.33 AW392
Iron -core Two (D, Trans) .. 29.733 AW395
Iron-coreeTwo (D, QPP) .. 12.8.33 AW396
B.B.C. National Twd with Lucerne

Coil (D. Trans) .. 17.2.34 AW377A

These blueprints ate full-size. Copies of appropriate
issues of Practical Wireless," " Amateur Wire-
less " and of " Wireless Magazine " containing
desdiptions of most of these sets can be obtained
at 4d. and ls. 3d. each, respectively, post-paid.
Index letters " P.W." refer to " Practical Wire-
less " sets, " A.W." refer to " Amateur Wireless "
sets and " W.M." to " Wireless Magazine " sets.
Send, preferably, a postal order (stamps over
sixpence unacceptable) to " Practical and Amateur
Wireless " Blueprint Dept., Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,

8.11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Big -power". Melody Two with
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans) .. 17-2-34

Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) .. 24.3.34
Family Two (D, Trans) .. .. Apr. '32
Three-valvers : Blueprints, is. each.
£8 Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) . 21.5.32
New Regional Three (D,

Trans) .. 25.6.32.. . .

Class -B Three (D. Trans, Class B) 22.4.33
New Britain's Favourite Three

(D, Trans, Class BY . 15.7.33
Home -built Coil Three (SG, D.,

Trans) .. _14.10.33..
Fan and Family Three (D, Trans,

Class B) . ..25.11.33
£5 5s. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trans) .. 2.12.33
1934 Ether Searcher: Baseboard
- Model (SG, D, Pen) .. .. 20.1.34
1934 Ether Searcher: ChasSis

Model (SG, -D, Pen) .. .. 3.2.34
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans).. 3.3.34
Cossor Melody Maker with Lucerne

Coils .. .. 17.3.34
P.W.H. Mascot with Lucerne Coils

(Det, R.C.,Trans) 17.3.34
Mullard Master Three with Lu-

cerne Coils .. .. 24.3.34
Pentaquester (HF, ten, D, Pen) . 14.4.34
£5 5s. Three : Do -luxe Version

(SG, D, Trans) .. . 19.3.34
Lucerne Straight Three (D, 110,

Trans) .. _ .. 9.6.34
All -Britain Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 6.9.34
" Wireless League " Three (HF

Pen, D, Pen) .. 3.10.31
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen) Feb. '32
Multi-Mag Three (D, 2 Trans) .. June '32
Percy Harris Radiogram (HP, D,

Trans) .. Aug. '32
£6 Os. Radiogram (D, RC, Trans) Apr. '33
Simple -tune Three (SG, D, Pen).. June '33
Tyers Iron -core Three .(SG, D.

Pen) ..
C. -B. Three (D, LF, Class B) . . Sep. '33
Economy -pentode Three (SG, D,

Pen) .. Oct. '33
All -wave Three (D, 2LF) Jan. '34
" W.M." 1934 Standard Three

(SG, D, Pen) .. Feb. '34
£3 3s. Three (SG, ), Trans) . . Mar. '34
Iron -core Band-pass Three (SG, D,

QP21) .. June '34
1935 £6 6s. Battery Three (SG, D,

Pen) .. Oct. '34
Four-valvers : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
65/- Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. 17.12.32
" A.W." Ideal Four (2SG, D, Pen). 16.9.33
2 H.F. Four (2SG, D, Pen) .. 17.2.34
Crusaders' A.V.C. 4 (2 HF, D,

QP21) .. 18.8.34
(Pentode and Class -B outputs for

above ; blueprints 6d. each) .. 25.8.34
Quadradyne (2SG, D, Pen) .. Feb. '32
Calibrator (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. Oct. '32
Table Quad (SG, D, RC, Trans) . Nov. '32
Calibrator de Luxe (SG, D, RC,

Trans) Apr. '33
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,

Class -B) ' .. Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D, LF,

Trans) .. Feb. '34
Five-valvers : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Super -quality Five (2 HF, D, RC,

Trans) - . May '33
New Class -B Five (SG, ), LF,

Class B) Nov. '33
Class -B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,

Class B) .. Dec. '33
Mains Operated.

Two-valvers : Blueprints, is. each.
Consoleetric Two (D, Pen) A.C... 23.9.33 AW403
Economy A.C. TWO (D, Trans)A.C. June '32 WM286

AW333A
AW426
W31278

AW343

AW349
AW336

AW394

AW.404

AW410
AW412

AW417

AW419
AW422

AW423

A\V337A

AW424
AW431

AW435

AW437
AW448

AW451
WS1271
W31288

\ V M204

WM327

_W 31330
WM333

WM337
WM348

WM351
WS1354

WM302

W51371

AW370
AW402
AW421

AW445

AW445A
WM273
WM300
WM303

WM316

- WM331

W M;350

WM320,

WM340

W111344

Three-valvers : Blueprints, Is. each.
Home -lover's New All -electric

Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C. .. 25.3.33
S.G. Three (SG, D, Pen) A.C. .. 3.6.33
A.C. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) A.C. 19.8.33
A.C. Pentaquester (HF Pen, D,

Pen) A.C. .. 26.6.34
D.C. Calibrator (SG, D, Push-pull

Pen) D.C. July '33
Simplicity A.C. Radiogram (SG,

D, Pen) A.C. _ Oct. '33
Six -guinea AC/DC Three (HF, Pen,

D, Trans) A.C./D.C. . . July '34
Mantovani A.C. Three (HF, Pen,

D, Pen) A.C. .Nov. '34

Four-valvers : Blueprints, ls..6d. each.
A.C. Melody Ranger (SG, DC, RC,

Trans) A.C. .. 4.3.33
AC/DC Straight A.V.C.4 (2 HF, D,

Pen) A.C./D.C. 8.9.34
A.C. Quadradyne (2SG, D, Trans)

A.C. .. Apr. '32
All Metal Four (2SG, D, Pen) A.C.. July '33

SUPER-HETS.
Battery Sets : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
1934 Century Super . 9.12.33
Super Senior .. . . Oct. '31
1932 Super 60 .. .. Jan. '32
Q.P.P. Super 60 .. .. Apr. '33
" W.M." Stenode .. Oct. '34
Modern Super Senior 1Voe. '34

AW383
AW390
AW399

AW439

W31328

WM333

WM364

WM374

AW380

AW446

WM279
WM329

AW413
WM256
WM269
WM319
WM373
WM375

Mains Sets : Blueprints, ts. 6d. each.
1934 A.C. Century Super, A.C. .. 10.3.34 AW425
1932 A.C. Super 60, A.C. .. Feb. '32 WM272
Seventy-seven Super, A.C. .. Dee. '32 WM305
" W.M." D.C. Super, D.C. .. May '33 WM321
Merrymaker Super, A.C. Dec. '33 WM345
Heptode Super Three, A.C. . . May '34 WM359
" W.M." Radiogram Super, A.C. July '34 WM:366
" W.M." Stenode, A.C. .. Sep. '34 WM370

PORTABLES.
Four-valven : Blueprints, 1s. 6d. each.
General-purpose Portable (SG, D,

RC, Trans) .. . 9.7.32 AW351
Midget Class -B Portable (SG, D*,

LF, Class B) .. 20.5.33 AW389
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LF,

Class B) . 1.7.33 AW393Family Portable (HF, ), RC,
Trans) 22.9.34 AW447

Town and Country Four (SG, 15,
RC, Trans) .. . y '32 WM287Two H.F. Portable, (2 SG, D,
QP21) .. .. June '34 WM362

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans) . Aug. '34 WM363

SHORT -WAVERS. Battery Operated.
One-valvers : Blueprints, 1s, each.
S.W. One -valve .. 23.1.32
S.W. One-valver for America .. 31.3.34
Roma Short -waver _10.10.34
Two-valvers: Blueprints, is. each.
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) . 14.7.34 AW4-10

AW329
AW427
AW452

Three-valvers : Blueprints, is. each.
World -ranger Short-wave 3 (D,

RC, Trans) .. .. 20.8.32 AW355Experimenter's 5 -metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen) .. 30.6.34 AW438

Four-valvers : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
" A.W." Short-wave World Beater

(HF Pen, D, RC, Trans) -2.6.34 AW436
Empire Short -waver (SG, D, RC,

Trans) .. Mar. '33 .WM318
Super-hets : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Quartz -crystal Super .. Oct. '34 W.11372

Mains Operated.
Two-valvers : Blueprints, is. each.
Two -valve Mains Short -waver (D,

Pen) A.C. .. 10.10.34 AW453
" W.M." Band -spread Short -waver

(D, Pen) A.C./D.C. .. Aug. '34 WM368

Three-valvers : Blueprints, is. each.
Emigrator (SG, D, Pen), A.C. Feb. '34 WM352

Four-valvers : Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Gold Coaster (SG, D, RC, Trans)

A.C. Aug. '32 WM292

Practical and Amateur Wireless Blueprint Service- Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11 South-
ampton. Street, Strand, W.C.2
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face type and/or capitals are
charged double this rate (minimum charge
3/- per paragraph). Display lines are
charged at 6/- per line. All advertisements
must be prepaid. Radio components adver-
tised at below list price do not carry
manufacturers' guarantee. All communi-
cations should be addressed to the
Advertisement Manager, " Practical and
Amateur Wireless," 8, Southampton

Street, Strand, London.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
A NNOUNCE a City Branch at 165 and 165a, Fleet

Pi. St., E.C. (next door to Anderton's Hotel) for
the convenience of callers; post orders and callers to
High St., Clapham.

OFFER the Following Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost; all

goods guaranteed perfect; carriage paid over 5/-,
under 5/- postage 6d. extra, I.F.S. and abroad, carriage
extra. Orders under 5/- cannot be sent c.o.d. Please
send for Illustrated catalogue, post free.

ALL -ELECTRIC 3 -stage Amplifiers, 200-250v.
40 -GO cycles, 10 watts undistorted output, cont-

Plete with 5 valves, and Magnavox Super 66 energised
speaker, £12/10/0.

ELIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,
Westinghouse metal rectifier, condensers, resist-

ances, and diagram, 120v. 20 m.a., 20/-; trickle
charger, 8/- extra; 150v. 30 milliamps with 4v.
2-4 amps, C.T., L.T., 25/-; trickle charger, 6/0 extra ;
250v, 60 milliamps, with 4v. 3-5 amps. C.T., L.T.,
30/-; 300v. 60 m.a., with 4 volts 3-5 amps., 37/6 ;
200v. 50 ma.. with 4v. 3-6 amps., L.T., 27/6.

PREMIER
Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/-; 65

milliamps, 30 hys., 5/6 ; 150 milliamps, 30 hys.,
10/6; 60 milliamps, 80 hys., 2,500 ohms, 5/6 ; 25 milli -
amps., 20 hys., 2/9 ; 250 milliamps, 30 hys., 20/-:

ALL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transformers Have
Engraved Terminal Strips, with terminal con-

nections, input 200-250v., 40-I00 cycles, all windings
,a per interleaved.
PREMIER H.T.7 Transformer, output 135v. 80

1 mat., for voltage doubling. 8/6 ; 4v. 3-4a, C.T.,LT., 2/. extra; With Westinghouse rectifier, giving
200v.-30 ma., 17/6.
DREMIER 11.T.8 and 0 Transformers, 250v. GO

m.a. and 300v. 60 m.a. rectified, with 4v. 3-5a,
and 4v. 1-2a, C.T., L.T. and screened primary, 10,-;
with Westinghouse rectifier, 18/6.
PREN1ER H.T.10 Transformer. 200v. 100 m.a.,

rectified, with 4v. 3-5a, and 4v. 1-2a, C.T., L.T.,
and screened primary, 10/-; with Westinghouse
rectifier, 19/6.

PREMIER MainsTransformer for H.T.11, rectified
output 500v. 120 milliamps or 450v. 120 milliamps

with 3, 4 volt C.T. Windings, 22/G, with Westinghouse
rectifier, 42/6.
PREMIER Mains Transformers, output 350-0-350v.

120 m.a., 4v. 3-5a, 4v. 2-3a, 4v. 1-2a (all C.T.),
with screened primary, 10/,

PREMIER Mains Transformer, output 250-0-250v.
GO m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a, 4v. 1-2a (all C.T.),

Mth screened primary, 10/-.
PREMIER AutoTransformers, 100-110/200-250v.

or vice versa, 100 -watt, 10
(yJESTERN ELECTRIC Mains Transformers,
VV 300-0-300v. 05 m.a., 4v. 1-2a., 4 V. 2-3a, 6/6;

500-0-500v. 150 m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a, 4v. 2-3a.,
4v. la. C.T., 4v. la. C.T., 19'6.
Q PECIAL Offer of mains Transformers, manufactured

by Phillips, input 100-110v. or 200-250v., output
180-0-180 volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6.
PREMIER L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier

transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
200-250v. A.C., output 8v. amp., 14/6 ; 8v. 1 amp.,
17/6 ; 6v. 2 amp., 27/6 ; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6 ; 2v. amp.,
11/-.

Truspeed Induction Type (A.C. only), Electric
Gramophone Motors, 100-250v., 30/- complete.

D.C. model Truspeed, 1001250v., 45/,
rIOLLARO Gramo. Unit, consisting of A.C. motor,

200-250v. high quality pick-up and volume
control, 49/-.

EDISON BELL Double Spring Gramophone Motors,
complete with turntable and all fittings, a really

sound job, 151-.
SPECIAL Offer of Wire -Wound Resistances, 4 -watts ;

any value up to 50,000 ohms, 1/-; 8 watts any
value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6; 15 watts, any value up
to 50,000 ohms, 2/-; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms, 2/6.

ENTRALAB Potentiometers, 400 ohms., I/-;C 50,000, 100,000, 4 meg., any value, 2/-. 200ohms, wire wound, 11-.
SPECIAL OFFER. Koister-Brandes (shop-soiled)

2 -valve Battery Pup, with self-contained Speaker,
Valves and Batteries, 27/6.

AMERICAN Triple gang 0.0005 Condensers, with
Trimmers, 4/11; Polar bakelite condensers,

0.00035 9d.
RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers, 2/- multi -ratio output transformers, 2/6; Microphone

transformers, 50-1 and 100-1, 2/6 ; 1-1 or 2-1 Output
Transformers, 2/6.

RELIABLE Canned Coils and Circuit accurately
matched, dual range, iron cored, 2/11 each.

POLAR Star manufacturers' model, 3 -gang con-
densers, fully screened, 7/6 with trimmers;

unscreened,
(Continued at lop of column three)

ALL.MANUFACTURERS' COMPONENTS and ACCES-
SORIES in STOCK. SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES

For Power, Pentode and
Class only 2/6 bal-

ance in 11
monthly pay-
ments of 31-.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid,
11/12/6.

W.B. Stentor-
ian Senior.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid,
421,4, nr 2,8

deposit awl 11 monthly payment_t
of 4/-. W.B. Stentorian Baby. Cash
or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 21/2/8, or 2/8
payments of 2/8.

deposit and 9 monthly

ROLA F PERMANENT -MAGNET

M..C. SPEAKER
With universal tapped Trans.
Cornier. Send only 2,6, balance
in 10 monthly payments o(

01.sh or C.O.D. Carriage
Paid. 119.8.

ROLA
FR6 P.M.
M.C.
SPEAKER

Cash
or C.O.D.
Carriage

Paid,
21/19,83, or

2,8 deposit
and 10 monthly payments of 4/3.

GRAHAM FARISH
RAIDER 3 KIT

Complete Kit of parts for building, less valves and cabinet- Send
only 5/-. Balance In 11 monthly payments of 613. Cool, or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid,
23/718. If valves
and cabinet re -
(mired, add
22/16/8 to Cash
Price, or com-
plete ' for 11/3
deposit and 11
monthly pay-
ments of 11/3.

TS.. TELUEVilivi0eNriMisOaTIOR
nir both 161n. and 201n. crawling
dices- Universal A.C. or D.O. Mains,

200-240 -
a" 0 I I. .

A.C. in - co
cycles or
Battery Model,
6 -volt. fiend
only 5/-, bal-
ance In 7 monthly payments of 5/-.or C.O.D. Carriage l'aid 21/15,0.

We Stock Everything Television. fiend for Television Lists

Cash

ATLAS ELIMINATOR
Model C.A.25. Par all outputs op
to 23 m.a. Iss1,236 volts A.C. Send

only 6/-, bal-
ance in 11
monthly pay-
ments of 5/6.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid
22/19/6.

Model T 10/30.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carr. Pal/1 23/9/8.
p [yin,Ilts of 18,-

 ....

.. ..

5/- down and 12 monthly

Complete with 12' turntable, 12' Unit Plate and fully automatic
fiwitch.ForA.O.
mains only.
Send only 2/8,
balance in 11
monthly pay-
ments of 41-.
Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid
12/2/3.

New Garrard A.C.4 A.O. Mehra Electric Motor, 12 -In. turntable,
motor plate, automatic stop. Cash or C.O.D. Crarriage Paid,12/2/6, or 2/8 down and 11 monthly payments of 4/-.
New Garrard Model 202a. 12-1n. turntable, Electric motor forA.C. mains. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 22/10/0, or 5'- down
and 10 monthly payments of 5/-.

SEND FOR LATEST LISTS

New Crimes Sa les Co
56, (Pr.W2.) LUDGATE HILL, LONDON, E.C.4.

(Coffin ued from foot of column one)

MAGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms 17/6 ; D.C. 154,
2,600 ohms, 12/6 D.C. 152 magna., 2,600 ,

ohms, 37/6, all complete with linmbucking coils ; please
state whether power or pentode required ; A.01: con-
version kit for above types, 10/-; Magnavox P.M,
71n. cone, 16/0. Din. cone, 22/6.

UTILITY 8 -gang Condensers. 0.0005, fully
screened, with trimmers, hall hearing straight,

or superhet, 8/0, complete; with illuminated disc
drive, 7/11, the best 3 -gang available.

TC.C. Condensers, 250v. working, 1 mt., 1/3 ;
21/9 ; 4 mf., 8/. ; 4 mf. 450v. working, 41- ;mf.,

4 nit, 750v. working, 6/-; 2 ml., 750v, working, 8/-.

VARLEY
Constant Square Peak Coils, bandpaes

typo B.1'.7 brand new, in maker's cartons, with
instructions and diagram, 2/4.

VARLEY
H.F. Intervalve Coils, B.P.S., band-pass,

complete withInetructiona, in original cartons, 2/6.
SCREENED H.F. Chokes, by ono of the largest

manufacturers In the country, 1/6.
PREMIER British -made Meters, moving Iron, flush

mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50 m.a.
0-100, 0-250 m.a., 0-1. 0-5 amps. ; all at Of-.

WESTERN Electric Condensers, 250v. working,
1 nit, ed. ; 2 inf., 1/- ; 4 nil., 2/- ; 400v. working,

mf., 1/- ; 2 mf., 1/6 ; 4 mf.,
WIRE -WOUND Potentiometers, 1,000, 2,500,

10,000, 50,000, 500,000, 2/- each ; 1,000 ohm,
semi -variable, carry 150 ma., 2/-.
A LARGE Selection of Pedestal, table and radio -

Pt gram cabinets, by best manufacturers at a
fraction of original cost. 5, nd for list, .

THE following Lines eel. each, or 6/- per dozen.-
Chassie valve holders .i-, 0-, or 7 -pin, screened

screen -grid leach!, any value 1 -watt wire resistances,
wire end condensers 0.0001 to 0.1, 3 amp. mainswItchee,
Cyldon capacitors; double trimmers.

SUPER-MOVING Coll Speakers, handle 10 watts,
energised directly from A.C. mains, manufactured

by world-famous radio and gramophone company, 40/-,
TC.C. Electrolytic condensers, 8 mt. 440v. workieg,

3/- ; 4 ml. 440v. working, 3/- ; 15 mf. 60v. worriling,
1/-; 50 mf. 12v. working, 1/-; 15 me 100v. working,
1/3; 6 inf. 50v. working, ed. ; 2 mf. 100v. working, Cel.

DUBILIER. Dry Electrolytic Condensers, 12 mt.
20v. working, 6d. ; 50 mf. 50v. working, 1//I.

ONDENSER Blocks, H.M.V. 400v. working,C 4+2+1+1+I+.5, 3/9; 2+2+1+1+1+.5,
3/- ; Dubiller 300v. working, 4+4+2+.1, 3/- ; Phillips
6+4+2+1+1, 4/6.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce the
Purchase of the Complete Stock of a World

Famous Continental valve mactitacturer, all the.
following standard main types, fully guarantees], 4/0
each; H.F. Pentodes, Variable -Mu H.F. Pentode,,
ILL., L. power, medium, high, low mtg. and variable --
mu screen -grids, one, three and four watt. A.C. output,
directly heated pentodes, 250v. 60 ma., full wave
rectifiers D.C. types, 20v. 18 amp., filaments, screen
grid V.M., H., H.L. Power, Pentodes, H.F. Pentodes,
Variable -Mu H.F. Pentodes.

TILE Following Type ;;6 each: 350v. 120 ma..
full Was -0 rectifier, 500v. 120 m.a., full wave

rectifier, 2j watt Indirectly heated pentode.
THE Following American Types, 4/8: 250, 112,

171, 210, 245. 226, 47, 40, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 55,
37, 80, 6.47, 2A7, 83, 27.

THE Following Types, 6'0 each 42, 77, 78, 25Z5,
36, 38, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6117, 2A5. 2A6, 267, 513,

0A4, 6F7, 43, 50.. 5, fel for Complete Valve
Ilst.

GRAMPIAN Permanent. Magnet 0 Inch Moving
Coil Speakers, handles 4 watts, Universal

transformers, 18/6. Ditto Energised handles 6 watts.
2,500 ohms, 21/-.

WILKINS AND WRIGHT. Full -vision dials will,
Escutcheon. 2 I1.

SCOTT Aerial and Anode Coils. Dual Range with
Circuit, 2/0 per pair.

ELLIOTT Moving -Coil Millimeters projecting type,
211n. diameter, 0-10, 0-30, 0.50, 0-150, 15/,

ARIO directly -heated 1 watt, 200v. Maine PowerLI Valves, 2/6.
BLUE SPOT 45 P.M. Speaker, multi -ratio trans -

former, handles 4 watts, listed 45/-, at 25/-, or In
handsome walnut cabinet, 35/-. Blue Spot 00 P.M.
Speaker, multi -ratio transformer, handles 6 watts,
listed 59/0, at 31/-.
BLUE -SPOT Energised Speakers, 2,500 ohms type

2913.C., Power and Pentode Transformer, 9/11.

BLUE
-SPOT P.M. Speaker with Multi -Ratio Trans-

formers, special offer, 10/-.
LISSEN 3 -gang Super -het coils with switching and

circuit, 0/-.
LOTUS 3 -gang Baudpass cells with Switching,

12/6.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORFS
(Dept. P.N.), 20-22, Well St., Clapham, S.W.1.
Thone : Macaulay 2188. I station: Clapham
North, Underground.

UM S
the word !
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BIRMINGHAM RADIOMART
ADIOMART Offers. Sensational Prices, Perfect

IN Goods and a Square Deal Always.

1\AD1O.MART Radiophone short-wave condensers,
all brass on Steatite Bases (the finest made),

offered quarter list. Single .00016, 3/6 ; 2 gang
.00016, 5/6.

RADIOMART British Radiophone, fully screened
2 -gang .0005, top trimmers, latest compact type,

5/11.
RADIOMART Radiophone 3 -gang as above. 7/6.

Radiophone 4 -gang superhet, 9/6. All boxed.
RADIOMART British Radiophone 2 -gang as above,

but fitted Uniknoh trimming ; wavelength
moving scale dials, 8/3.

RADICIALART Polar Arcuate full vision dials.
Handsome bakelite escutcheon, 3/9. Illuminated.

RADIOMART Polar moving scale illuminated two-
colour dial ; few only, 2/9 complete.

RADIOMART Radiophone straight line dial, latest
pattern, with wavelength and degrees, two-

colour dial, 3/-.
INADIOMART Radiophone I.E. transformers, 110kc,

top trimmers, 2/6. Also few 117 and 126 ke.
ADIOMART Utility super 2 -gang .0005, ball -1\ bearing, fully screened, with trimmers, 5/11 ;

with disc dial, 6/11.
ADIOMART Utility 3 -gang, as above, straight or

superhet, 6/9; with dial, 7/11.
ADIOMART B.T.H. 7in. latest 2,500 ohm moving

IN coils, humbucker 4 -watt model, 12/6.
ADIOMART Sonochorde sillier sensitive P.M.'s

I\ Class B or Universal (ideal battery sets), 16/6.
RADIOMART Pushback, the wire used by set -

makers, ready tinned and sleeved, 6yds.
Screened flex, H.F. or pick-up, single

6d. yd., twin, 9d. yd.
RADIOMART Resineored solder, 3ft. Gd. Bulgin

lamp fuses, 2d. Bulgin twin fuseholders, 4d.
RADIOMART Non -inductive tubulars, 1, 500W.,

.0003, 0.02, 4d ; 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.05, .1, Gd. ;
0.2, 0.25, 8d. ; 0.5, lid.

RADIOMART Differentials; Telsen, .0001, .00015,
1/-. Polar, .0003, 1/3 ; ebonite panels, 16 x 8, 1/6.

RADIOMART
Lissen, 12/6 ; chokes, 25hy., 70ma.,A

4/6; 32hy, output, 4/6; 3-1 pentode output
transformers, 4/6.

RADIOMART Brand new condensers, eminent
makers, 500v. working, 4mfd., 3/6 ; 2mfii.,

1/10 linfd., 1/6.
RADIOMART 350v. working 4mfd., 2/9 , 2rnfd.,

1/8 ; lmfd., 1/4 ; 250v. working, 4mfd., 2/3 ;
linfd., 1/2 ; 0.5mfd., 9d. ; 0.1 x 0.1mfd. 9d.

RADIOMART Supremus battery economisers incor-
porating Westinghouse rectifier, halves consump-

tion (list 27/6), 7/6.
RADIOMART Stal tapped Class B chokes (list

9/6), 3/6. Transformers: Ericsson (15/-), 1/3.
Microphones, 2/6. Igranic Drivers, 1/11.

RADIOMART Air -spaced variable condensers,
.0005, 1/9 ; bakelite, 1/3. Philips tubular,

.0001, .001, 2d.
RADIOALA.RT Screened iron -cored dual -range coils

with reaction circuit, 2/11. Igranic short-wave
Iron -core dual -range, 3/3.

RADIOMART Telsen 1 -watt wire -ended resistors, Gd.
Telsen cartridge resistances, tubular condensers,

RADIOMART Telsen latest reaction, .0001, .00015,
10d. Lotus, .0003, 1/-. Utility, .0005, 1/3.

RADIOMART Special offer, dozen assorted wire -
ended resistances, all different, most famous

makes, our selection only, 2/6.
D. ADIOMART Triotron Class B units complete
IN driver transformer, new B.V.A. valve (list 64/-),
32/-, Less valve, 25/-.

ADIOMART Regentone latest 30ma. A.C. elim-
inators (list £3/7/6), 39/6. Telsen 28ma. with

4vA.C. (list £3/7/6), 37/6.
RADIOMART Telsen, Radiophone dolly toggle

switches, 6d. Lotus radiogram switches, 9d.
RADIOMART Radiophone H.F. chokes (manufac-

turers), honeycomb wound, 1/-. Metvick, Od.
RADIOMART Years of transmitting experience

makes possible a specialised service in short-
wave material which can be relied upon.

RADIOMART. G.E.C. all brass, .0003 condensers
with real slow motion, ideal short-wave (listed

over £1), 2/9. -
D AD1OMART Western Electric, 21/-; "micro -
E`. phones, 2/9; transformer, 2/6. Telsen dual -
range short-wave coils, 2/6.

RADIOMART Brass ball -bearing 100naffl. short-
wave condensers, pigtail, noiseless, 1/6. Exten-

sion brackets, 3d. Short-wave valve holders, 4d.
RADIOMART Milliammeters, flush, 20in., 5/9,

221n., 6/9. All ranges above 25 ma.
RADIOMART Purchase over -produced stock Leading

Continental Valve Maker. Super valves, sen-
sational prices.

ADIOMART A.C. types at 4/6, H.F.Pen.,
M.H.L., V.M.S.G., P.T.4, S.G.L.A., S.G.L.A.,

American A.C. types, 4/6.
RADIOMART 2 volt types H.F., Detector, L.F.,

2/3 ; Power, 2/9 ; Super Power, 3/3 ; Screen -
grid, Pentode, 5/6.

RADIOMART January Catalogue gives character-
istics, all other components (largest in trade).

RADIOMART cannot send catalogue or answer
enquiries without stamp. Goods over 6/- post

free.
RADIOMART, The Square Dealers, 19, John Bright

Street, Birmingham.
LOUDSPEAKERS, Transformers, Headphones.

All makes rewound, 3/6 ; M/C Speech Coits,, 5/,
All repairs. Guaranteed twelve months. -Breeze,
Warden, Kent.

50 ohms to
I 0,00

WIRE -WOUND
RESISTORS

A DEFECTIVE Resist-
"  ance can completely
ruin the enjoyment of
radio - and frequently
does. Moreover, it is often
difficult to trace the fault,
as none but the most ex-
pensive 'testing equipmen
can definitely locate it.
When building your next set, or over-
hauling your present equipment, change
over to Amplion resistors. They are A
colour coded, compact and sturdy, and
all values are wire wound, this method 4.,
of construction giving the most reliable
and constant form of resistance. EACH

Price 1/- each ; all values.
Specified for the

A.C. HALL MARK FOUR

AMPLION ( 932) LTb.
0)44 Roseman Street, Rosebery Avenue, London -n, LC.,

There was a young fellow
named Jim

Complained that his Sel had
gone dim.'

He found in inspect ion -

An unsoldered connection -

So (FLUXITE put THAT
right for HIM !

See that FLUXITE is. always by you -in the
house -garage- workshop - anywhere where
simple speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30
years in government works and by the leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Iron-
mongers -in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to ' see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET -compact but substantial-
complete with full instructions, 7/6.

Ask also for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING
STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A little pressure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one
charging lasts for ages.
The Gun also projects grease
into bearings, etc. ; and is
used for grease like an oil-
can for oil. Price 1/6.

ALL MECHANICS wiz HAVEN

(Registered)

FLUXITE
IT sxmyukus ALL SOLDERING

FLUXITE, LTD. (Dept. 202), DRAGON
WORKS, BERMONDSEY STREET, :5.E.1.

PEARL & PEARL
190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2. All the following
bargains guaranteed new goods. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.

ECEIVERS. 3 -VALVE " CLASS B " BUR-
IN GOYNE RECEIVERS. Complete with Mallard
valves; Exide H.T. and L.T. batteries. M/C speaker.
Artistic cabinet of highly polished Walnut. Chromium
fittings. Brand new in original cartons; 1935 Model.
List £6 10. Our price £3 19 6. Carriage Paid.
SPEAKERS. Lissen plaque speakers, wonderful

tone. List 15/-. Our price 5/11. Lotus permanent
magnet, with universal transformer giving 10 alter-
native tappings. Eight -inch cone -wonderful tone.
List 27/6. Our price 14/11.

CONDENSERS. British Radiophone .0005 ganged,
screened variable condensers with trimmers.

2 -gang, 6/6; 3 -gang, 8/6.
VALVES. Triotron (all types) G.P., 3/6 ; Power,

4/6 ; S.G., 0/6 ; clear or metallized ; all in makers'
sealed cartons.
RADIOPAK by British Radiophone (Type 535 C)..

Comprising 3 matched coils and 3 -gang con-
denser with trimmers. Clearly engraved scale marked
in metres, pilot light fitting, engraved terminal strip
showing all connections. The whole mounted on grey
metal chassis. Guaranteed new. Limited quantity
only, at special low price of 29/6 complete.

ELIMINATORS. Special purchase of large quantity
of Lincoln -Stewart Eliminators enables us to

offer them at sacrifice prices. All models O.K. for
200-250 v. D.C. 25 milliamp output, 9/11 ; A.C.
30 miltiamp output with Westinghouse Rectifier, etc.,
24/11, or with half -amp. Trickle Charger incorporated,
price only 37/6. All fully guaranteed.

COILS. Lincoln -Stewart screened dual -range iron
cored coils; complete with circuits and wiring

diagrams. List price 6/6, our price 2/6. Lotus triple -
ganged bandpass coil unit, complete. Suitable for
mains or battery sets. Comprises 3 screened coils on
metal base, wavechange and radiogram switch;
all terminal connections shown engraved. Full
instructions with every unit. List 27/6. An out-
standing bargain at 12/11 each. Lissen L.N.5181
3 -ganged superhet coil units for A.C. or battery
sets ; with circuits and diagrams. Over 1,250 already
sold to " P.W." readers. List price 30/- ; now offered
at special price, 6/6 only. ALL above post paid and
guaranteed new in makers' original cartons. New
Lucerne coils 1/8 each.

CONDENSERS. Lotus variable (2 -gang .0005)
condensers, screened; complete with illuminated

friction drive dial, knob and trimmers. Our price,
2 -gang 8/6, 3 -gang 11/6.

TRANSFORMERS. Igranic Class B Transformers,
tapped 1-1 and 14-1. List price 11/6. Our

price 4/11. Amplion Class B Output Chokes, .tapped
1-1, 1.5-1 and 3-1. Ideal for matching rn/c speakers.
List 9/6. Our price 4/11.

ABINETS. Ultra polished walnut receiver cabinetsC (for set and speaker combined). Height 17in.
width 15in. Depth 8in. Only 5/11 each.

CROMWELL Cabinets (for set and speaker com-
bined).. Horizontal type, 23in. wide, 8in. deep,

high. Polished Walnut veneer, additional
baffle behind speaker grille. Just secured on terms
which enable us to offer them at the astoundingly-
low price of only 4/11 each.

LARGE Receiver Cabinets, highly polished, as used
for Cromwell " 8 -valve Superhet. Measure-

ments: 22in. high, 171n. wide, Min. deep. Finished
in contrasting rosewood and walnut veneer. Special
additional baffle on speaker fret. Cost over £2 to
make. Few only left at 15/- each.

NOTE. All Cabinets supplied for Cash with order
only and sent carriage forward.

SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS.
THESE special bargains are sent for Cash with order

only. Please add 3d. for postage.
Tonastat Selectivity Unit, 1/10; Biflo static cut-out,

2/3. Igranic 1 mfd. condensers 1/3 each; 2 mfd.
1/9 each. Table Microphone complete with trans-
former in base, 6/11. Triotron electrolytic condensers;
8 raid., 450 volt working, 2/11 each ; 25 mfd., 350 volt
working, 3/6 each. Triotron Class " B " Valves, type
E220B. List 10/6 ; our price 5/1. Amplion Binocular
H.F. Chokes. Totally enclosed in bakelite case. List
4/6. Our price, 2/3. Lots of 3 dozen assorted Dubilier
fixed condensers, 1/9 each lot. 4 -pin Chassis -mounting
Valve holders, 5d. each ; 6 for 2/-. Variable tuning
condensers, .0003 mfd., 1/- each. Igranic 2 -pole
rotary switches, 1/- each. Igranic Short-wave chokes,
1/- each. Double reading voltmeters, 1/9 each. Accu-
mulator Hydrometers, complete with float, 1/- each.
Sovereign lightning arresters, 6d. each.
CREE. Our latest fully revised Bargain List "
N now ready. Send p.c. for your copy.

All Mail Orders Direct to
PEARL & PEARL,

190, Bishopsgate, Loudon, E.C.2. Tele. ; Bishops -
gate 1212.
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RADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W,c,d
IA offer the following stupendous bargains, limits
quantities only, all orders Oyer 5/- post free. -'Phone :
Holborn -4631.

RADIO CLEARANCE First Bargain List is now
Available, send lid, stamp to cover cost and

postage ; 7 valve superhet. chassis by Plessey made for
a well-known proprietary firm whose name we are
not allowed to mention, 7 tuned stages, amplified
delayed A.V.C., local distance switch, 7 k c separation.
size of chassis 131in. x A.C, 200-230 volts for
use with 'energised speaker, 2,500 ohms, demonstra-
tions daily at 94, High Holborn, chassis complete
with Mullard valves, less speaker and cabinet, brand
new ; £7110.

ADIO CLEARANCE Makes Special Offer of aR Limited quantity S.T.600 Dorchester Kits to
Designers' Specification, including Colvern coils.
Polar condensers, T.C.C. fixed condensers, 11.1
Hypes -mite transformer, ready drilled panel and
terminal strip, list price £5/17 ; our price, £3110.
DADIO CLEARANCE -Dorchester 3 -valve service
IA grid, detector, power or pentode battery chassis
including all first-class- components. brand new,
completely wired ; at 307- each, less valves.
n AVIO CLEARANCE. -Plessey IlaaieSt ransformers 
lAprimary input 200-250 volts, secondaries 350-0-350
at 120 ma., 4 volts 2i amps.. 4 volts 61 anips.,screeued
primary, exceptional value ; 7/6 each.

RADIO CLEARANCE. --Standard Telephones and
Cables mains transformers. shrouded type, for

H.T.8 rectifier with 4v. 4 amp. C.T., L.T. winding;
exceptional value at 6/- each.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
Midget type superhet, condensers, fully screened

withtrhumers 2 .0005 sections and 110 k/c oscillator
section ; 7/6 each. -

DAM CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang
IA Midget type straight condensers, fully screened,
with trimmers, 3 .0005 sections; 7/6 each.
RADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 3 -gang

superhet. condensers, unsereened, 2 .0005 sections
and 110 k/c section, complete with trimmers, dial,
pilot- light and escutcheon ; 6/6.

ADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone 1 o
ke/s. intermediate frequency transformers; -

each.

RADIO
CLEARANCE.-British Radiophone setR of band-pass coils, manufacturers' type, with

circuit diagram, suitable for tuned grid or tuned
anode; set of 3 coils, 4/-.
DADIO CLEARANCE. -British Radiophone set
IA of superhet. coils, manufacturers type, with
circuit diagram, suitable for use with above advertised
condensers, 5/6 per set.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -8 mfd. dry eleetrolytics,
VlOv. working, Well-known -snake ; 2/6 each.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -1/25 h.p. motors (Gilbert).
100-115 volts A.C., for television, suitable for

200-250v. if used with suitable resistance or lamp ;
8/6 each.

RRADIO CLEARANCE. -Variable power resistances
by well-known maker, 0-100 ohms; 2/6 each.

A DIO CLEARANCE. -8,000 ohms volume controls
type, with Q.M.B. switch, by ; 2/- each,

RADIO CLEARANCE. -50,000 ohms Centralab
potentiometers; 1/6 each.

RADIO
CLEARANCE, -25,000 .ohms British

Radiophone graded potentiometers; 1/9 each.

RADIO
CLEARANCE-1 watt resistances, wen-Rknown make, all sizes 6d. each.

RADIO CLEARANCE.-Wego 2 mfd. condensers,
canned type  10d. each.

RADIO CLEABANCE.-limm, white sleeving ;
9d. per doz. lengths.

RADIO CLEARANCE.-Telsen .0001 and .00015
reaction condensers; 5d. each.

RADIO CLEARANCE. -Steel chassis, cadmium
plated, drilled ready for use ; 3 valve, 1/-;4 valve, 1/6 each.

RADIO.
CLEARANCE. -Steel chassis, cadmium

plated, 2 and 3 valve type, fitted valve holders
:and terminal Strips ; 2/- each.
RADIO CLEARANCE.-T.C.C. condensers, 0.5

mfd., 800 v. working, 1 ; 1 mfd., 800v.
working, 1/6; T.C.C.-1 mfd., 250v. working, 1/-;
T.C.C. 2- mfd.,. 450 v.. working, 1/0; T.C.C. 4 mfd,
block condensers, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5; 0.5, 0.5, and 1 mfd.

A.C. working, 1/9 each.
RADIO- CLEARANCE. -Earl Permanent Magnet
IA Moving -Coil Speakers, brand new, boxed.List at 29/6 ; our price; 10/11.
:111,ADIO CLEARANCE, 280, High Holborn, W.C.1.
n, 'Phone : Holborn 4631.

1

CAMCO RADIOGRAMOPHONE CABINET at 40/-.
Special offer of Mahogany Radiogramophone Cabinet
complete with polished panel, 181n. x 7111. Listed at£6/15/0, now 40/-. Send for list. -Carrington Mfg.
Co,, Ltd., Cameo Works, South Croydon.

! A LCO eliminators and chargers. 4 R.T. tappings,-Imp
11/-. Year'sl8/-wi.th

charger26/- ; Charger alone, 6/6.
guarantee. Stamp details. -

P. & D. -Radio, 1, Goodinge ltd., N.7.

LISSEN battery valve bargains;- pentode 3/6,
detector 2/10, screened grid 5/ -.-Service Radio

72, Bruce Grove, Tottenham.

Fully illustrated with constnietional details for building
Battery and Mains S.W. Receivers- Sc. S.W. Super -het
with A.V.C.-All-Wave Wavemeter--5-metre Receiver --
Simple 5 -metre Transmitter-Crossfeeder Aerial System-
Battery and Mains S.W. Converters -Amateur Bands
Receiver -100 watt Transmitter -Eliminators, etc.
COMPILED BY THE LEADING SHORT WAVE SPECI-
ALISTS. Obtainable from your radio dealer, W. H. Smith,
or in case of difficulty, direct from STRATTON PRICE& CO., LTD. (Dept. 21). Bromsgrove Street,
Birmingham. London Service Depot :-- 1/6Webb's Radio, 14, Soho St., Oxford St., W.1.
Glasgow Service : 1. R. Hooter, lati, West Nile Si
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SHORT WAVE MANUAL

40,0 RADIO GRAM

76(4/C ABINETS..e,./., to 8 8 e

65/' CA_CABINET FOR
Ni Middle Profits.

Famons.mak& -offers finest Radio
Furniture. As supplied to B.13.C.,
a quality and value impossItile to
better -* Beautifully tend -polished

AR ANTEED Piano -tone
acoustically.

DIRECT -en FREE TRIAL-(or 10/- monthly).
LIST FREE! From makers

Cabinet (P.R.) Works, Albion Road,
Bezievheatb, near Landon.

CUT H.T. BILLS IN HALF
lic,leargra itxelf

overnight.
Why not end the bother end
expense of constant H.T.
renewals and falling reception
once and for all with a Standard
Wet Battery. Gives abundant,
100 per cent. pore ILT., year in
year out, with cheep replenish-
ment at long Intervals anddnil tolMse without extra accumulators.supplied. "(it has been running a two

valve SO Det and Pentode since Sept. '32 (2 years), so I think It
well repays the little extra trouble in the find W.D.

You too will find Standard Batteries a real money easing source
of H.T. 120-v., 12,500 ina £2 carr. paid. H.P. terms arranged.
Water L.T. Battery, ample current for I year. El earr. paid.
Lists free from Wet H.T. Battery Co. (Pr.), 95, Dean St., Oxford St.,

W.1. Gerrard 6121.

10,000 MOTORS t Sprint and Electric for
RADIOGRAMS or GRAMOPHONES in stock.
Thousinde of components ; Tone
arms, emmdboxee,piek-ups, Horns,
pedestal -portable cabinets, hinge.,
lidstitye, springs, gears, repair',
Poi -table Clramoe from 18/-.
Violins, strings. Atx-ordeons, etc.

how to make them.
2d. All eso Brands Radio 70 -page
Cats) 4 Bet, 30 yrs.
The latent Fittings Co. (D285),

120, Old St., London, 2.C.1,

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS

ECEIVERS.-Osram 4 -Valves (Actual) Sets.
IA Complete with hour Osram Valves, Moving -Coll
speakers. Pedestal Cabinet. Beady for use on all
Volt ages A.C. sealed cartons, £610/0 (List £15/15/-).

BuRGOVNE
Class ' Sets. With Three 30ullard

Valves, Exido Batteries and Accumulators.
Moving Coil Speakers. In modern Cabinet beauti-
fully finished In Chromium plate. Ready for use, In
sealed cartons. £3/18/6 (Lk 131/10/-).

L18SEN 2 -Valve D.C. Sets. Complete with Valves,
Speakers in attractiveBakelite Cabinet. Heady

for use, on all Voltages D.C. £2,115/- (List £7/7:-).
0E1W USON Radio Midget Sets. 4 -Valves (Actual)

TH.F. Complete with Moving Coll Speaker.
Valves. Ready for use on all Voltages A/C or DC.
In scaled cartoms, 13/12/- (List £8/8/-).

COIL,,-Igranie Superhet Four Coils (1 OSC,
2 I.F., with pigtails, 1 LE. plain). 91- per set

(0- List).
ARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils B.P.5, with

all accessories, 2.3.
PICK -UPS. -Marconi Model X25 (1935 Issue), 211-

(List :We).
C1ONDE NS ERS.-Plessy Four -Gang Condensers wit b

Oscillator Section for Superhet, Fully seteened
with trimmers, 7/3 each (List .15/.), LOTUS Three -
Gang, 12;6; 2 -Gang 8/6. All Lotus Condensers are
complete with Dials, Escutcheons. fully screened with
trimmers. Dubllier 4-mfd. (2-1-1+1) 1.000 Volt,
2/11 each ; 4.5 mitt. (2.23+2,23) 3,"-. T.C.C. 0.1 +0.1,
113. Duldlier 0.1, 9.1.
SPEAK Mi.-Blue Spot 66 t Units. 10/6. Mounted

on Blue Spot Chassis, 111/b (List 47/-). Blue spot
Permanent Magnet, Moving Coil Speakers. Universal
Transformers for Power, Super -Power, Pentode nisi
Class " II." All Brand New 1935 Series 1n sealed
carton-. Type 30/. ((.ist 50 0) ; 45E.M.. 24, -
(List .13 -1 : 62P.M. (In Cab(net), 38.,- Met 07,41);

magnifieent cabinet, 45/- (List 87/6).
IV.li. stentorian Permanent Magnet Speakers with
universal Transformers, 21,'- each (List 32/6).

ELIMINATORS'. - Regentone Elinllnntota W.Sa,
Complete with Trickle Charger (04200/230 volts.

39/0 (List £3/17/0). .4 small Quantity only of Eke.
Eliminators for 100/125 volts only, Type K27 with
Trickle Charger, Output 25 111.11., 35/- (IAA £4/12161.
Type K.18 with Trickle Charger output. 18 m.a., 32/6
(List £4/7/6). All Brand New In original sealed
earl ling
MISCELLANEOUS.-Wedinghouse Metal Red

H.T.6, 7, 8, 9/3 each. Morse TappIng
with flash signal 81141 buzzer. Complete with

Battery and bulb, 21-. Difio Stat le Cut-out., definitely
eliminates noise and interfcrenet, 2/3 Mill List
Telsen Binocular HY. Chokes. 21'4 Met 4/0). Variable
Volume Controls, all capacities. 2,,- each. Lewru-
Spaghet:tl Resistances, all capacities. New and
boxed, 1/6 dozen assorted.

Many More Bargains at our various Brandies.
Every Article Guaranteed and sent Post paid,

BRANCHES at 46, L1 -le Street, W.C.2 ; 271-273,
High Road, Wille.den Green. N,W.10. Alt

Mall orders to 323. Elision Road, N.W.1.
SOUTHERN RADIO, 323, EUSTON ROAD,

LONDON, N.W.1 (near Warren Street Tube).
'Phone : Museum 6324.

WOBURN RADIO'S NEW YEAR SALE.

ALL orders over 7,6 sent C.O.D. charges paid,

BRITISH RADIOPHONE semi -screened nil dee t
condensers, smallest made, .0005 with side

trimmers. Brand new and boxed. 2 gang, 5;0, 3 gang,
7!0. Few only ordinary KIM 4 gang, 9/0.

W.B. P.M. Speakers, with multi ratio output trans-
former (7 ratios), Including Class 13, 20n.

Rothermel P.M. 81n. cone power and pentode trame
formers, 18/0.

WESTINGHOUSE Metal Rectifiers, manufactums
type, H.T.8 and 9, 8/11. Transformers for same

with 4v. 4a. C.T. L.T. winding, 6.9. Western Elec-
tric Microphones, 2/3. Mike transformer for same,
85-1, 2/3.

T.C.C. dry eleetrolyties 8 mfd., 550v., 9/3, 4
500v., 3/-. British Insulated Cables, dry, 8 W.I.,

550v., 3/-. 4 mid., 55v. (wet), 3/-. 50 mfd. box'.(dry), 3/-. T.C.C. 6 mfd., 50v., 15 mfd., 100;., 23
mfd., 25v., 50 mfd., 12v., 1/3. Tubular condenser.:

01, 02, .1, 6d. Dubiller wire end reslatuncesi, all
values, 6d. Truwlncl wire -wound resistances, all
values to 50,000, 3/6 doz. Forme 1 mid., 1,000v.
test, 1/-, 2 mfd.' 1,000v. test, 1/3. Wego 4 mid..
750v. test, 2/3. Chassis mounting valve -holders, 4.3
pin, 1/3 half-doi. 7 pin, 6d. Toggles, tkl, Sistotlex,
7yds., 6d. Pye S. , valve -holden., 3d. Lucerne
Iron -cored canned coils boxed with circuit, 2/0.

ROTHERMEL Plezo Electric Pick-ups, new and
boxed, 30/-. Marconi K25, 21/-. Writes Universal

Meters, listed 12/0, few only, new and boxed, at 7/-.
TRADE enquiries Invited, send stamp and heading

for list.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 9, Sandland St., Red Lion

Street, W.C.1. Holborn 7289.

I{GHEST possible allowance made on used wIrelesrj goods in exchange for new seta, components, or
Peto-Scott kits. All latest receivers supplied on
easiest of terns. -R. WIglielti, Furlong Road, Gold-
thorpe, Yorks,

HALL -MARK 'fliltEE, Superhet Three, filch)
Guaranteed Drat, Specified Kite-Loweat Prices

-Easiest Ternts--LIsts Free-Melf0-rad, Queen's
Place, Hove. (Trade Supplied.)
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VAUXHALL. -MagnavoxXHALL.-Magna vox permanent magnet
V Speakers universal for Class B,.power, pentode

or push-pull : 7in. cone, 16/6 ; 10In. cone, 22/-.
vAUXHALL-Magnavox energised types, 2,500

or 6,500: 10in. cone, 22/-; 7in. cone, 15/3.
All brand new complete with humbucking coils, state
power or pentode. Other speakers. Send for par-
ticulars.
VAUXHALL. -Practical Wireless Universal super-
' V het chassis, completely built as specified with
valves and Magnavox or Rola speaker, carriage paid,
£8/15/0.jAUXHALL.-Radiophone radio-paks R.F. super -
V bets complete with volume control, escutcheon,'

new Lucerne station named dial, 34/-.
VUXHAA LL.-Radlophone Intermediate fre-

quency transformers, centre tapped primary.
secondary on bases with terminals, 5/6.

JAUXHALL-Radiophone three gang condensers,
V piano type superhet, or straight fully screened,

8/6 ; two gang, 6/6.
VAUXHALL. -Benjamin.XHALL.-Benja Mim Class 13. transformers

1.11 to 1. Terminals fixing, 6/6 boxed.
VAUXHALL -Radiophone volume controls, all

values from 5,000 to 500,000 with switch, 3/6.
vAUXHALL-Westinghouse rectifiers set, manu-

facturers surplus skeleton type H 11".8, 9/6;
HT9-10, 10/-.

VAUXHALL. -Westinghouse Westectors, W.4,
W.X.6, 5/9. Regentone transformers with

terminals and H.T.8, 17/6.
VA-UXHALL.-----Rothermel Piezo electric pick-ups,

30/- Marconi K25, 21/-; B.T.H. senior, 29/-;
Minor, 16/6.' Sealed cartons.

VAUXHALL. -Gramophone motors : Collaro 32
model, 32/6. Universal model for 110,D.C. 200/

250 AC/DC, 47/6.
VAUXHALL.-B.T.H. Truspeed AC. 30/-; B.T.H.

Universal model 110 D.C. 200/250 AC/DC. 47/6.
VAUXHALL. -Utility dials and drives complete

with escutcheon, state black or brown, 5/-.
VAUXHALL.-Dubilier condensers, 4 or S

M.F.D. dry electrolytic, 500.V working, 3/-;
MFD.50.V. working, 1/8; 50 MFD.15V., 1/6.
VAUXHALL-Dubilier or Radiophone' tubular

condensers non -inductive .1 9d. .05 6d. ; .002,
0002, and .0005, 4d. 1 mfd. Mainsbridge, 1/3 ; 2 mfd,
2/-: T.C.C. .002 mica, 2,000v. test, 103. ; .01, 1/-.

VAUXHALL.-Dubilier all values, 1 watt. resis-
tances, 7d. ; Clix valveholders with terminals 5

pin, 7d. ; 7 pin, 93. ; Continental 7 pin, Od. ;
4/5 pin, 41d. Post paid, 2/6, or over or C.O.D.

VAUXHALL -UTILITIES, 163a Strand, London,
W.C.2, over Denny's the Booksellers. Temple

Bur 9338. Rend postcard for new lists free.

THE following unused ;

all goods guaranteed perfect ; immediate delivery.
MGNAVA

OX speakers, complete with hum -bucking
coil, output transformers, etc. DC152 (gin. cone),

22/6. DC154 (7in. cone), 16/-. All with 2,500 or
6,500 ohms fields.

WESTINGHOUSE rectifiers, HT8, 9/6. HT9, 10/-,
HT10, LT5, LT4, 10/9. Regentone transformers

for TITS or HTO, with 4v. 4amp. LT winding, 7/-.
'Eliminators, first-class make. Outputs 150v. 25ma,
SG and detector. AC type with Westinghouse
rectifier, 25/-. AC type with .5 amp. trickle -charger,
30/-. DC type, 12/6.

DUBILIER
or TCC dry electrolytic condensers

8mfds or 4mfds, 500v working, 50mfds, 50v,
200mfds, 10v, 3/3. 50 mfds, 15v, and 15 mfds, 100v,
2/3. 50mfds, 12v, 2/-. TCC type "M" condensers,
any value up to .001mfds, 6d. Erie resistances. 1

watt type, 7d., 2 watt, 1/2, 3 watt, 1/9. Send for
comprehensive list.
Ny/ARD, 45, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
i W Telephone: Holborn 9703.
'IN/ANTED, good modern wireless parts, sets,
W eliminators, meters, valves, speakers, etc.

Spot cash waiting. Exchanges. Send or bring. We
pay more than any other dealer. Open 9 -8. -Univer-
sity Radio, 142, Drummond St., Euston, N.W.1.
Phone : Museum 3810.

ADIALADDIN (Disposals), Ltd. Exchange your
IN old set for any new model, balance cash or H.P.
Write for free quotation to largest radio exchange in
U.K. Also clearance sale of reconditioned sets and
radiograms at gift prices £1 to £10. Write for list. -
46, Brewer Street, Piccadilly Circus, W.I..' Gerrard
4055.

:ALL REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, prices
quoted. Loud -speakers, L.F. and Speech

;Transformers, 4/- each. Post free. Satisfaction
'guaranteed. Prompt service.-L.S. Repair Service,
5, Balham Grove, London. Battersea 1321.

INDIVIDUAL SETS DESIGNED. -Quotations given
1 for theoretical or practical circuits. Queries fully
answered, 1/- each, 2/6 for three. Cash with order. -
The Expert Radio Service Bureau, 29, Orford Road,
London, E.17.

DANKRIJPT BARGAINS. -List free. ST600 kit,
'DB 60/- ; 3v. kit., 151-. Pilot 6v. Super Hets. 4 wave-
bands, 19-2000 metres. Frequency changed for S.W.
'Very latest American 12 gas. Ferguson 6v. 3 wavebands
chassis with Rola, only £8115/0. 4v. Midget Universal,
85/-. Many other sets at keen prices. Phillips 12 gn.
A.C., 8 gas. Lotus M.C. speaker, 12/6. Blue Spot
45 PM, 25/-. Very large stock eliminators, speakers,
valves, and all smaller parts. Part exchange.-Butlin
143B, Preston Road, Brighton. (Preston -4030.)

r
, A

solder
your contacts
electrically
Plug in your Solon Elec-
tric Soldering Iron to
the nearest lampholder
and you know it'll be
ready to make good jobs
in three minutes.

IT'S QUICKER
BETTER  MORE
ECONOMICAL
AND EFFICIENT

65 WATTS
125 watts 22/6
240ns/657/6

BRITISH
THROUGH06

OLON
ELECTRIC

SOLDERING IRON

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO., LTD.,
DEPT. 22Y.O., HOLBORN VIADUCT, LONDON, E.C.1.

1915 E Dil T IONI 
A New and greatly enlarged FREE
edition of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES '! is just off the Press. It
describes the easy way in which you may become
nn A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.W.T., etc., and contains the
world's widest selection of courses in all branches
of Civil, Mech., Elec., Motor, Aero., and Radio
Engineering, Building, etc.

If you are earning less than £10 per week,
you cannot afford to miss this unique guide

to a first class job.
DON'T DELAY -send for your
FREE copy of the Handbook
to -day. No cost or obligation of
any kind.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY.

 409, Shakespeare House, 29/31, Oxford
- Street. London.

if,RC

THE VALVE WITH
THE SIX MONTHS
GUARANTEE!

 ,

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
II

COUPON
i This coupon is available until February 9, ;

1935, and must be attached to all letters con- :
taining queries. -'=s' -

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,

;
2/2/35. .r. At.,;..:-,,,...-

HULBERT, 6, CONDUIT STREET, W.1.
Read below :

if you are requiring realistiereproduction at remarkable
low cost, send for one of the following high-grade
speakers. Repeat orders are coming in daily.
10/6 only. Brand-new manufacturer's surplus
moving -coil speakers, made by one of the best-known
British makers. Energised, 2,000, 2,500, or 6,500
ohms field windings, power or pentode transformer,
Sin. cone, 10/6 each.
12/6 only. As above, but with 10in. cone. A very
powerful speaker capable of handling large outputs.
15/6 only. Brand-new manufacturers' surplus
moving -coil speakers, made by one of the. best-known
British makers. Permanent -magnet model of high
efficiency with power or pentode transformer, 8th.
cone, 15/6 each.
17/6 only. As above, but with 101n. cone. Ideal
for use with quality receivers such as the £5 3 -valve
Super Het.
2/9 only. Brand-new cabinets suitable for above
speakers, 2/9 each only.- 'Secure one of these amazing
speaker bargains now. Repeat orders are coming in
daily. Cash with order or C.O.D.

HULBERT, 6, CONDUIT STREET, W.1.

UTILITY SALES. -We have splendid Reverts from
Amateurs who made our Two -valve Short-wave.

ALL parts ready to assemble, 451- ; ready assembled,
50/ -.-Apply FREE Circuit.

ELIMINATORS. -With Trickle charger. " Regen-
tone" W.A.5, 25 gu- la, all variable tappings,

amp. charger, 40/-.
MICROPHONES.. -Our -Western Electric the Best,

Hanging model, 2/6; Transformer, 3/6. Table
model, transformer in base, 8/6.

OTUS.r -Triple Ganged Band-pass coil unit,
listed, 27/6 ; with circuit, 12/-.

" reELESTION " PPMW.-Listed, 45/-. Permanent
Magnet, 71n. Cone Universal transformer, 18/0.

MILLIONS of articles to be Cleared cheap during
Sale. Wonderful Values. -Apply for lists.

UTILITY- SALES, Faeritone Corner, 57, Praed
Street, London. (Paddington 0251.)

MAINS Transformers, chokes, etc., to specification,
repairs promptly executed. Guaranteed satis-

faction. Prices on request. Henry Peace, Ltd.,
WednesbUry, Staffs.

TRANSFORMER. and Choke Stampings, instrument
and Resistance wires. spools and insulation.

Lists. Free. -Lumen Electric Co., 9, Scarisbrick Ave;
Litherland, Liverpool 21.

HE SWIFT SERVICE AND SUPPLY CO. HALL-
MARK THREE. COMPLETE KIT OF GUAR-

ANTEED COMPONENTS, 30/- POSTAGE PAID.
(Including B.T.S. specified Coils and Drilled Chassis).
B.T.S. HALL -MARK THREE COILS, 7/6 per pair.
POSTAGE 3d. HIVAC SPECIFIED VALVES,
£1 /0,%9 per set. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. SEND
1)d. STAMP FOR DETAILS OF " SWIFT " SHORT-
WAVE KITS AND OTHER INTERESTING BAT-
TERY CIRCUITS. ALL STANDARD COM-
PONENTS AND ACCESSORIES SUPPLIED.

rHE SWIFT SERVICE AND SUPPLY CO (MI6).
3, FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS. HIGH

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1. 'PHONE : HOLborn
1336.

WEEDON P.L.R. Co. SPEAKER B REWINDING
SERVICE. -Mains transformers, etc. New

Cones, Coils and Centres fitted M/c speakers, 5/-.
Guaranteed. -Dept.. C., 80, Lonsdale Avenue, London,

(Grangewood 1837.)
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Kee

Development of the
Talking Machine.

Many valuable and his-
toric photographs illus-
trate this article which
deals with the earliest
models of Edison's
phonograph and traces
developments down to

the present day.

*OE

What is the
Spirogyra ?.

Many valuable
photo micro-
graphs illustrate
this interesting
article which
deals with an
interesting form

of pond life.

The above small reproductions are merely a few extracted atrandom from the fascinating and lavishly -illustrated pages ofthe current issue of this new and vital Monthly. There aredozens of similar illustrations in line and half -tone illustratinga wide range of interesting subjects explained in languagewhich everyone can understand.

Unusual Railways.
A well illustrated
article explaining
how engineers have
conquered the rug-
gedness of nature
and brought the
facilities of transport
to countries where
mechanical travel
was formerly con-
sidered to be im-

possible.

PRACTICAL. MECHANICS
is the only magazine
dealing with modern
subjects in everyday
language. It affords an
intriguing, valuable and
cheap means of keeping
yourself up to date
with modern technical
and practical tendencies.

11111166W,

The Two -Guinea Three-Valver.
Complete wiring diagrams for making
an ultra -efficient yet cheap three -valve

set.

Scale Model Aircraft.
Drawings and photographs enable
the reader to make a scale model of

a DU Comet.

NOW ON SALE
D

iii

Ceo. Newnes, Ltd.
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nowt get
Get improved
long range
reception
A falling off in the sensitivity of a Set which makes re-
ception of distant stations increasingly difficult probably
indicates that the mutual conductance of the screen -grid i

valve has fallen below standard. In an H.F. Amplifier the
overall magnification per stage is a function of the mutual
conductance of the valve coupled with its interelectrode
capacity.

The design of modern OSRAM Screen -Grid Valves
maintains an exact balance between these characteristics
and a type is available for every class of Receiver. You
would not run your car with the brakes on - make sure
that you are not operating your Set with a worn-out screen -
grid valve, thus limiting its full capabilities with the risk
of losing a foreign programme of particular interest.

Fit a new OSRAM Screen-Grid Valve for long
range reception

I

OSRAM SCREEN -GRID VALVES
S 23 For 2 -volt Battery Kit Sets and 1216

Portables

VS 24 For 2 -volt Battery Sets with 1216
variable mu grid control

MS4B For all A.C. Mains Sets 1716
with single stage H.F.

or M S 4 B CATKIN
Nis 4 For A.C. Mains Sets with two 1716

stages H.F.

 MS 4 For A.C. Mains Sets with 17/6
variable mu grid control

or V M S 4 CATKIN

D SB
 DS

For 0.25 amp. D.C. Sets

(variable mu)
For 0.25 amp. D.C. Sets

1716

17/6

WRITE for the OSRAM VALVE

GUIDE (1934 Edition). Sent post free.
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